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SCHLOTTERBECK’S

Coro, Wart k Bunion Solvent.

Entirely bonuses.; is not n caustic.
It removes Corns, Warts, Bunions and Callous
without leaving a blemish.
Brush for applying in each bottle.
8WTA CURE IS GUARANTE ED.^JgS
For Hale by nil Druggists.
Price 25 cent*.
Try it and you will bo convinced like thousands
who have used it and now testify to its value.
A*k for Schlottcrbeck’* Corn and Wait
Solvent and take no other,
ttdtf
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MEETINGS.

Wab Dep’t Office Chief Signal I
Officer, Washington, D. 0.
(
August 21, 1 A. M.
For New England,
Fair weather preceded
by partly cloudy
weather and light local rains, southwesterly
winds, .stationary or falling barometer and

temperature.

SPECIAL BULLETIN.

The cool wave mentioned last evening has
advanced to the lower Lake region, Tennessee
and Ohio valley and will be felt on the Atlentic coast by Tuesday evening. Preceded iu
the Middle Atlantic States by light local thunder storms. The storm was central last night
in Manitoba, has moved eastward and is now
central in Upper Canada.
It has beeD accompanied by high winds on the lakes. Local
rains have fallen in New England, Tennessee,
Ohio valley and Lake region, followed by
clearing weather.

Fair,

cooler weather

of tlie Maine

S. F. DIKE, President.

aug4eodtd

Bath. Aug. 3,1883.

_

NOTICE.
SPECIAL Meeting of the Stockholders of
Diamond Island Association will be held at
the New Restaurant Building, Diamond Island,
Wednesday, Aug. 22nd, A. D. 1883, at 2Ya o'clock
p. in., for the purpose of considering proposed
changes in laying out the Public Grounds, and of
transacting such other business as may legally come
before said meeting

A

The Stockholders are requested to invite their ladies and friends interested in the cottage system to
be present on said occasion, where every facility
will be afforded to examine the natural advantages
of said Island for summer residences. Baked Beans
from the ‘•New Oven” and hot coffee will be served
in tbe Restaurant at 1 o’clock, p. m.
Forest City Steamboats will leave for the Island
at 9 and 10.30 a. m., 12 m., and 2 p. m.
Per Order of the President,
P. J. LARRABEE, Sec’y.
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pobsllo,

ashore

at Lilrock, near Lubec,
in a thick fog. All were
The vessel is now in a dangerous posiran

Sunday afternoon,

saved.
tion. No insurance.
The owner of the steam
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/BELTING.
Important

to allwtio use

We have just patented

Belting

a

which is sold

under the

in

name

Rubber

GIANT BELTING.
oThis Belting is made up with the usual plies of
Rubber, and, before putting on the out
Bide cover, it is stitched in seams one inch apart
with cotton cord, which has a pulling strength of
fifty pounds. It is then stretched in its plastic
state, drawing the plies so close together, that
With the strong cord with which it is stitched, mate
rial strength is added to the belt, and the stitches
are so drawn into the plastic rubber, that they cannot wear off on the outside. 1 he outside cover is
then put on seamless, so that it cannot open, as is
the case of Rubber Belting made in the ordinary
way, and the plies being so firmly stitched, as wel
as Motioned together, that the belt cannot separate
as many belts made in the old way will, after bein
used for a time, especially when run at a greag
■peed or in damp places.
We particularly call the attention of all Mill owners to this Belt as being in the end the cheapest belt
they can buy, while the first cost is only about ten
per cent more than belting made in the ordinary
way. We believe t "'•U wear more than double the
length of time. For ueavy main belts you will find
it superior to anything made. It is also superior for
Entiles* Belt*, as we stitch the splice in such
way that it cannot separate.

Duck and

We will Warrant
Satisfaction.

Try Oar Giant Belt.

Samples and quotations furnished

on

application.

REVERE RUBBER

CO.,

173 & 175 Devonshire Si., Boston.
57 Reade
Foetories at

York.
Chelsea, HIass.
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in

landing

southeaster comes.

WOMAN’S FRIEND.
Having

been

ankles

at

were

pains

in my back and

limbs—my

times very^badly swollen—I

was

ad-

vised to go to the hospital for treatment, which I
did on the advice of a friend, but found no relief, at
least only of a temporary nature, and I had given up
all hope of a cure until my husband was advised to
USO Hunt’s

Remedy by

been cured of

a

friend that bad used it and

a severe case

of

on

Shoal*.

Bermuda, Aug. 20.—The schooner J. W.
Morse (American), of New Bedford, from tbe
western whaling grounds, with 200 barrels of
SDerm oii, bound to
New Bedford, struck on
Bed Shoals, aud was towed off by tug Britannia. Sho sustained no damage.

Operator* Returning to Work.
New York, Aug. 20.—Superintendent Humstone. of the Western Union, was kept busy
this morning receiving applications for re-employment from the striking operators. About
100 male operators have been taken back since
the strike ended. Five more were re-employed
this morning. Sixty ladies went ont on tbe
strike and of that number only twenty-three
have been taken hack. It is expected that
twenty-five more will be taken back this week.
All linemen who apply for reinstatement are
rejected with the answer that their places are
filled.
Nearly all the branch offices are open this
morning. Jay Gould has expressed great satisfaction with Eckert’s management during
the strike and tbe success resulting from it. It
is expected that the company will be able to
find positions for nearly all the strikers within
a
couple of weeks. They emphatically deny
there is any disposition on the part of the compaoy to punish the strikers by refusing them

employment.

Over fifty -Hen I,o«c their Place*.
Boston, Aug. 20.—Only twenty-three of the
strikers have been reinstated in their old posi-

tions at ICO State street. Seven were taken
back this morning. Mr. Henderson says that
fifty-four names on tbe list presented to him
have been checked off. The operators have
lost their positions and will not be taken back
until there is some vacancy. He says that
only Be veil country operators have been sent
back. The remainder will have permanent
positions until they prove themselves incapable of doing the work.
The strikers met at their headquarters this
morning as nsnai. Those who have received
employment generonsiy contribute to the support of their less fortunate brethren until they,
too, get work.
lrlJli
the

SiiiJNATiii IJNyUIKY.

Telegraph Mystcni

be

Kept

Controlled by the
Government?
New York, Ang. 20.—The Senate sab-committee on education and labor resumed its session this morning, The first witness examined was Charlotte Smith of Washington, president of the Woman's. National Industrial
League, who promised to famish the committee with statistics in regard to the women
workers of the country.
A. H. Seymour, telegraph operator of 30
years experience, who testified last week was
recalled. He favored the establishment of a
telegraph system under the control of the civil
service reform rules, or else the adoption of a
law similar to the one adopted in Pennsylvania
in 1873, prohibiting lease cr consolidation by
one telegraph
company with any competing
line. The witness cited figures to show the
progress made in telegraphic business in England since it came under the control of the
He also claimed that all addigovernment.
tional facilities obtained from new inventions
there directly benefit the public, while in this
He
country they only benefit the companies.
then gave a list of a number of telegraph
companies absorbed by the Western Union
Company and claimed tliat the capital stock of
that company is greatly inflated.
Aloof from Politics if

troubled for many years with kidney

severe

dropsy and kidney

I procured a bottle, and had not used onehalf of the bottle before I began to be bettor, no pain
in the back, and the swelling of ray limbs commenctrouble.

ed to go down, and my appetite was much better,
for I had become so bad that all I ate distressed me
very much. It was really dyspepsia, combined with
the other troubles, and I have used four bottles, and
am able to do my work and attend to household duties which before had been a burden to me, aud I can
•only tbank Hunt’s Remedy for the health and happiness which I now enjoy, and esteem it a great priv-

ilege and duty to give you this letter in behalf of
xny many suffering lady friend in Boston and the
country, and can only say in conclusion that if you
try it you will be convinced as I was, even
own will, that Hunt’s Remedy is indeed
woman’s friend.
You are at liberty to use this for their benefit if

THE DEAD JURIST.

once

against my
a

you

so

choose.

Respectfully yours,
Mrs.

Goldsmith, 1416
April 25,1883.

Hotel

Tremont

WM. GRAY,
Street, Bostor,

Judge IIlack.
Washington, Aug. 20.—The following ciioular announcing the death of Judge Black,
was issued from the State Department to-day:
Department of State,
)
Washington, Aug. 20, 1883. j
The Presidentdirecls the undersigned to perform the painfnl duty of announcing to the
The <*overiniieiit Hoiiors

of the United States that Jeremiah S.
Black, formerly Secretary of State, and distinguished by faithful services in various public trusts, departed this life at 2 o’clock on Ihe
As a mark of remorning of the 19th inst.
sdect it is hereby directed that the Department
of State be closed on Tuesday, Aug. 21—the
day of the funeral,—that the building be
draped for thirty days, and that the flag be
placed at half-mast until after the funeral.
Frederick L. Frelinohuysen,
Secretary of State.
The following announcement was also made
Justice:
the
of
by
Department
Washington, Aug. 20,1883.
The death of so eminent a citizen and jurist
as Jeremiah S. Black of
Pennsylvania, which
occurred yesterday at his home near York, renders it proper that the Department of Justice,
of which he was the efficient chief for nearly
five years, in a time of great emergency, shall
manifest its sympathy in the prolound and
general regret which that deatli occasions.
Thereby, by order of the President, the Department of justice will be closed and the flag
Tuesday, Aug. 21st,
placed at hali-mast upon
that being the day of the funeral, and the
in mourning for thirty
he
will
draped
building
Benjamin Harris Brewster,
days.
Attorney General.
Harrisdurg, Pa., Aug. 20 —The Senate toresolution
a
concurrent
appointnight passed
ing a committee of 12, six from each branch,to
late
Judge Jere
attend the funeral of the
The House concurred and
Black, at York.
the committee will be appointed to-morrow.

people

A RAGGAGE-IHASTERS PRAISE
Mr.

H. Barky, baggage-master

road, Boston,

on

Eastern Rail-

says:

“X have used Hunt’s Remedy, the great kidney an
iver medicine, in my family for months. It was
recommended by friends in Portsmouth who have
been cured of kidney troubles, and I find It just as
represented and worth its weight in gold. My wife
using it for dyspepsia, and has improved so rapid
that I cheerfully indorse it as a family medicine
of real merit, and 1 would not be without it.”
is

ly

April 27,1883.
Sunday low iu SI. I.ouiw.
Sr. Louis, Aug. 20.—The continuance of
the violation of the Sunday law during the
to have iucreased
the
past two weeks seems
confidence of saloon and small shopkeepers,
and more beer, wine saloons and cigar and othto police reer small shops were, according
Governor Crittenports, kept open yesterday.
from his Western
den who has returned home
at the course
seems to be quite indignant
and
.asserts very emof saloon keepera here,
euforced
be
and
must
law
pirically that the
that, if necessary, he will send the Attorney
General down here to assist the prosecution of
cases now before the courts.

Defying

trip*

Ike

and had
burned in

a

narrow

getting out
suffering greatly

escape,
of'the

being severely

building, and is
his injuries. A

now
from
small part of the furniture from the front
lower rooms was saved, but nearly everything,

including clothing

and other property of boardand occupantB of the house, was destroyed.
Mr. Robinson lost a considerable sum of
money taken in by his teams running to the
ers

grounds yesterday.

camp
in

the

three pigs and three horses,
Mr. Robinson, and a young horse,
valued at $3C0, belonging to a Lewiston
gentleman, were burned. A wagon owned by

owned

stable

by

tbe American Express Company shared tbe
fate of the buildings, but nearly all the other
vehicles were removed from danger.
The cause of the fire is unknown, but it is
supposed it may have originated around the
kitchen chimney. The loss Is estimated at
between $6,COO and $7,0(0; insurance on the

buildings, $2,500, and on the furniture $503, in
the German American Ins. Co. and the Niagara
Ins. Co. of New York.
The hotel, which has had

•
a

good

run

of cusmonth

Great service was done by tbe fire apparatus
of the Southard Manufacturing Co. and the
shoe factory, in protecting those important
points to the village and buildings adjacent.

There being no wind at the time of the fire
saved the village from what would probably
have been an irreparable disaster.
Barua Burned.

[To the Associated Press.l

Bhldgton, Aug. 20.—Early yesterday morning two barns, carriage house, stahles and other
outbuildings of James H. Hamilton, South
Harrison, were totally burned; also 125 tons of
hay, farming tools, harnesses and other articles. Supposed to have been incendiary. Loss
estimated at

$6,000;

insured in the AStna for

about $1500.
Paper Mill Burned.
N. J., Aug. 20.—R. McDowell &
Sou’s large paper mill at Lambertville, N. J.,
was almost entirely burned yesterday morning
Loss will probably exceed $50,000.

Trenton,

RAILWAY

The cutter is ex-

British Steamship Ashore.
Norfolk, Va., Aug. 20.—A British steamship is reported ashore on Cobb’s Island. She
was from Galveston for Newport News, for
coal. Particulars cannot be ascertained until
the return of the wrecking steamer sent to
her assistance.
New York, Aug. 20.—The steamer New Orleaus arrived tc-day trom New Orleans. She
reports that twenty miles south of Long Branch
she saw a brig rigged British steamer ashore,
with tng boats alongside.

Could

disease with

Ideal has tel-

a

AFTER THE BATTLE.

of

they had barely time to escape.
J. L. Robinson, owner, and until recently
landlord of the hotel, was sleeping in the ell

INTERESTS.

pected to-night.

Belting.

article

new

yacht

tug boat, aud to Castiue for the cutter Woodbuia’, aud they will
try to float her off on the next high water at
midnight. Sail Bock is a short distance from
West Quoddy Head, where there is a light
house and fog whistle.
In coming from Bar
Harbor the yacht made the back side of Grand
Menan, and then steered for the whistle. The
fog was very thick and the rock only a short
distance out of water.
At 3 o'clock they
heard West Quoddy whistle, aud steamed
down, but before they could stop she was
ashore. It was a dead calm, and there was no
to

Schooner

RUBBER

reduced to a mass of ruins. The house
full of guests, who were unaware of their
peril until the alarm was raised outside, and
was

The dwelling of Mr. Ray Thompson, across
the yard from the hotel, was scorched aud
otherwise injured to a considerable extent, as
were other surrounding buildings, which were
saved only by the active exertions of our
citizens.

before

aug

quickly raised, but before help arrived the fire
was beyond control, and soon the buildings

The Vatin filial Ashore.
Eastfort, Aug. 20.—The steam yacht Ideal,
with its owner. T. J. Havemeyer, of the New
York Yacht Club, from Bar Harbor for Cam-

in the boats. There wore
three ladies aboard.
She has two boles in the
bow and her stern has dropped down with the
tide, which blows over and fills her at every
flood. She will go to pieces if not gotten off

DON’T BE SKEPTICAL. REASON TEACHES
AND EXPERIENCE CONFIRMS THAT TARRANT’S SELTZER APERIENT IS AN
INVALUABLE REMEDY FOR ANY AND ALL
DISORDERS OF THE STOMACH, LIVER AND
BOWELS. A TEASPOONFUL IN A GLASS OF
WATER EVERY MORNINu BEFORE EATING,
IS NOT ONLY EXTREME*.
BENEFICIAL,
BUT A PROTECTION AGAINST DISEASE
WHICH NO ONE CAN AFFORD TO DISREGARD.
FOR SALE BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

their windows, and upon investigating, it was
found the ell and part of the stable attached to
the hotel were in flames. An alarm was

MARINE NEWS.

difficulty

A

Wed-

on

a. m. on

Saturday, Sept. 1st, 1883. The meetings will be
continued through the following Sabbath. Those
proposing to attend are requested to send their
names as early as convenient to S. F. Dike, that
provision may be made for their entertainment. All
friends are cordially invited.

ILiucolu House Burned.
^Special Despatch to the Portland Press.]
Richmond, Aug. 20.—About 3 o’clock this
morning parties living near the Lincoln House
were awakened by a bright light shining in

tom since its start, was leased about a
ago by Mr. B. E. Plummer, well known by the
traveling public, and bid fair to become a
popular resort. Its loss will be sharply felt by
all concerned.

Association of

Bath,

indicated

nesday inXew England, the Middle Atlantic
States and the lower Lake region. Local rains
are indicated Wednesday iu the upper Lake
region and the Mississippi valley, with rising
temperature.

Maine Association.
Annual

Meeting
the New church will be held at the church of
THE
at 10 o’clock
the New Jerusalem in

is

SPORTING.

were

Published every Thursday Morning, at $2.60 a
year, if paid in advance, $2.00 a year.
Advertisements inserted in tlio “Maine State
Press (which has a large circulation in every part
of the State) for $1.00 per square for lirst insertion
and 60 cents per square for each subsequent inser_
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SPECIAL NOTICES.

N

Maine Central.
Boston, Aug. 20.—The committee chosen at
the Maine Central stockholders’ meeting last
week appointed a sab-committee, consisting of
Messrs. F. A. Wilson of Bangor, E. F. Webb
of Waterville, and W. G. Davis of Portland,
who are in Boston to-day to confer with the
officers of the Boston & Maine and Eastern
railroads. It is expected that terms will be
offered the Maine Central so that it will cease
to oppose the lease of the Eastern road, these
terms to consist of guaranties in regard to the
management of the road and the interest
Some of the stockholder!
upon its stock.
want seven per cent, interest guaranteed upon
the stock before they will cease to oppose the
lease, but this is hardly expected. If arrange,
ments are not concluded satisfactorily, a strong
attempt will be made to have the Legislature
of Maine, at its meeting on the 29th, put a fro.
hibition upon the consolidation.
The Muster.

(Special Despatch to the Press.)
Augusta, Aug. 20.—The field is ready for
the troops tomorrow. At 4 p. m. today the
tents were all pitched, bed sacks all filled and
in place, cot k houses all made and water and
wood on the ground. All the troops are ex'
pected to arrive on the field at 10.30 a. in.,
Tuesday, and will at once be assigned to their

several quarters. At noon the dinner call will
be sounded. Thejfollowing officers are already
on the field and at work: Adjutant General
Beal, Assistant Adjutant Gen. Sprague, Brigade Commissary Whitmarsh, Brigade Quartermaster Dow, Quartermaster Perry of the 1st
and Quartermaster McFaddeu of
the 2d Regiment. A big mess tent has been
pitched, 150 x 00 feet in size, and the tables
are already set for the different commands.

Regiment

Each company will hive its own table.
There is every probability that this will be
the best muster Maine has ever seen. The arrangements have been admirably perfected and
all the troops will have to do on
unpack. The weather is hot.

arrival is

to

ORANGEMEN AND CATHOLICS.
A Morions

Collision in Scotland.

London, Aug. 20.—There was serious rioting at Cual Bridge, Lanark county, Scotland,
Saturday, between Orangemen and Catholics,
when 2fi of tbe participants were arrested. Two
police officers were dangerously wounded in
quelling the disorder.
Rioting was renewed
this morning, when a number of Catholics
and
hammers
armed with picks
paraded the
main Btreet of the town in search of religious
antagonists and resisted the efforts of the
police sent to disperse them. The officers who

unsuccessful in the attempt to break up
the mob were subsequently reinforced by a
body of mounted policemen. The combined
forces after a sharp fight charged upon and dispersed the rioters, 20 of whom were arrested.
The town is now in a state of great excitement
MEGes
as fresh trouble is expected.
London, Aug. 20.—Rioting was renewed at
The
were
stoned
Coatbridge to-night.
police
by the people, whereupon the riot act was read
and the police charged aud dispersed the mob.
A number of Catholics severely beat two Protestants, one of whom is now lying in a precarious condition.
Fifty rioters have been arwere

rested,

_

MADAGASCAR.
Missionary Miniw Released.
London, Aug. 20.--The Daily News intimates that Shaw, British missionary in Madagascar, imprisoned by the French there on a
charge of concealing two spies, has beeh released.
London, Aug. 20.—In the House of Commons tc-night, Gladstone, in replying to a
question of Norlhcote, relative to the case of
Mr. Shaw, imprisoned by the French in Madagascar, stated that Shaw had been accused of
havinSJ relations with the Hovas, and of direct
Gladstone
acts of hostility to the French.
said Shaw was confined on board a French
man-of-war and would be tried by court martial. having full facilities for defenoe aud right
Northcote was not content with
of appeal.
the statement, and announced that he would
the
question tc-morrow. Gladstone derepeat
clared that he would be uuable to say anything further relative to the case, as public interests might thereby be injured.
Replying to
there would
a question by Mr. Cowen, he Baid
be a very grave cause for complaint if Shaw
was not accorded a fair trial.

EGYPT.
Crisis in the Cabinet.
Alexandria, Ang. 20.—The report that
there was a crisis in the cabinet proves to have
been without foundation.
They Must be Protected.
London, Aug. 20.—The Times’ Alexandria
correspondent says that if the British troops
should be withdrawn from Egypt no European
family would remain in |tho country a week
after their departure.

THE DOMINION.
Terrific It a in Ntoim.
Toronto, Ang. 20.—A terrific rain storm,
accompanied by thunder and lightning visited
the northwestern part of Ontario yesterday.
At Listowell the water was several feet deep
in the streets. Several buildings and bridges
were carried
away and the destruction to
property was generally very great. At WingA railroad
ham, Maitland river rose 12 feet.
bridge and track were washed away Country
roads were covered with four feet of water. A
large quantity of standing grain was destroyed.

Hnnlau Badly Beatsu.
Fall River, Mass., Aug. 20.—The professional and local amateur races postponed from
Saturday were rowed this afternoon. The
water was quite rough during the morning and
the prospects seemed doubtful. At 2 o’clock
this afternoon, the hour set for the races, a
strong southeast breeze was blowing, and the
row, the referees decided
to wait for smoother water. At 5.13 o’clock
the water became smoother and the local amateur race was started. The prize was a silver
pitcher valued at $50. There were four starters—John Kelly, A, J. Howland, Wm. S.

refusing

oarsmen

to

Wood anu John Murphy. Murphy won in 13
minutes 42 seconds,
In the professional race were Elliot, Hanlan,
Lse, Ten Eyck. Hamm, McKay, llosmer,

Ross, Driscoll, Teemer, Riley, Plaisted and
Gaisel. There was considerable delay in start*
ing. When the referee’s boat came up to the
boot house the men were standing outside and
refused to row. Referee Tingley went ashore
and peremptorily ordered the race and they at

ready to start. Soon after 6 o'clock
the men were in line, and at 6.14 the word was
given to start. Riley, Plaisted and Gaisel were
not up to the line when the word was given.
Plaisted was backing to hie buoy and Hanlan
and Elliot had started before they hearn the
once

got

word. The referee shouted to the men to come
back and the steamer’s whistle blew the signal
to return.
Gaisel, Plaisted, Riley, Hosmer
and Hamm came back, but the others kept on,
Hanlan well ahead. There was not muoh

uuuoi

uu

liib

rciorm, s

uuai

mat

an me men

understood the signal to return, but the starters kept on and rowed over the course, coming
In with Teemer winning, Driscoll second, McKay third, Hanlan way behind and the others
straggling in the rear. Hanlan came in dry as
a chip, aud it looked as if the men were determined to put the race off for another day.
There was much grumbling when the referee
declared no race and ordered another start. A
wait of ten minutes was granted, and there
was then some further delay, and it was G.57
o’clock when the word was given for the start.
Tbo men got off this time pretty well, Hanlan
shooting to the front on the east side of the
course, with Elliot close behind, and Lee and
Hamm several lengths behind and close together. The rest of the men were In a bunch
on the west side of the course Planted ahead
and not far behind Hanlan, who was away
over on the other side still leading. Plaisted
was forciug him for first plaoe, and the race for
the first half mile was a pretty one.
The men on the west side of the coarse were
out of their water aud fouls were feared, but
none made.
Hanlan made the turu first, with
Boss and Hosmer close behind and tnrning
near together.
Hanlan had the inside of the
course, which was the hardest to row in, as the
water was rough.
At the start of the race tbe
steamer Canonicus, Capt. Orswell, of Proviweut
the
river, and as Hanlan
dence,
up
turned his bnoy she came down again, paying
no attention to the oarsmen, and steamed
right
through, causing a heavy swell, which
and
Elliott
Hamm.
Hanswamped Hanlan,
lan was then practically out of the race and
pulled with difficulty, his boat being full of
water. Darkuess fell rapidly, and before the
finish was reached it was almost impossible to
distinguish the men from the referee’s boat.
Lee upset after crossing the line, aud Driscoll
drew out half a mile from tbe start. At tin,
close of the race half-a-dozen of the rowers
surrounded the referee’s boat and several
claimed first prize. The judges’decision was:
Teemer first, time 18.28; Hosmer second, time
18.30; Boss third, time 18.35.
Hanlan felt sore at 1 is defeat, but he remarked after supper, "Well, I was beat aud I
feel bad about it, but I did my bast. I wasn’t
bit ou tbe head with a sand bag. I didn’t cut
my boat and I did not get any one to put wire
around my buoy. I am glad for one thing,
there was no money bet on me.’’
The conduct of Capt. Orswell, of steamer
Canonicus, in steaming twice over tbe coarse
is severely criticised. The crowd at the garden numbered 2500, and probably 2000 others
viewed the race from other
points. When
tbe oarsmen returned from tbe first start many
Bupposed the race was over and left. Tne
close of the race was rowed in darkness and it
was impossible for the spectators to distinguish
the men after the first three-quarters of a mile.
The prizes were $500 to first, $225 to second,
and $125 to third. Distance two aud a half
miles with a turn.
A consolation race, open to all starters who
failed to win a prize, will be rowed Tuesday
morning at 9 o’clock. Xrlzes 579, $80 and 828.
Baccs at

Saratoga.
Saratoga, Aug. 20.—Tbe attendance at the
races to-day was large.
The first race, five
furlongs, Tattoo was first, Hannah second and
Lady Loud third. Time 1.04 1-2. Tattoo went
lame
Second
won

race, one mile and 500 yards, was
by Gleaner, Col. Sprague second and

Wallensee third. Time 2.13 1-2.
Third race, one mile, was wou by Little
Fred, Pope Leo second and Gath third. Time
1.44 1-2.
Rnw Bull.

At Cleveland—Cleveland 4, Chicago 3.
At Buffalo—Buffalo 12, Detroit 1.

WASHINGTON.
The llill

Investigation.

Washington, Aug. 20.—Messrs. Totten
Thomas, of counsel for defense before the

and
Hill
investigating eommittee, have filed their arguments with the committee.
Mr. Colemau, of
the prosecution, will file his argument to-morrow-

Major Clark, chief of the
service, has gone to Maine
Biff, Woodbury and Dallas.
The

revenue marine
to inspect the

Presidential Pn-ty.

Washington, Aug. 20.—The Presidential
party arrived at Jackson’s Lake Saturday afternoon, after a difficult and fatiguing march
over rough and difficult passes along the precipices. At various points the path was so
treacherous that the party was forced to dis-

Half way up a
mount and lead their horses.
steep and craggy hill Secretary Lincoln sank
down exhausted, and as the path was so narrow that those behind him could not pass
along, rest was rendered compulsory. The
pack train went up the hill with great difficulty, one animal going over the precipice. At
another point on the journey Secretary Lincoln engaged in an antelope cbaBe, and shot
one of the guide’s bear dogs by mistake.
Col.
Moke Sheridan, while climbing a tree, fell
four feet into the river.

YELLOW FEVER.
Not Increasing Very Rnpidly.
20.—The Acting Secretary of the War Department to-day received
the following telegram, dated yesterday from
Lieut. Welch, commanding
the Pensacola
navy yard:
“Total oases at the station to day were six,
including Owen’s child. One death on the
17th. No new cases to-day. One case reported to-day in Woolsey. Shall send marines to
camp to-morrow upon recommendation of sur-

Washington, Aug.

21,

ENGLAND.

the Creditor* of I. Shaw & Bros.
Boston, Aug. 20.—The following notice is
issued today: At a meeting of a great majority of the creditors of F. Shaw & Brothers,
held in the city of Boston, August 15, 1883, the

The Queen.
London, Aog. 20.—The Qaeeu of England
next Friday. Her health
Balmoral
will go to
is much improved.
Death of ArchbUhop Vaughan.

Notice

to

undersigned were unanimously
visory committee to select a

chosen an ad-

person to he
choseu by the creditors cc-assignee with the
prennt assignee and to obtain the written consent of a majority in number and value of the
creditors to such choice, to advise with the assignee and to decide all questions in difference
between them; and to investigate the affairs of
F. Shaw & Brothers and report at a future
meeting of their creditors the most advisable
method to be pursued so that they may receive the largest possible sums upon their
respective debts, and are accordingly engaged
in making the investigation and shall be ready
to report as eoou as practicable.
Meanwhile
we solicit your co-operation and assistance in
Riving to us such suggestions and information
as you may deem important to aid us in our
work, and earnestly request you to await our
report before taking any action, as the work is
for the benefit of all the creditors without
preference or priority, and the plan of settlement which we may propose will give no one
also
We
any advantage over the others.
respectfully request you to give us a statement
mailed ro our Chairman, C. O. Billings, president of the Globe National Bank, 40 State
street, Boston, of the indebtedness of F. Shaw
& Brothers to you in the following form, viz:
Kamos.

l'romissors Drawers or [Date Time1 Amt.
Acceptors I Kudorsera,
i

ur

Book account in detail.
C. B.1 Billings, President of tits Globe National Bank, Boston.
A. W. Chase, Vice President Haverhill National Bank, Massachusetts.
8. 8. Small, of A. & E. Spring, Portland,
Me.
Edward H. Dunn, of the Shoe and Leather
National Bank, Boston.
Nathaniel Niles,Vice President Tradesman's
National Bank, New York.
B. F. Brooks, Counsellor-at-Law, Boston.
F. H. Todd, President St. Stephen Bank, N.
B.
Jas. B. Forgan, Inspector Bank of Nova
Scotia.
Isaac Stebhins, President First
National
Bank, Chelsea, Mass.
Boston, Aug. 20, 1883.
A Nouagennrian.

Waltham, Aug. 20.—Mrs. Worcester, a
respected lady about C3 years old, received a
shock of paralysis Sunday night, her left side
being paralyzed. She resides at the home of
her sou, Dr. Worcester, Moody street. Her
mind is still clear, and it is not thought the
shock will prove immediately
fatal.
Although of extreme age, having lived under

the administration of every President of the
United States, she retains well her memory
of important events transpiring early in the
history of the Republic.
Ah Officer blubbcil by a Rough.
Nhwbueyfoet, Aug. 20.—Last night while
police officer Frank Buckly was trying to arrest a man he was dangerously cut in the left
side. The wound is three inches deep and six

long.

Dealers Fail.
Boston, Aug. 20.—Joseph F. Paul & Co.,
extensive lumber dealers, corner of Dover
street and Harrison avenue, suspended payment to-day.
The embarrassment is said to be
merely'temporary. No statement of affairs
has yet been prepared, but it is understood the
liabilities are not great. Mr. Paul was largely
interested in the Boston
Sewing Machine
Comyany, which has been established but a
short time, but is doing a good business. This
company will not be affected.
I,umbei-

Chancellor Dodson Sharply Answered by
Acting Secretary French.
Washington, Aog. 20.—The acting Secretary
ol tbe Treasury has addressed the following

letter to the Secretary

of State in regard to
the foot and mouth disease in cattle:
“I enclose herewith a newspaper slip con-

taining

telegraphic despatch from London,
England, in which it is alleged that Mr. Dodson, Chancellor of tbe Dnchy of Lancaster,
slated on tbe 17th inst., in the House of Coma

mons, that it was an undoubted fact that the
foot and mouth disease in cattle had been car.
lied item England to America and that tlie
American quarantine system in relation to
cattle diseases gave no security against the
conveyance of the disease by men attached to
quurantine stations and by articles taken out
of quarantine yards, and that the system took
into consideration only the animals themselves.
I deem it due to American interests to state
that if the gentleman named made the remarks attributed to him, it must have been
done without a knowledge of all the facts iu
the case; and that iB some respects such remarks are calculated to mislead the public
mind on the subject. Attention is called to
the enclosed report of the Treasury cattle commission, dated the 21st ult. In regard to foal
and month disease among the cattle of the
United States. While it is admitted that this
disease did exist in herds of cattle imported
from Great Britain, the commission gives an
emphatic denial to the present existence of the
disease amoDg the cattle of the United States.
This statement is considered important, because it might be inferred from the remarks of
Dodson as quoted that tbe disease which had
thus been imported from Great Britain had
not been eiadieated.
Ample quarantine stations exist in the districts of Boston, Mass.,
Portland, Me., and as no contagions or infections diseases among the cattle of those States
exist, the possibility of these diseases being
communicated to our cattle by cattle arriving
at these ports (which are the only ports on the
New England frontier where cattle aie allowed
to be quarantined) is quite remote.
I call
special attention to the striogent regulations
governing the quarantine of cattle, herewith
enclosed, which go far beyond the scope contemplated in the remarks attrubuted to DobI think if these regulations are properly
sou.
carried out they will prove sufficient to gnard
against the introduction of contagions diseases
by importation of foreign cattle at the ports
I have the
where quarantine is established.
honor to request that a copy of this letter and
of its encloslves be sent to the British Minister at this capitol for the information of his

Very Respectfully,
H. F. French,
Acting Secretary.

government.

to

Enter

the Allinnec.

thereto of Roumania.
The Emperor of Germany gave a banquet
Saturday iu honor of the birthday of the Emperor of Austria and sent congratulations.
The second son of Prince William of Prussia, grandsoD of the Emperor, was christened

yesterday.

London, Aug. 20.
Sexton declares that parties assembled by
the magistrate attempted to intimidate electors in voting, Saturday, and that be will call
the attention of the House to the matter.
The election iu Sligo county resulted in return of Nicholls Lynch, home ruler candidate.
Not Left Shanghai.
A Paris Standard despatch says the report
that M. Trioon has left Shanghai is semi-officlally denied.
Policemen Shot.
It was rumored in the lobby of the Ilouse of
Commons last evening that three policemen
have been shot during the eviction of
an
Orangeman from his tenancy in County Down,
Ireland.

SPAIN.

Pensacola, Aug. 20.- The total cases yellow
fever at the navy yaad up to noon was eight;

Petroleum

ou

Fire.

Franklin, Pa., Aug. 20.—A great oil fire
broke out at Franklin, Pa., the extent of
which is undetermined, since it is spreading
almost at will. The appliances for extinguishing fire were found utterly inadequate, and
when the entire fire department of Oil City arrived it proved almost helpless, although the
members worked manfully. How the fire originated is not known.
The losses are likely to
be very heavy. The flowing oil 1b running in
rivulets
in
all directions, and such a
burning
scene has seldom
been witnessed even in the
oil districts.
Tribute of Kesyert.
Upon the receipt of a telegram at the Department of State announcing the death of
Judge Black, the flag on the building was at
once placed at half-mast, and the building was
draped in mouniug to-day, in honor of his
memory, and a circular was sent to the various
diplomatic and consular officers, directing
them to place the Hags ou their buildings at
half-mast for thirty days.
A

('ruNfacil by n l ulling siont
Bellows Fall-, Vt., Aug. 20.—While hoisting a large stone in Bellows Falls canal laBt
evening, the chain broke and the rock struck
Joseph ltosebush, killing him instantly and
badly mutilating his body.

Npnin.

Madrid,Aug. 20.—A newspaper is discussing
the expediency of forming an alliance of Spain,
Austria and Germany in order to check the
influence of French domocracy in Spanish
politics.

Bmetarj I'olgcr’s Moremeuis.

Chicago, Aug. 20.—Secretary Folger,

ac-

companied by Collector Spaulding, left here
for an excursion to Lake Superior on board
the United States Cutter Andy Johnson today.
He will go to Pictured Bocks, return to Detroit and thence to Geneva New York.
The Knights Templar.
San Francisco, Aug. 20.—Several accidents
occurred in the Knights Templar procession
here to-day. Three standard bearers fainted
from exhaustion, and Sir Alexander Meed aid
to the Grand Commander of California, was
thrown from his horse and had botli legs
broken.

All Killed.
Albuquerque, N. M., Aug. 20.—At Estanoia Banch Saturday Joel P. Whitney, of Bos'
toh, and his brother-in-law, A. Fernandez, attempted to serve a writ af ejectment on Manuel Oettero. A fight ensued aud Oettero and
Fernandez were both shot dead and Whitney
was mortally wonnded and has since died.
A

ASIA.
French in Annul.
London, Aug. 20.—Advices from Hoc, Anarn, state that the mother of the late King
Taduc, who always prevented her sou from
openly rupturing relations between Anam
and France, has, by order of the now rnler of
the country, been forbidden to quit the palace.
A dispatch from Vienna says that M. Tricon
French ambassador to China, has left Pekin,
as he feared that
he would be expelled from
that city as scon as the French troops in Anam began to bombard
Hnc.
M. Tricon, it is
further said, has gone to Shanghai, where be
awaits orders fr'om his government as to his
future action.
The

AN IMPORTANT ARREST.

Caught in Portland After

a

Long Chase.

Yesterday afternoon Mr. H. A. La Fetra,
agent of the Royal Baking Powder Co., arrived
In this city and applied to the City Marshal for
assistance to find one Irving B. Smith, alias
Sanbo'n, alias Seymour, alias Sauford, wanted
in Cleveland, Ohio, on a charge of forgery.
Officer Black wts detailed to assist Mr. La
Fetra in his search. Together they made the
round of the hotels, and in the evening diccovered their man playing billiards at the
United States, when he waB arrested. Having
consented to accompany Mr. La Fetra without
the formality of extradition proceedings, they
left with an officer on the late express train to

Boston.
A short time ago

the

manufacturers of the

Royal Baking Powder discovered that parties
had placed on sale in Detroit a spurious article
which was pot np in cans and with labels tbe
exact

counterfeit of tbeir own.

They

at once

about discovering tbe author of tbe imposition. The cans and dies for making them, an

set

extensive apparatus of machinery, were made,
it is reported, by E. J. Breckenridge of Toledo,

O., and the labels and pla’ss for printing them
were made by T. J. Walton of Salem, O. Both
these persons, we are informed by Mr. La
Fetra, have been arrested and await trial. Bat
the principal in the business, Irving B. Smith,
manufactnrer of another Baking Powder, who

illegitimate

business under tbe

style of Sanborn & Hatch, escaped. He is
charged with a more serious crime than counterfeiting a trade-mark, namely forgery, and it
was determined to pursne him and secure him
if possible. His father lives in Newton Lower
Falls, in Massachusetts, and he was traced
there, and from there to Peabody aud Salem,
and finally to Portland, where he was secured
as

related.

Smith

is a fine

appearing

young

fellow, and is bat 22 years old.
All the spurious Royal Bakiug Powder that
was put on the market has been recovered and
destroyed, and tbe counterfeit cans and labels,
also the dies and plates from which they were
made, so that the whole illegitimate businecs
figs been destroyed aud the guilty parties are
now

all under arrest.
OLD ORCHARD BEACH.

Services in the Grove.

Old Oecfabd, Ang. 20.
The Methodists of Portland District have acsembled for their annual camp-meeting. Since
the close of the Women’s Temperance meeting two weeks ago, Mr. McKenney, evangelist,
and Rev. J. M. Sutherland, the revivalist,
have held meetings in the grove daily.
The attendance has averaged one hundred at
each of the four daily services.
This morning and afternoon Mr. McKenney
conducted social services at the stand, begin-

ning

with

a

praise meeting

from

“Faith

Hymns.”
Mr.

McKenney

referred to the name of the
shall be called Jesus, because He shall save bis people from their sins,
not in their sins.”
Many appear as if they
wished to secure their soul’s salvation, and

Saviour, “His

name

then live good moral lives.
They do not realize that Jesus is a present Saviour, and is able
to save us Irom our sins even to the uttermost.

Give a man health and a chance to make
money and he does not want a better heaven.
When misfortune comes he feels the need of a
redeemer. People must be made to see sin be'
fore they will loathe it.
Daring the afternoon the different ideas of
sin were alluded to by a lady.
Mr. McKenney said:
“We have one standard-living contrary to the will of God is sin.
There will be no excuse for us; for if we seek
to know the will of God, we shall be given
wisdom to fulfill all our duties in full accordwith the will of God. The Israelites had
sacrifice for the sins of omission, always
burning upon their altar; even so we have in
the precious blood of Jesus, an atonement for
all unconscious Bins of omission. God raises our
standard as we advance in the Christian life,
as earthly parents do according to the age and

oapacity of their children.”
At 7 o’clock there wrs a praise meeting of
half an hour, followed by addresses and a social meeting, Presiding Eldor Rev. C. W.
Clark presiding.
The meetings were rather thinly attended.

FOBENOON.

Election in Sligo.

in

Th« Election* in Franc*.
Paris, Aug. 20.—Second ballots were held
yesterday for members of councils general, in
places where no results were reached. The
election on the previous Sunday shows farther
Republican gains of 16 seats.

Tc-morrow and throughout the five days of
the meeting the following programme will te
observed:

IRELAND.

Democracy

PRANCE.

a

Berlin, Aug. 20.—It Is thought that the alliance of Italy, Germany and Austria is about
to receive fresh strength by the accession

The

of Sydney, Australia, we* found dead in his
bed yesterday morning at the residence of Mr.
Blundell. He had recently arrived from his
archdiocese, having been summoned to the
Vatican, and was on his way to Rome when ho
He was 50 years old.
was taken ill.

ance

GERMANY.

Rounnuiin

Liverpool, Aug. 20.—The Right Rev. Archbishop Vaughan, Roman Catholic Archbishop

carried on tbe

AMERICAN CATTLE.

geons.”
total deaths three. Surgeon Owen is better.
Two attempts were made to pass the cordon
last night, one by force; the other offered a
Guards have beeu doubled.
bribe of 8200.
There is no alarm here.

PRICE THREE CENTS.

1883.

MASSACHUSETTS.

WAR OP RACES.

Serioun DiHturlmnce nt Terrel, Texas.
Washington, Aug. 20.—News from Terrel,
Texas Bays that a war of races is imminent at
that point, growing out of the lynching of
Martin Bradley, a negro, by a mob on Friday
night. Friday several hundred negroes assembled at Mills Point, Faruey, Elmo and other
neighboring towns, armed themselves and declared their intention to burn Terrel and murder the white inhabitants last night, but the
white were informed of these threats and prepared for protection. Nearly every white man
iu Terrel strapped a pistol on his body or shouldered a shotgun or a musket, and the town was
thoroughly patrolled all night. The negroes
knew of the state of affairs and refrained from
making an attack. The town has been guarded all day, and is supposed to be patrolled again
to-night. The telegraph wire is down ana no
news can be got from there.

AUGUST

million Dollar Failure.
Cleveland, O., Aug. 20.—Mr. Silas, a merchant and manufacturer of ice machines and
water pipe, has failed for 51,000,000.

0.30—Prayer meeting iu the church.
8.30— Prayer meeting in the grove.
10.30— Preaching iu the grove.
AFTERNOON.
1.00—Tent meetings.
2.30— Preaching iu the grove.

8.30— Tent meetings.
7.30— Preaching in the grove.
All meetings appointed to be held in the
grove will be in the church if the weather te

unpleasant.
The meeting of the Portland District Meth.
o lists at Martha’s Grove, Fryeburg, will begin

Monday, Sept.

3d.
OK THE BEACH.

The season is at its height.
Sunday was characterized by the usual
Crush, if the term may be used where there is
so much room.
A series of temperance meetings, to be held
in Music Hall, iB talked of. That there is
need of temperance work was pretty effectually demonstrated yesterday.
The new electric lights are a much needed

and highly appreciated improvement4

Plenty of Leather.
The vats of F. Shaw & Brothers at the
Vauceboro tannery contain about SCO tons of
leather and the tannery at Forest about 350
tons. An estimate of the leather in vats of
the seven Maine tanneries belonging to the
It the leather be finished
firm is 3COO tons.
and sold at fair market price it would bring 20
cents per pound on an average, and that would
amount to about $1,200,000.
A STRONG

DISCOURSE.

receiving a targe amount ot study and alter,
tion, the speaker said:-1 wonder how many
will say this is a very interesting story, this
about Ai and Achan and the defeat of the
children of Israel. These were queer timee
then, when walls fell down at the blast of
trumpets, and when the Lord took so much
pains to find out and punish one Binner. How
many will study this lesson and not remember
that it has an applioation for them—that the
God of Israel is the God of America—that He
hates sin now as He hated sin then—that He
keeps his eye on the sinner now as He did
then, and that sin is jast as mnch a personal
transgression of law nineteen hundred years
after Christ as it was fourteen hundred years
before His coming. Ob, that we eould translate this story into modern laognage, and feel
it— lorget for the time that the plains of Jericho are OCX) miles away, and that Joshua and
Achan have been dead thirty hundred years!
liemember there are Joshuas and Achans in
these streets of ours; that there are victories
and defeats taking place all aronnd ns every
day; that God is God, that sin is sin, aud'that
punishment still follows sin as darkness follows the setting of the snn.
The victorions march of the children of
Israel to poetess the promise and received a
sadden and severe check when their chosen
3C30 fled before the men of Ai. Nothing conld
seem to be more disastrous, for with their courage impaired and their prestige broken, what
could they expect in lighting the fiercer enemies of the mountains? No wonder that Joshua rent his clothes
and threw himself on his
face before God and cried, ‘‘Alas, O Lord God,
wherefore hast thon at all brought this people
over Jordan to deliver ns into tiie hands of the
tu

The pulpit of the Congregational Society,
Ilev. Dr. Mason, pastor, was occupied on Sunday by Rev. Frank E. Clark, of Portland, Me.,
who has received a call to become pastor of
Phillips church, of South Boston. The subject of the morning discourse was founded
upon the words in Joshua, vii, 10—“And the
Lord said unto Joshua, Get thee up; wherefore liest thou thus upon thy face?” Referring
to the words and

incidents relating thereto, as

us..

wuuuor

luai

Joshua thus felt, but It was not the right way
It was his duty to find
to act, nevertheless.
ont the cause of the disaster—to turn defeat
into victory—not to weep and wail. And so
the Lord said to him, in a tone of reproof,
“Get thee np, wherefore liest thou npon thy
face?" and then he told him a grievous sin bad
been committed, and the defeat came to punish that sin. Joshua loses no time in carrying
ont the Lord’s command, and now follows that
wonderful ferreting ont of the criminal from
among the hundreds of thousands In the camp
If a dramatist should take this story in hand,
the plot for one of the most thrilling tragedies
ever enacted might be found in those few quiet
Bible verses. Terrible retribution overtook
Achau and all bis family.
Let us not be so taken uo with the oriental
surroundings of those scenes in that camp life
Land—the childon the edge of the Promised
hood age of the world in which the occurrences
took place- as to lose from our minds the lesBut remember that in- this
sons here for ns.
changing world there are some things which
do not change, some things as important to
know as for the wandering tribes of Israel.
Sitting a few evenings since on the shore of
Saco Bay—with thoughts of this lesson to present yoa in mind—I watched the moon rise
majestically from its bed in the tea, gathering
new brightness every moment as it mounted
higher and higher in the heavens; the little
billows breaking from the crest of every wave
seemed turned into molten silver under her
rays as they chased each other up the sand;
the promontories and islands stood out clearly
in the subdued light—a scene of magnificence
and beauty nnequaltd—a symbol cf God’s unchaDgeableness and man’s fluctuating changes
That me on which has risen for thousands of
years—true to a minute has she made her appearance and has mounted into the heavens—
never hurrying, never sparkbrighter lustre or shining with a
radiance more divine. Luring these ages npChalon ages past, men nave come and gone.
deans, Egyptians. Jews, Bomans, Gauls, Englishmen, Americans, have filled the planet,
but she shone on placid, calm, nnveiled, like
one of the principles of God’s nature.
Here too is this old tide always, always washing np thiB old shore with the same dull thud
when the winds are boisterous; with the same
never

delaying,

ling with

a

swash when the winds are calm. Coming and going, coming and going, as when
Cain killed Abel, when Enoch walked with
God, when Moes received the law on the
mount, when Joshua marched into Jericho,
when Samuel judged Israel, when Lavid sung,
and Isaiah propbecied and Paul preached and
Luther thundered—those old waves came and
The slowly ascendwent with ceaseless flow.
ing moon, the incoming tide—perfect pictnres
these of constancy and fixed, unalterable law—
the ripples and the quavering moonlight, perfect pictures of restless change. So with the
great principles of God’s character and government—they alter never, like the moon and
tide, but in the midst of these men come and
go as the ripples on the creet of the waves.
Tne ripples make no nmereuce WIU me illcoming tide; tbe sparkles on tbe waves do not
accelerate or retard tbe moon. So man’s customs, man’s civilization, man’s refinement or
barbarity neither retard nor hasten God’s law.
Listen to the everlasting tidal wave which
flows through this narrative and is still wpshiug up on every shore. Sin is an awful thing;
that is what the crime of Achan taught 360
years ago; that is what we are taught still.
Ceaselessly, day by day, year by year, age
by age, ceaselessly as the tide has rolled on the
Atlantic coast, has this been made plain. God
reigns in the heavens and makes it His concern
whether or not men sin. God takes note, God
hates sin, God punishes sin. That is one of
the unchangeable
laws that Achan’s sin
teaches us. The punishment of Achan’s sin
followed at once as swiftly as it did surely. At
once, following the lightning flash of sin, descended tbe thunderbolt of punishment and
Israel was defeated at Ai. Another one of the
tidal waves of mighty principle which has
been rolling in; a little more obscure than the
principle already referred to, but it belongs to
the same class. Punishment and sin go together, as the shadow follows the object which
We lose a great truth out of
casts the shadow.
our theology when we relegate all punishment
to tbe future world. Achan’s sin and Israel’s
swift punishment were meant to call our attention to this often neglected truth. “That
word future must be one of Satan’s devices,’’
says an eloquent writer. Let ns never think
that punishment is all future; that every
own
not
bring its
wrong-doing does
which
fell
Tbe
punishment
penalty.
upon Israel’s army because of Achan’s sin
it
was
slow-footed
we
but
was swift,
think,
compared with the penalty which every sin inflicts upon the soul of tbe sinner. But now
Tbe sin has been comwhat shall be done?
mitted—the wedge of gold and the Babylonish
garment have been stolen—the punishment is
The text
come—the army is fleeing from Ail
tells us; “Get thee up; whelefore best thou
cannot
fice?”
Israel
prosper while
upon thy
sho harbors the sinDer, and the first thing to
do is to put away that sin out of your midst.
Here is a lesson for us of
Remove the causo.
If we are sinners
self-respect and manliness.
we are still men, and have the power, through
Ghrist, of putting out of the camp the evil
thing which is working our destruction. Up
then and sanctify yourselves and put away the
The speaker then folsin out of your midst.
lowed with an application of the subject to
national sins and the great evils of Sabbath
broking, oiasptiemy, perjury and political corruption. The discourse closed with an impressive appeal to resist not the onsweeping tide of
God's unchangeable law, which iuflicts penalty for Bin.

light

The death ot Judge Black takes away one o*
remaining prominent actors in Washington during the anxious days preceding the
inauguration of President Lincoln. Notone
cabinet now survives.
of Mr. Buchanan’s
Sharing in all the momentous acts of that administration, with his motives and deeds the
subject of angry dispute ever siDce, bis decease
recalls to mind those days which, though let.
than a quarter of a century gone, are begins
the few

ning

to assume

the marks of age, and will soon

accurately analyzed by the historian. As
attorney gensnl first, and then as secretary of
Btate, Mr. Black was near to Mr. Buchanan,
the more so because of their personal friendbe

Their qnarrel over the
proper course to be pursued in the winter of
1860-61 is still in controversy, and the motives
of each may never be folly understood. For
his coarse tbeu and later Judge Black has
been accused of sympathy with the Sjlputh, a
charge which with present light seems io have
magnified, though he wae never a war Demo-

ship for years before.

crat.

He was born near York, Penn., Jan. 10,1810.
His farther was a sturdy Scotchman, who tilled
bis farm, kept himself posted in cnrrent affairs, was a ’’side judge” of the county court,
and in 1810 the Whig candidate for Congress.
The son had been nominated by the Democrats, but refused to run against his father,who
was elected,
bat died during his fiist term.
The family was not rich, and when a boy,
Jerry,

as ne was

always canea,

worsen

on

Then it became
the farm until he was fifteen
so apparent that hie inclination was for learnfarm
was
that
the
mortgaged and he was
ing
sent away to school for two years, and then began studying law with Chaunc; Forward,
whose brother was secretary of the treasury
under President Tyler. It was e sident ihst he
had decided rightly. Before coming of age
the young lawyer was prosecuting attorney of
Somerset county. At the same time Mr. Forward was sent to Congress and certified bis entire practice over to his young partner. "I
would have ran away from such responsibilities if I could,” he afterwards said. “I would
rather have mauled rails.” He thus became
well establishd as a lawyer, and in 1842 was
made circuit judge, where he served for nine
years. This time he improved in increasing
his acquaintance through the State. In 1843
he casually met Mr. Buchanan. An intimacy
immediately sprang up, and for iyears they
In I860 Mr. Black
were the closest friends.
was elected chief justice of the State on the
Democratic ticket, and in 1853 re-elected for
fifteen years. At this time his prospects we'e
of the most flattering kind. As yet only in
early middle life, he held the highest judicial
p< .ition in his State, and was likely sooa to be
called to the federal supreme court. In spits
of the natural harshness of his face, his geniality and wit made him popular, and in soolal
circles he was industriously sought. He was
not a politician, bat a well read and distinguished lawyer, with no knowledge of those
political arts which his friend Mr. Buchanan
had so persistently cultivated. In his opinion
the latter bad abused his powers. “He ought
to have been Chief Justice of the United
States," he often said. “He would have made
one of the greatest jurists that ever graced the

boocha*1
Finally, Mr. Buchanan became President,
after his years of waiting. In making up the
cabinet, Jndge Black was selected for Attorney General. It was not the leading position,
bat on account of their close personal relations
it was understc id that he would he the chief
advisor of the President. It was some.hing to
give up the security of his chief justiceship,
but he was flattered by the national position
and accepted. The bed of rcies proved to be
lined with thorns. From the very beginning
the Buchanan administration was face to faco
with threatened disunion. Traitors sat at tho
cabinet board. The President was their political ally, and he found no others in the constantly increasing tide of denunciation which

The panic of
swelled up f-om the North.
1857 added to the dissatisfaction. With doubt
installed
in the
treachery
in the White House,
Cabinet and fear at the Capitol, the country
trembled until it was plunged into civil war.
The Attorney-General was known to be in
high favor with the President. All the a«ts
and utterances of his chief, many of which he
strenously opposed, were charged to him.
When the plan
Their differences widened.
of the secessionists
began to appear, they
adopted radically opposite views. The PresiMr. Black
dent was for temporizing delay.
urged that the laws be enforced. He had no
scruples on the subject cl slavery,and the abolltioutsts

were as

nateinr iu uim as ui

me

mot-

pient rebels, but he had a high idea of the powers of the central government and its duty to
In November,
promptly suppress rebellion.
1860, be wes asked for an official opinion as to
the rights of States to rebel. He replied that
the President onght “to suppress all forma of
insurrection, but had no right to declare indiscriminate war against all the inhabitants of
the
a section, condemning the innocent with
guilty.” So unsparing,were his denunciations of

the Southern leaders as well es the abolitionists
that the President refused to accept the opinion
because it was calculated to stir up feeling between the factions; nor even after it was shorn
of its harshest features did he order it printed.
The two had frequent arguments upon the
broad question, but they did not agree. Mr.
Black was for stern execution of the laws, so
mnch so that Mr. Buchanan finally said to
him: “Yon have always been a lawyer and a
judge, never a politician, and therefore yon do
not understand the delicacy with which these
political complications mnst be handled.” The
aunnal message to Congress in 1860 aroused
Judge Black’s opposition, especially the expression, "No power has been delegated to
coerce into submission a State that is attempting to withdraw or has entirely withdrawn
irom the Confederacy.” But it was inserted,
and the secessionists beiieved that the President would not interfere with their plans.
Daring the winter Floyd, then Secretary of
Wat, went so far as to advise in cabinet meeting that the Southern forts be surrendered.
Judge Black denounced this plan. "There
was never a period,” he said, “in the history
of the English nation when any minister
could propose to give np to an enemy of his
government a military post which was capable
of beiDg defended, witbont being brought to
the block.” Mr. Buchanan remonstrated with
this kind of talk, bat the surrender was not
made. At this time Lewis Cose resigned hie
position as Secretary of Stat9. No one wanted
the place for the brief two months of the expiring administration, but tbe Attorney General consented to be transferred, providing Mr.
Stanton, whom he had known as a strong
Union man, should be appointed to his place.
It was done, and Messrs. Black, Stanton and
Holt supplied what patriotism the Cabinet
contained nntil Mr. Lincoln took the reins of
power. In the last few days of his administration Mr. Bnchanan nominated Jndge Black
for the vacant Supreme Court seat, but the
Senate did not confirm him, and
Republican
Mr.
ijincoin sunsitiurou
owayne of
Ohio. Disappointed in this, and with the
feeling that he had been misunderstood, Judge
Black left public life and weut back to bis law

practice.
X1U UlUlv UUlUldi

nuu

he kept silent concerning the straggle, although not in sympathy with the way in
When Mr. Johnson
which it was conducted.
became President, he had considerable influence at Washington, and urged that no amnesty proclamation should be issued. The
leading rebels ought rather be punished for
their acts, and he said, "They hare passed the
point where they are entitled to mercy. They
should have only justice, and all there Is of it.”
But he took no active part in politics, devoting
He built a handsome
himself to his practice.
house in the neighborhood where he was born,
and was constantly engaged in suits before the
Supreme Court at Washington. His greatest
case was the famous one against the New Almaden Quicksilver Company of California.
He won the case for the company against Reverdy Johnson, Charles O’Conor and Judah P.
Benjamin. His fee was said at the time to be
$230,000. He also appeared for Milligan, who
had been sentenced to death by military commission in Indiana, in 1864, and as counsel for
Andrew Johnson at the time of his impeachHe likewise defended Secretary
ment trial.
Belknap, and argued Mr. T.iden’s case before
His argument beelectoral
commission.
tho
fore this tribunal has been much criticised.
One of the justices af the Supreme Court,who
served thereon, has often remarked: "He
took advantage of that occasion to say things
for which he would have been punished for
contempt if uttered before a court.” Perhaps
this was more excusable in view of the fact
that Judge Black would probably have been
Secretary of State had the Democratic candidate been counted in.
ms puDnc me nas oeeu oue in
It is a record of prejudice controlling great
talents. He was a lawyer. When revolution
came upon liis country ne measured it simply
according to the rules of law, and failed to
comprehend its import. His latter years did
not justify the brilliant promise of his early
manhood. But, outside of politics, his life
His home has thown a charm
was admirable.
over all his friends, and bis private character
His friends loved him with dewus spotless.
votion, nor were they limited by party or State
President Qartield was among his admirers.
Among the lamented President’s latest inquiries wet one for Judge Black, and when he
was told that he had called and was very anxious about him, he Baid with great feeling:
"That almost pays for this!” He was an able
jurist, and a passionate, but honest man. But
had all men been like him, the jNorth would
have quiblled over the law (while the South
seceded and built np an empire with slavery
as its corner.
war

The Woman with
The New York

Pug.
correspondent of the De.
a

troit Free Press thus writes of a woman and
An Erie train was ready to leave
a dog:
the Jersey City depot a few nights ago, and
most of the passengers were settled in their

leading an English pug,
ugly a face as any pug ever wore,
approached a car at which a sturdy brakeman with an Irish accent was on guard.
A woman

seats.

with

as

She was tall and stout, with the tread of a
drum major and a brigadier’s commission in
her face. “Ye must put that dog in the
baggage kyar, ma’am,” said the brakeman.
“I am going in this car,” said the woman;
“stand out of the way.” “But ye can’t
take the dog ma’am.” “I shall take the
dog.” “Not in this kyar, ma’am.” “Stand
aside, i say: now aare you Keep me out ff
the car?” “Ye can go into the kvar at
wance, ma’am, but the dog can’t; it’s agen
the rules.” She attempted to push past the
brakeman, and he took hold of the dog.
“Take your hands off my dog,” she yelled;
“take your hands off my dog. How dare you
put your hands on my darling dog?” “He
can’t go in the kyar, ma’am.” “But I say
he shall.” “Not while I’m here, ma’am.
Take him to the baggage kyar; that’s where
“I shan’t put him In the baghe belongs.”
gage car, you horrid brute. It would kill him.
He has never been away from me five minutes in his life. Come, darling.” “He won’t
“Will you stand
come in here, ma'am."
aside, sirrah?” “No, ma’am; this is me
place.” “You will make me lose the train.”
“Can't help that, ma’am; it’s all on account
o’ the dog, an’ a purty one he is.” “If I lose
hold you responsible.
the train I shall
Where’s the conductor? 1 must see him.
Conductors are gentlemen. Where is he?”
“There he is ma’am, givin’ the signal. le
must be quick or we’ll bo off.” "Will you
let me in?” “Certainly, ma’am, but the

ordhers, an’
must stay out. Them
I’ll stick to ’em.” “I shall see the compahorrid wretch, and make
ny about this, you
it.” “Very well, ma’am;
you smart for
that’s as ye plase.” “Where’s the conduc
tor, Isay! Take me to the conductor at
lave me post, ma’am.
once.” “I can’t
There, I told you the train’d he off. We’re
going now.” “What’s your name? I want
your name, do yon hear? I’m going to
dog

Rev. F. E. Clark at Boston.

ucbhuj

Judge Black’s Career.
(Boston Advertiser.)

s

me

the company at once. You impudent, insolent ruffian. I’ll see—” But the tram
moved away, leaving her standing with the
dog and jawing at the rate of 00 miles an
hour. And the dog was looking after the
train as if not quite decided whether to go
and bring it back or not.

California

Mining

a lock*.

San Francisco^ Aug. 2?^The

following are tho
of mining stocks to-day:
Best & Belcher.
Ophir .
Gould & Curry.
Hale & ..
Mexican.
Eureka.
Sierra Nevada.
*2
Union Con...
Yellow Jacket
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month, but there were fewer from
Ireland, notwithstanding “assisted” emigra-
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We do not read anonymous letters and communiThe name and address of tlie writer are in

cations.

all cases indispensable, not necessarily for
tion but as a guarantee of good faitb.
We cannot undertake to return
munications that are not used.

or

publica-

preserve
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The Shaw Failure.
The statement made by Mr. Fayette Shaw
at the meeting of the creditors of F. Shaw
& Bros., in Boston last Wednesday, together
with the statement made by the accountant,
for the accuracy of which he expressly disclaimed responsibility, the amounts being
furnished to him by the film, are in effect
but one statement and that is the firm’s
statement of their condition and the circumstances under which it came about.
It is
unnecessary te say that this statement was
an unpleasaut surprise to the creditors and
to the mercantile community.
The affairs
of the firm are in a much .worse condition
than was expected and much worse than
any

previous

statement had

given

reason

to

suspect. The narration of the methods pursued in their business by the Messrs. Shaw
since the failure of the Pacific Bank in
1881 is not creditable. Undoubtedly it puts
in the best possible light the circumstances, but it is a narration of unwise and reckless
proceeding for which those who
suffer cannot be expected to have anything likecharitabie consideration for it does
not deserve charity but only condemnation.
When the statement made since the failure is compared with that made to Bradstreet’s agency on the 1st of January, seven
months before the failure, and almost two
years after the collapse of the Pacific Bank
there is little wonder that those who hold
the dishonored paper of the firm are in a
state of indignation. They have good reason to be.
The statement given to Bradstreets seven months ago was as follows:
Cash$200,000,

QUICK ASSETS.
bills receivable and

Direct liabilities..
OTHER ASSETS.
Tanneries and all buildings belonging..
Extract factories, dwellings and personal property, excepting bark be
longing thereto.
F. Shaw & Bros., Purchase-street store
1,600,000acres of land, paid-up stumpages, railroad cars, vacuum pans,
engines, etc.
Assets of F Shaw & Bros., Canada East
except quick asset*.

$688,166

600,000
934,600

956,500
$3,179,256
737,000

$2,442,256

$750,000
225,000

70,000

1,610,000
266,000

Surplus. *5,362,256
■That Is to say, their assets all told
amounted to $6,099,256 while the only liabilities they reported were direct liabilities
Thus they repreamoanting to $737,000.
sented themseUes as not only solvent but
with a latge surplus of more than five million dollars. But seven months afterwards
they state their total assets to be but $5,262,197.32, the shrinkage being $837,058.68,
while their total “direct liabilities” are reported to be $4,612,074,12, an increase in
seven months, both statements being their
own, of $8,875,074.12.
According to this
second statement their total assets exceed
thair direct liabilities only $050,123.20. The
total discrepancy between their two statements made but seven months apart is
$4,712,132.80. No fluctuation of the market, no failures of those with whom they
were engaged in business transactions, accounts for this vast difference.
We do not
see any possible escape from the conclusion
that the statement made to Bradstreet’s at
the beginning of the year was delusive and
that those who trusted to it and loaned and
lost money on the strength of this representation of the firm’s affairs, were the victims
of an imposition.
Whether the delusive
statement was

dishonestly made with a design to cheat by false pretences is a question for a jury to determine, if anybody cares
to try the issue in the courts.
in this second statement appears another
class of liabilities not mentioned in the for-

namely, "contingent liabilities,”
amounting to $2,897,235.27, for which they
claim to hold collateral security to the
amount of only $109,552.07, of which only
$44,735.51 is called good, the rest being
mer

■

The

blunders of the Ohio Democrats
thick and fast that it almost looks
as if their campaign was purposely mismanaged in the interest of the Republicans.
The Cincinnati Saloon Keepers’ Association
is now sending circulars to its members directing them to vote the Democratic ticket.
come so

This is about

body

one,

classed as insolvent. Their total liabilities
"direct” and “contingent” are $7,509,309.38,
the ewcess of their liabilities over their as
sets, taking their estimate of the value of the
latter, is $2,247,112.06. There is another
Item of more than $300,000, representing accepted drafts for hides to arrive, concerning
which the accountant says he cannot say
whether there will be any claim on the firm
of F. Shaw & Bros.
It is well if the mercantile community is
able to believe that this is an exceptional
case, and that the number of those who are
in a similar situation is very few. If the contrary view were held and it was believed, or
suspected, that other establishments were as
hollow and unsubstantial as this is now
shown to have been, confidence would come
to an end and the whole fabric of credi1
would tumble down. It is apparent that the
house of F. Shaw & Bros, invited the ruin
that has overtaken it- The pity of it is that
the prudent suffer with the imprudent and
the savings of laborous years and the hopes
of comfort in old age are wrecked in the
calamity of indiscreet speculation.
The decision of Judges Lowell and Nelson
in the United States Circuit Court at Boston
in the case of the American captain arrested
-for Jandiflg in this
er, contrary to the

country a Chinese laborprovisions of the Chinese
Emigration Act passed by Congress in 1880,

shows that that act is destined to fall far
short of accomplishing the purpose which
its authors intended. The decision turned
wholly upon the question whether, within
the meaning of the act of Congress, the man
landed by tke American captain was a Chinaman.
That he was Chinese in race and
language was admitted. But he was born
in the island of Hong Kong after the cession
of that island to the British, and had always
lived there, and consequently was not a subset of the Emperor of China, but of the
Queen of England. The Court held that
the act of Congress could only apply to the
subjects of the Emperor of China, for it was
founded upon the treaty with the Emperor
of China, which of course could only
affect
his own subjects, and as this man was
not a subject of the Emperor of China

althongkiu

the popular acceptation of the
'tera'a Chinaman, it could n6t apply to him.
Under this construction of the act of Congress there is nothing on the statute book to
prevent the emigration of the whole resident
population of HongKong to [this country.

Horton, the man who was appointed in.
ternal revenue agent at Boston by Commissioner Evans, and speedily removed because
of serious charges affecting his character,
has brought suit for $24,000 against Solomon
Carter of Boston for libel. It will be remembered that Mr. Carter wrote a letter to the
President accusing Horton of blackmailing.
Horton sets a pretty high figure on his character—about $25,000 higher than a jury will>
we are inclined to think.
to be a movement on
There is said
foot among members of the theatrical

profession to discontinue the practice
of decorating walls and
windows with
of
actors
the
faces
and
actresses.
This is well, but it ought to be supplemented by a discontinuance of the hyperbolical description of their abilities. An actress who is not, on the bills, the greatest artiste in her specialty on the American stage
is a rarity which is seldom met with.

The statistics of immigration for July,
show a great falling off as compared with
last year. The total number coming in at
ten ports, 97 per cent, of all the arrivals, in
July 188*, was 65,010, in July 1883, 40,220,
a decrease of
18,790. From Scotland, England and Wales and from Austria more
came this year in July than last
year in the

equivalent

lo

urging

but Cincinnati rumsollers

to

everyvote for

Foraker.
It looks as if the

of Governor
Butler in Massachusetts would bo Congressman Robinson or Henry L. Pierce.
Neither
of them Is seeking the place and Mr. Pierce
is In Europe; but it will not beexpected that
any Republican whom the people call upon
for a service this year will refuse.
General
Butler must go.
successor

The Oxford Bar has unanimously sigued a
request to Gov. Robie asking him to nominate'Hon. Enoch Foster of Bethel for associate
justice of the Supreme Court in the event of
a vacancy, which is proable.
The request is
heartily supported by the Lewiston Journal
and the Oxford Democrat.
The ground had hardly ceased to rumble
at Casamicciola before the work of rebuilding the demolished city had begun. Already over one hundred and fifty houses have
been erected
and
occupied. There i
no place like home, be it ever so
shaky.

Courtney
ger.

ac-

counts due, $488,166.
160,000 cords of bark @ $4.
Leather in store and at tanneries, hides
and other merchandise.
Quick assets in Canada East.

The Lowell Times hears that Gov. Hale
of New Hampshire will veto the railroad
consolidation bill if it passes the Legislature
on the ground that it coufers legislative pow
ers on the Supreme Court, and is
therefore
in conflict with the 37th article of the bill of
rights, which requires the executive, legislative and judicial branches of the government to be separate and independent of
each other.

If

is ambitious to become

it were certain

that

a

slug-

he would be

speedily knocked out

of public view readers
of newspapers would insist on his
gratifying
his ambition. He is becoming an intolerable

bore.
Most of the telegraphic operators who are
reinstated receive smaller salaries than before the strike. The Western Union Company intends to make the most of its victory.

Yesterday was a genuine dog day, but bep.
tember Ith is only two weeks from to-morrow.
Take courage and be patient; perhaps
we shall cheat old Sirius this
year.
One of the absurd stories which comes
across the water is that Lord
Hartington
gave information which led to the killing of
James Carey.

New Magazines.
The September number of Harper’s Magazine has for a frontispiece, an engravin 5 by
R. Hoskin, from a design by Dord for the illustration of Poe’s “Raven.” This picture
gives us the great imaginative artist’s conception of “The night’s Plutonian shore.” It is
sufficiently weird and dread. Frank D. Millet, the artist-correspondent, contributes the
first of two papers illustrated from his own
drawings about Dalecarlia, a district of
Sweden distinguished for quaint simplicity.
Another article descriptive of scenery and
people has the Catskills for a subject. Mrs.
Lucie Lillie supplies the text and Harry
Fenn the illustrations. The Rev. John B.
Thompson tells of the origin of the Rip Van
Winkle legend, that is, he tells what he
knows about it; probably there was a similar story in times of which we know
nothing
now.
P. D. Hay tells the story of General
Marion, the revolutionary hero, sometime*
called the Swamp Fox. A fresh installment
of the serial story “A Castle in
Spain,” the
first part of a two-part
story entitled “Prisoners” by Rose Hawthorne
Lathrop, and a
short story by Rebecca Harding Davis are the
contributions of fiction. The one solid essay
of the number is contributed by Ex-Mayor
Grace of New York city, and it discusses
the subject of municipal government in
New York, something about which he is
qualified to write instructively. The essay
is chiefly devoted to exposing the mischief
of

attempting to govern cities by special acts
of the State Legislature.
He believes in a
general law for municipal corporations and
that the interference with local control and
responsibility should cease there. We have
already reprinted Miss Nora Perry’s poem
‘Why,” and there are two or three more of
fair quality.
The number is a readable but
not a brilliant one.
The September number of the Atlantic
Monthly puts its serial story, “A Roman
Singer,” by the new writer,F. Marion Crawford, in the forefront of its table of contents.
This is well because they who are
reading a
serial and have become interested in it, desire to find the continuation easily. This is
followed by another of Henry James’s
sketches, or studies, of scenes “En Province.” He is one of the very best writers in
this field, and it is delightful to follow him
in his rambles. Dr. O. W. Holmes, a worshipper at the venerable King’s Chapel in
Boston, makes that church tbe theme of a
graceful poem in which he pays tender tribute to the nobleness of the young men who
went out from the congregation of that sanctuary to die in their country’s cause. Among
the precious things lost amidst our present
gain, he mentions.
The charm of courtly breeding, seen no
A nd rax-iirence,
dearest ornament of all.

more,

And vhere is a fine appreciation of the difference betweeu doiDg great deeds and praising the doers of them in the final line referring to the soldiers whose names are on
the tablet on the church wall.

They shaped

I

I

the art news of Europe ami America is carefully collected for each number. The magazine may rightly be classed among the educating influences of the day.
In General
bicycle is astonishing China.
Seven.y-six new Episcopal churches are
being built in Florida.
The annual products of the British American sea fisheries are set down at about $20,000,000.
Florida has raised a watermelon weighing
seventy-five pounds and fifteen people couldThe

n’t eat it.

A fifteen-year-old New York girl has been
sent to a reformatory for a very singular
cause.
She was afflicted with a mania for

picnics.
The Memorial Church

the battle-field
of Isaudhlwana, Zululand, where the Prince
Imperial of France lost his life, has been
on

A snake twelve, feet long wrapped itself
around the fore and hind wheels of a Nevada stage the other day, blocking progress
until killed.
The registered debt of Berlin is about 17,000,000 marks, on which the surplus profits
of the gas works pays the entire interest.
Emperor William’s favorite war horse,
Gange, which had to be killed recently, has
been stuffed, and is to be reproduced in
bronze in an equestrian statue of the Emperor.

The wood pavement is to be given up in
London. It has not only failed to realize
the promised advantages, but it has led, according to Professor Tyndall’s report, to serious affections of the eyes and lungs.
The ostrich farm near Anaheim, Cal., has
proved a success. Some $600 worth of
feathers have already been picked, and sixty
$100 eggs are hatching in the incubator.
l)r. Prothero has gone to Africa to bring 125
more birds.
A rich mine has just been opened in Manitoba after a curious history. It had long
been known to the Indians, who believed
that the Great Spirit would kill anyone who
revealed its location to a white man. At
last a Frenchman married a squaw, who in
time told him the golden secret.
The cigar is driving out the pipe in Germany. During the past year there were
consumed in the German Customs Union
5,959,140,000 cigars, of the weight of 37,565
tons, and the value of 249,269,000 marks,
against 36,570 tons of tobacco, of the value
of 42,249,000 marks.
A North Carolinian has

asked

permission
from the Post Office Department to send
cans
four pound
of whiskey by mail. He
says they will be easy to handle, that there
will be no breakage, and that it will “break
up a lot of blockading through the country,
and throw freight money into the postal office.”

The German

admiralty are to try the experiment of sending a completely equipped
hospital ship with the Baltic squadron on its
evolutionary cruise. The ultimate intention
is that in any future naval war a ship of this
kind shall accompany the fleet into action,
carrying the Geneva flag, aud having her
hull painted white, with a red streak, in or-

der that the enemy shall be able to distinguish her from a combatant and so refrain
from firing at her.

Minneapolis is reported to ship annually,
beyord her local consumption, 1,650,870
barrels of flour. “These,” says the Tribune
statistician, “if piled one above the other,
end to end, would reach 7S0 miles. The
flour would make about 493,255,000 loaves
of bread, the ordinary size of bakers’ loaves.
These, piled in a pyramid, would make,
roughly calculated, a square pyramid with a
base 300 feet square and with a height of
nearly 1000 feet.”
Sir Wilfried Lawson, the English temper'
ance advocate, has been somewhat interested in the following drink statistics: During
the year 1882 there were 37,377,820 gallons
of proof spirits distilled in the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, of which
19,206,802 gallons were distilled in Scotland,
10,124,407 in England, and 9,046,461 in Ireland. England, however, consumed 16,811,494 gallons, Scotland 6,502,955, aud Ireland
*,239.815.
Quite gorgeous railroad cars are run between Paris and Bucharest. They are carpeted with Smyrna rugs two inches thick,

and the sides of the compartments are covered partly with embossed Japanese leather
paper, and partly with Gobelin tapestry.
The dining room cars in which triumphs of
French cookery are served, are snpplied with
handsome |clocks, damask cnrtains aud Venetian mirrors. Breakfast consists of five
The sleeping
courses and dinner of eight.
cars are splendidly furnished, and have hot
as well as cqld water.
The average speed is
forty miles an hour.

TheCGovernment Chemist Analyses two
of the Leading Baking Powders,^ and
what he finds them made of
of “Cleveland’s

"Royal
Superior Baking Powder” »nd
Baking Powder,” purchased by myself in this

city,

and I find

they contain:

“Cleveland’s Superior Baking Powder.”
Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Flour
Available carbonic acid gas 12.61 per cents
equivalent to 118.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.

“BoyaliBaklng

Cream of Tartar
Bicarbonate of Soda
Carbonate of Ammonia
Tartaric Acid
Starch
Available carbonic acid gas 12.10 per cent,
equivalent to 116.2 cubic inches of gas per oz.
of Powder.
Ammonia gas 0.13 per cent, equivalent to
10.1 cubic inches per oz. of Powder.
Note.—The Tartaric Acid was doubtless introduced as free acid but subsequently combined with ammonia, and exists in the Powder
as a Tartrate of Ammonia.
E. G. LOVE. Pb. D.
New York, Jan’t 17th, 1881.
The above shows conclusively that “Cleveland's Superior” is a strictly pure Cream of
It has also been
Tartar Baking Powder.
analyzed by Professor Johnson of Yale Colof Pennsylof
the
Dr.
Genth
University
lege;
vania: President Morton of Stevens Institute;
Wm. M. Habirshaw, F. C. S.. Analyst for the
Chemical Trade of New York, and other eminent chemists, all of whom pronounce it absolutely pure and healthful.

We have received what is

designated

as a

number” of a proposed new
magazine called “The Interwordian Magazine” to be published by the Interwordian
Publishing Co., of Toronto, Ontario, Canada. The purpose of this magazine, if we

correctly apprehend the somewhat mystical
language in which it is set forth, is to elucidate the spiritual meanings of the word of
God according to what is termed the correspondents law of interpretation. The articles are brief, and all are strictly concerned
with the religious motive of the magazine.
The

number of the “Magazine of
Art,” published by Cassell & Company, has
a very
interesting table of contents. The
artist of whose career and work a sketch is
given is Val Prinsep, A. K. A.. A portrait
of the artist and reproductions by wood engravings of four of his pictures are shown.
There is also an accouut of Dorchester
House, one of the noble mansions of Engand, with six engravings of its interior decoration. There are four engravings of late
gothic glass in England and seven of the scenery of Craven and the Dales,an extremely picturesque nook of old England. Several notable recent pictures are well represented and
new

-WILL
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English School

for Boys and Girls.

SECRETARY,
C. B. Norton.

tember 24tb, at 119 Winter street, a school
for children lrora eix to ten years old.
Special care will be given to teaching young children to read. chiimmph iu Npwiifjc on
Saturdays
Pupils from other schools will be admitted to these
classes and will be advanced as in any other branch
of study.
Apply

'fjfi

on

alter Sept.
ter street.

■

otllaieral

of

■

auamnat

■ abv .»tiok,
Adlrttt,

Information,
ForUaad,

Students will bo admitted

on

1st, 1883.

LITTLE

BLUE,

aug9

on

Special
TO.

LOT
“

44

*•

“

4‘

44

“

44

—

Sale of line Lisle
1
S
3

“
44

Children,

a

REDUCED
“

“

«

H
«

“

“

“

“

»

“

“

S

“

“

SEPT. 18lb, at 90 PARK NT.

“

44

O
lO

“

“

11
are

.83

“

“

44

These goods

IRON

“

“

Begins tenth year, September 26.
N. H.

“

“

“

“

“

“

5

Liter diseases, headache, and constipation, caused by bad digestion, quickly cured
*4W»~<4
by Brown’s Iron Bitters.
>

Lewis, Iowa.—-Dr. M. .T. Davis says:
“Brown’sIron Bitters givo the heat of satisfaction to thos* who

us*

it.”

Garfield,Iowa.—Dr. A.T.ITenack says:
“Once using Brown’s Iron Bitters proves
its superiority over all other tonic prepar-

ations.”

FISTULA AND PILES
Cnred without the Use of the Knire.
WILLIAM READ (M. D., Harvard. 1842), and
ROBERT M. READ (M. D., Halyard, 187(f) 41
Nonierscl street, Boston. giva special attention
to the treatment of FISTULA. 1*11, EN AND
ALL BIUKANKN OF THE BECTl'n,
without detention from business. Abundant references given.
Pamphlets sent on application.
Office Honrs—12 o 4 o’clock P. M. (except Sun’"
days)
feblOdlyr

.75

“

.75

.75
1.00

“

1.02

“

1.00

1.88

“

2.00

“

1.25
1.50
1.50
1.50

2.25

“

2.50
3.00

“

all in tine French Lisle and will he
lovers of line Hosiery.

“

WOODBURY k MOULTON,
Corner Exchange &

appreciated by

BOSTON.
courses in Civil, Mechanical and

Regular four-year
Mining Engineeriug, Architecture, Chemistry, Physics, Natural History, etc. Students are also ad-

mitted to partial or special courses. School of Mechanic Arts for instruction in English, Drawing,
Mathematics and Shopwork. Next school year begins Sept. 24.1883. Entrance examination* Sept.
18 and 19, at 9 a. m.

WEBSTER WELLS. Secretary.
FRANCIS A. WALKER, President.
T&S4w
augl4

Westbrook Seminary anil Female College
Courses of Instruction—Common English, one
year; Higher English, including Business Course,
three years; College Preparatory, Ladies’ Collegiate, Scientific, each four years.

Experienced Teachers, good accommodations, low
prices. First (Fail) Term (1883) begins TUESDAY,
SEPT. 4th; ends Friday, Dec. 7th.
Address
J. P. WESTON, President,
Westbrook Seminary, Deerlng, Me.

augl-dtsep3

Instruction in English and Classical Studies
given

to

private papils by the subscriber

J. W.

COLCOM),

143 Pearl Street.
dtf
tan24_

BEEF, IRON
& WINE.
As a Nutritive tonic, it vould be
indicated in the treatment of im-

paired nutrition, improvishment
of the Blood, and in all the varions
forms of general debility.
This
preparation is made from the
world renowed Liebig’s Extract
of Beef, Citrate of Iron and Pure
Sherry Wine. Large bottles 50
cents.

EXTRACT JAThe Delicious Family

rs.

It

instantly

relieves

Cramps,
Morbus, Diarrhoea,

feet with you and

SHOE DEALER
FEW

DR.

NEW

organs

TON’S CHOLERA
MIXTURE.
For Diarrhcea, Cholera Morbus,
Cramps, Dysentery, Violent Purging Pain in the bowels, &c.

This is the most valuable of all
the varieties in use, stands unrivalled and is particularly recommended for children. Buy it. Try
it and you will find it a household

necessity.
The three preparations above
can be found at just one place in
the City.

ADAMSON’S
BOTANIC COUCH

BALSAM than of all .other
Cough Remedies United.

C. H.
GUPPY
<fc CO.
Successors <o Guppy, Kinsman &
Alden.

mar31_
Lambrequins,

Sofa.

Table Mats, Counterpanes, Sheet
and Pillow Shams,Carriage Robes,
Hammocks and Drapery. Instruction Books and all material for
this new fancy work at the Warerooms of the

“DOMESTIC" SEWING MACHINE CO.
CONGRESS & EXCHANGE

It stands at the head. “H ft Ell
The Light Running

LADIES,

use

H. M.32 PAY80N & CO.,
Exchange Street.

aog!7___eodtf
HENRY CLEWS & CO..

No. 18 New Street, also 9 Wall Street, N. Y.
(NEXTDOCiiTO^THK STOCK EXCHANGE.)
Bankers and Commission Merchants.
Securities and Product, bought and sold on commission for cash or on margin. 4 per cent, allowed
on Deposits.
Members of N. Y. Stock Exchange,
N, Y. Produce Exchange, N. Y. Mining Exchange
Petroleum Exchange, and the Chicago Board of
Trade. Private wire to Chicago.
N. Y. Bbaxches ) 963 Broadway cor. 23d St.
connected

by} Grand Cent. Hotel op. Bond St.
Private wires) 346 Broadway cor. Leonard St.

Hy23_eodtf

BONDS.
lioversuenl,

State,

Write

countic!

jaugl8_

CHAS. H. O’BRION,
Wholesale and Retail Oealer in

Domestic Coals

STS.

COT I ft”

UU III LO I •
the “DOMESTIC”

PAPER PATTERNS. Elegant in
Design. Faultless in Fit.

COR. CONGRESS & EXCHANGE STS.

a

322

Specialty,

at

PRESTON,

Wharf, Portland, Mo.

Orders received by Telephone, No. G44,

aug7dtf

WINES &
of all

LIQUORS

liimlN, in llte

OHIO INAL

R. STANLEY & SON,
4I0.NJEW IVO.

FORE

LAND

Importers.

STREET,

PORT-

MAINE.

Also, General Managers for New|Eugland,
FOR TK1E CELEBRATED

Summit

Spring Water,

Mineral

FROM IURRINON, MAINE.

•0*10_

Dr.

I*'. IS.
t

''com.

has

opened an office in
Portland and can be
found at

No. 270 Middle HU
Edward’s and Walk
Hardware store fro>«»
Auk O, to Auk ^7

over

besides many melodious Exercises and Easy Airs for
the Elemental y course.

PRICE 75 CENTS.
JLibrrnl reduction for

quantities.

THE SINGER*’ H IK OlIi:, Mr. Emer

last, and, presumably, his best Singing Class
book, is a new and fresh compilation perfect in mel
ody and harmony, and there is a great variety of
subjects in its 192 pagos.
lOO attractive pieces of secular
music, (songs,
duets, glees, etc.) provide for the useful practice of
son’s

music, (hymn

thems) are quite sufficient for the
choir for one year

the laws

PER CENT.

6 GUARANTEED

of

and

DfliinQ

01111119
b7Krst Mortgage.

Interest payable at
at the Fourth National Bank of
York. If you wish au investment, whether
large or small, which will be SAFE and profitable
send for circular giving full information.
apr21
Gmeod

.Middletown,

or

New

Sialliou.

owned

Blaine,

in

No.

3.—Far l.;H I'Ixh, 9-00;- $100, 60, SO,

No.

I.—For 1‘olu 4 Yearn Old and Under,

9100-$50,25, 15, 10.
THIRD DAY, SEPT. 13.
No. 3. For d.AOUIa**, 91400-$ 100,60, 30,20.
No. 0.—For'2.3N Ulaaa, 9200—$100,60, 30,20
FOURTH DAY, SEPT. 14.
No. 7.—For free for all, 9300—3150, 70, 60,
30.—9 iOO extra to the winner if better than 2.26.
9100— $60, 25, 15,

No^S.—Running Race,

All horses to be owned in Maine except Nos. 4 and

8 free to all.
The above races to be mile heats, best 3 in 5 to
except in Nos. 4 and 8, and conducted by
by the rules of the National Trotting Association.
Entries will close on Wednesday, Sept. 5th at 11
o'clock p. m. Entries mailed on day of closing will
be eligible. All entries must be made to
J. d. FRYE, Secretary, 23 Preble St.,

aug9endtsep4tiltd

P.

Portland, Me.

L.

S.

B.

S.

The Annual Picnic
—

or THE

—

LONGSHOREMEN’S BENEVOLENT SOCIETY
take
will

—

place at

—

SEBAGO I.ATCWi
—

ON

—

Wednesday, August

22d.

See posters for attractions and valuable prizes, and
games of all descriptions—aquatic and otherwise.

Au Excellent

Quadrille Orchestra

ou the

Grounds.

will be

Trains leave Eastern Depot at 8.26 and lt.OO a.
m., and 1.00 p m. Grand Trunk Depot at 9.30 Am.

Refreshments

on

the Grounds.

Entries for Boat Races to Close on Tuesday the
21st inst, at 7.30 p. m„ at Longshoremen’s Hall.

TICKETS: Adults 65c;,Ctaild’n 40c
be had from the Committee.

to

auglG

dlw

FOREST CITY PAVILION.
PEAKS ISLAND.

Engagement Extraordinary

of the

BOSTON

Juvenile Jjjiera Co.
Grand Gala Week for the Little Ones.

Burlesque Extravaganza Cinderella,
Glass Slipper. See our iruii'ense east.

or

A Fairy
the Littla

OR THE LITTLE GLASS SLIPPER
Get tickets over the Forest City Steamboat line.
Custom House Wharf; 25 cents round trip. Opera
included.
ang20dtf

FINE ART STORE
FOR

AND

Margaret Bryant

HIGH ST. CHURCH,

Wednesday Evening, Aug. 29
TICKETS

$1,00.

For sale Thursday
Morning. Aug. 23. at Stockbridges’ Music Store at 9 o’clock. Tickets limited
to six for each
ang20dtd
person._

IVANHOE LODGE, NO. 25,
Knights of Pythias.

Annual Picnic and Excursion

—

TO

—

LONGr IST.A TVTT~>
All members of the

—

Artists’ Material
and

Miss

Fine Framing. Special attention to tilling order
for Artists and Tourists. Orders by mail
promptly and correctly tilled.
Sketching outfits a specialty.

Order, with their Ladies and
Friends, are cordially invited to join with Ivanhoe
Lodge, in a Basket Picnic at Long Island, on
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 28.
Music, Dancing, Base Ball, Foot Ball. Croquet and
other
amusements will be provided.
TICKETM
Steamer “Gen. Bartlett” leaves Long
Wharf at 10 a. m., 1, 3. and 7 p, m. The last
boat
will leave the Island at 10 p. m
Tickets can be obtained of the Committee of Arrangements and at
the Boat.

33 Cents.

auglBtd

J. T.
400

STUBBS,
Congress St.

Opp City Hall,

PORTLAND,

ME.
dtf

W.
A.
S.
WOLFE’S

Schiedam Aromatic
SCHNAPPS.
As

a

general

beverage

and necessary

as

or

other causes,

Limestone, Sulphate of Copper &e, the

Aromatic

Schnapps

is superior to every

other alcoholic preparation.

A public

saitr of over 30 vears duration in
every
section of

our

Schnapps,

country of Udoipho Wolfe's

its tmolicited endorsement by

the medical faci.Ity and

a sale nneqnaled
by any other alcoholic distillation hav
insured for it the reputation of salubrity

claimed for it.

For sale by all

Druggist

and Grocers.

tunes and anmusic o a

GREENWOOD RINK,

Jones’ Landing,

Peaks Island.

Regular Sessions daily from 2.00 to 5.00 and from
to,10 P m Admission 10 cts; admission, including skates. 20 cts; package of K tickets $1; children at afternoon session, 10 cts, includina skates
*
Good floor and first class music.

jun26-dtfBOiiNEY

&

CKAWF0KD. Managers.

Nl.nJIEU HOTI I,M.

THE

WALDO.

Little Cliebeaguc Island, Portland
Harbor, He.
Hotel, iuzt completed by the Little Cbebeagne Island Association, will be open to the
public duly it, 1883.
Tbia Island, seven miles from
Portland, in tull
view of the city, is the gem ol "Casoo Bay.”
The Hotel contains sixty
sleeping rooms of good
size, broad halls, spacious dining room and parlor
veranda on all sides. 14 feet wide;
lighted through'
out

THIS

with gas;
eiectrio bells in every room; pure
spring water conducted into each story; drainage
perfect; good seabathing; every facility for sailing,
shore and deep sea fishing; communications with the
city regular aud reliable, two steamers making
round trips from Portland, four times
per day
Terms reasonable. For information and terms address “THE WAI.DO.” I.iltle
Clbebmgne
Eorllnml, Tliiiur.or ItOI.I,|>„ zb
ADAitia, Ns, IN Exchange Hired, p.rtlanil, Vluine.
JySdtf

SUMMER RESORT.
Martha’s Grove, Fryeburg.
mlm —h^.

Mfii

■

This

»» one

of

the most quiet, rest-

and at ihe same time
S flJl
Places to be found

Maine; aiul
B?JSRMS-0,f
ilren cannot be

attractive

among the hills
place for chtlsurpassed. Splena

did water is one of its attractions as well as the
green and park-like appearance of the whole
grounds. We are prepared to accomodate a few
more boarders from August 16 to September 16

At flic Low Price of $5 per Week
For further particulars inquire of Nutter, Kimball
& Oo., No. 418 Fore street, Win. Mil liken & Co. No682 Congreis street, Frank B. Clark, No. 615 Con
gross street, N. Waterhouse, with Eastman Bros Ac
Bancroft, or F A. Smith, No. 132 Commercial
street, Portland, Me.
augl4dlw

new

(JO.,

18 BEAVER

STREET,

NEW YORK.

Boston.

_

dly

Photographer,

Rupture

without truss, torture, operation or interference with labor. Likenesses **r eases before
ami after cured can be seen at the office of the
RUPTURE CURE, 43 MILK. STREET. BOSTON.

Fine Portraits

CURED

artificialWarranted

For

—TO—

Binder.

Book

New features in tho elementary course will commend themselves to teachers.
Every wide awake
teacher will bo glad to examine the
new book which is to be so
widely used.
Send 76 cents for Specimen

INSERTED.
movement.

FIRST DAY, SEPT. 11.
No. 1. Vmw 3.00 CIimm, 9300—J90, (SO, 30,20;
extra
to the winner If better than 2.36.
$100

BUSINESS DIRECTORY.

siugiug class

_

KENISON

ers'

Songs, Duets, Quartets, Part Songs, Glees
Hymn Tunes, Chants aud Anthems,

£1,800,

Offered bjr the Cumberland County Agricultural Society, for their 46th An.
nual Fair to bs held at Presuuipscot Park, Portland, Me.,
Sept. 11, 12,13 & 14.

MONDAY,AUGUST 20

STATE BANK COiUlTIlSSlONERS.

NEWEST AND BEST BOOK FOR

Singing Classes, Conventions, Choirs,

aug7-dtf

Special Trotting Premiums

eod6m

sublect to the inspection of the

vegetable decomposition

Silvers’ Welcome!

(iarden._

or

corrective of water rendered impure
by

THE

OLIVER DITiSON &

-FOB SALK BY

CO.,

bny

Connecticut
Middletown, COMPANY Connecticut,

copy.

PACKAGER

KEAN A

Banker., Chicago.

Incorporated'under

Druggists,only

choirs and classes.
50 pieces of sacred

IMPORTED*

to

MIDDLESEX BANKING

to refund the mor*-v if the treatment does not effect
J. C. West & Co., Proprietors, issue
guarthrough II. II. HAY & CO.,
agents. Portland,Me. Junction Middle and Free Sts-

Lowest Market

Commercial Street,

Brown’s

Brain Treat-

BY E. O. EMERSON.

COAL.
Prices.

and

guaranteed specific for Hysteria, Dizziness,
Convulsions, Fits, Nervous Neuralgia, Headache,
Nervous Prostration caused by the use of alcohol
or tobacco, Wakefulness. Mental
Depression, Softof the Brain resulting in Insanity and leading
ening
to misery, decay and death, Premature Old
Age,
Tmpotency, Weakness in cither sex. Involuntary
Losses and Spermatorrhoea caused by over-exertion
of the brain, self-abuse or over-indulgence. Each
box contains one month’s treatment. $1. a
box,or
6 boxes for $" .t'O; sent by mail prepaid on
receipt of
price. We guarantee 6 boxes to cure any c.ise. With
each orderrcceivcd for 6 boxes accompanied with $5.
we will send the purchaser our written
guarantee

NOTICE.
(let yonr tickets at Steamer E.MITA, Franklin
Wharf. 25 ots. a round trip with admission to the

.ell,

«*

aoat

a cure.
antees

oodtf

if yon wish

ns

ART GOODS!

ment, a

237 Middle Street.
SIGN OF THE GOLD HAT.

and

Strangers visiting Portland will find It to their advantage to call at my

aug-t

Hatter,

municipal

School bond, bought and .old.
Special
attention given to bond, cf large eilieo and

We shall sell the above goods at cost, to
reduce our immense stock. Our stock
of Hammocks and Beach Hats is complete. Also Silk Umbrellas in great

THE
HATS
HATTER
JUST
197 Middle Street.
OPENED
TO-DAY

Tla©

6m.
6m.

ART NOTICE.

COE,

MERRY,

R.

Southern
‘‘
Northern
6m.
St Paul ANo. Pacific Guaranteed
6m.
Coau A Trust Co. Secured by R. Ehfate 6».
Also other desirable securities for sale by

—

oodtf

Makes beautiful

^QnrUCTpill°wand Ottoman
bnuunci Covers, Toilet and

Cor.

“

A Kennebec R.
Pacific R. R.

BAGS.

FALL

PLACE.

We sell more

r\AIINF
3 tfslilL.

<•

5».
6m.
6m.
6m.
5«.
lu.

AndroMcoggin

variety.

NEW.

6m.
4 1‘in.

ZaneMvilIc, Ohio
KaMt Maginaw. ITlicli.
“ Fort
Wayne, Ind.
Portland Water Company
‘‘
Akron, O. “
Mniue Central K. If.

—

WELLING-

uses during his whole performance,
Two femall Glass Tables,
without fringe or covering and free from trap* or
deception—a decided novelty.

harness,

Wm. A. OUINCY, Room 11, Printers
11
Exchange
Exchange Street

AN©

A

gestion.
A delicious Stimulant and Tonic, capable of destroying au appetite for intoxicants by its infludigestion.

GLOVES
TRUNKS

SIGN OF THE GOLD BOOT.
jiyl*eodtf

ation in sudden colds and chills.
An invaluable remedy in Flatulency, Dyspepsia and Sluggish Di-

of

SILK
HATS.

X*^HEN

Colic, Cholera
Dysentery, and all Summer Complaints. Induces copious perspir-

and

HATS.

GOO Pulrs ol ^Gent’s’ Shoes

You visit Portland take your
nave them properly Acted'at

of Portlaml

marG

OVER STOCKED

eodtf

“
il

SPECIAL SALE

th«l t mns* be sold.

PORTLAN IF, ME.

B O ND S.

Ladies’ Fine N. Y. Boots.Ladies’ French Kid Side
Lace Boots, Ladles’ Patent Leather Foxed Button,
Ladies’ Cloth Top Button, Ladies’ Patent Low Slipper, Ladies’ Fine French Kid M. P. Ties, Ladies’

Gentlemen’s Low Summer Shoes for the next
30 days.

MERLIN

SECOND DAY, SEPT. 12.

ISO middle Sti eet.

aug2

C’ily
“

On

Marvelist

and

DR. ALBERT

9‘AOO-$90, 00, 30. 20; $100 extra to the win.
ner if better than 2.30.

Car Trust and Equipment Bonds and U. S.
Securities, for sale by

People to know that Woodmansee & Garslde’s tine
N. Y. Boots cau be found on Congress Street in all
the leading stylos, all widths,sizes and half sizes.

Fancy Slippt

exhibitions(aftemoon and evening.
Engagement of the Distinguished Wonder Worker

No. 1.
6s
4a
Cincinnati
6s and 7s
St. Louis
(ja
Maine Central R. R. Cons. Mort.
7s
Northern Pac. R. R. General Mort.
6s
St. Paul Sc No. Pac. R. R. guaranteed
6s
Lewiston

dti

Are invited to call at Sign of Gold Boot, 421 "Congress Street for their fine

Medicine

public.

.

Portland Water Co,, 1st mortgage,

all

COST
VISITORS
FOR
BOOTS and SHOES.
30 ©AYS
STRAW
HATS.
SOFTENS 4 PRESERVES LEATHER.
WANTED
LIGHT
SOFT
SPECIALTIES.
AN©
STIFF

MAICA GINGER.
prepared from the true Jamaica
Ginger, combined with choice aromatics and genuine French Brandy, rendering it vastly superior to
all other preparations of Ginger

eodtf

B ONDS

•AT

SUMMER

On Gent’s Low Shoes.

CONCENTRATED

Middle Sis.

augl

2.00

Between Oak. and Green.

lyso

MASS. INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,

has the endorsement of Jas. G.
Blaine, Esq. Rev. C. F. Penny,
Col. Thomas Lombard, Rev. E. H.
W. Smith, (dll ot Augusta.

eoa&wlmo

.54

“

Harry Parks,

of

a

BY

SALE

FOR

“

6s
7s
7s

■

FRANK GOUDY, 561 Congress St SWM & BJBBETT

PORTSMOUTH,
jlyl2ood3m

Adamson’s Botanic
Cough Balsam

aug'J

Cleveland, Ohio,

TO

1.00
1.25
1.37
1.50

Hero

on

The Mental Phenomenon & Thought Reader.

4S
4S
4s
6s
6s
6s

Portland Water Co.,
Railroad equipment Co.,
St. Paul & No. Pacific (guaranteed by No. Pac. R. R.)
Maiue Central It. R.

MISS MORGAN'S

REMEMBERJTHE

SlfffRS

tiardiner, Me.,
Brunswick, Me.,
Lewiston, Me.,
Portland, Me.,

in all the New Shades and Sizes.

<»

—WILL HE-OPBN—

Arithmetics is taught by the Printni.%1 and special
attention is given to all English brane ties.
Occasional lectures will be given dr tng the year
upon subjects connected with the sch ol work and
there will be the following courses of twenty lectures
each; on Physiology, by Dr. Sarah Ellen Palmer; on Natural Hiatory, by Dr. Charles D.
Smith; on the History of Art by Mrs. Caswell;
in the Freach Irauguuge by Moms. DePoyen.
For circulars and to engage seats apply at 96
Park street, after Aug 15th. Mrs. Ca »well will be
at home to business callers on Wednc days.
eodtoctl
aug7

Hosiery

the

Dr. Merlin

THIS WEEK

SCHOOL^

Mrs. Caswell’s Parlor Classes

eodtf

I

dlaw3mTu

(!. H. GUPPY & C«. SOMETHING

Hoetetter’s Stomach Bitters, by increasing vital
power and rendering the physical functions legular
and active, keeps the system in good working order and protects it against disease. For constipation, dyspepsia and liver complaint, nervousness,
kidney and rheumatic ailments, it is invaluable and
it affords a sure defence against malarial fevers,
besides removing all traces of such disease from the
system.
For sale by all Druggists and Dealers generally.
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Foreign Goods
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and after August

School for Young Ladies

Exposition
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ami Contineutal
Exchange
nought and sold at most favoraWe rates.

One Price of Admission, 50 cents to the Entire Eihihition.
Excursions
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ABBOTT FAMILY

Montmorency liapids in Canada,
Tight Wire at a height of slOO feet
and for a dietanee of 3,000 feet, Will give
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and Kennebec

Never Equalled by any other Exhibition In America
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and all th«

Frederic W. Lincoln.

AT GREENWOOD GARDEN,
Commencirig Wednesday, Aug. stb.

AnriroMcotftfiu

Portland and OgdccMburg
C ity of Portland
-----and other first-class bonds and stocks.

TREASURER.

MuTwEEK

Maine Central
.....
Portland nud Kennebec

EVER EXHIBITED UNDER ONE ROOF,

Tuesday, Thursday and Friday mornings
For circulars, address 119 Win-

°Vfc,..T*
For
furU.tr
I" A. Gray, A M

PRESIDENT,
Nath’l J. Bradlee,

The Most Elaborate

16th.

Portland

Street,
Til
...

The Exhibition of Foreign Products, Arts and Manufactures,
OPENS IN BOSTON, SEPTEMBER 3rd, 1883.

t’HAS, M. PERRY wlllj.open Sep-

MIS*.

Middle
Offer for

—

Spring Street.
eodtf
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BANKERS,

BE-

Dr. E. C. West’s Nerve

future; we but carve their aames.
Georges Walton Green shows what a mischief-maker the cancus may become in the
hands of skillful manipulators in his account
of some workings of “The nominating machine” in New York. Some one, we know
not who, has contributed
lately to certain
English and American magazines, articles
upon the treatment of birds by the poets.
Harriet O'. W. Stanton has taken this pre-

“preliminary

J. B. Brown & Sons,

RE-OPENED SEPTEMBER 12.
Miss Proctor continuing the charge of the Kindorgartcn.

ence on the stomach

Powder.”

BNtekt\i\ iiiMN.

KINDERGARTEN

now before the
I have 'examined samples

IIIliCELLAIVEOtN.

MISS SARGENT’S SCHOOL

completed.

our

suming writer to task, and in a pungent,
clever way has shown that he, or she, is not
well acquainted with the poets and is still
more ignorant of the birds.
There are two
chapters of Mr. Lathrop’s story “Newport.”
H. H. describes Edinburgh in a
very pleasant way, as she does any place she likes.
“Along an Inland Beach” by Edith MThomas relates to Lake Erie. There is a
poem by Dr. T. W. Parsons. Several reviews of recent ,5ooks, and “The Contributors club” help to make a number which
maintains the standard of Boston’s Monthly.

*•

EOei'ATIONAl,

eyes

perfect, both in color and
OFFICE, 78 TitRMONT Ei.»Boston.

STEPHEN BERRY.
Book, Card and Job Printer.
iu»

SEE HERE!
show Any one in want of a nice residence
great bargains at Gorham Village.
One 2 story house,
“L,” and stable, acre of laud,
50 fruit trees, nice water.
One 2 story house, now, never has been occupied, very nice lot 00x116, fruit trees, currants
Ac., nice water. Send for plans and descriptions to
G. 1). WEEKS, Auc. and Real Estate Agent.
Gorham, Me.
B^House lota for Sale.
jy31dU|

CAN

f> 0,D|I>

a

Adrertising

A rents,

PARK HOW,
nKW'/VOHK
Advertisements written appropriately displays
and proofs given, free of charge.
The leading Daily and Weekly Newspapers of the
United States and Canada, kept on die for tluaccommodation of Advertisers.
‘A

0WS1TE FALMOUTH MOTEL

No. 37 Plum Street.
IV.W. SUAKPE A VO.,

a'specially,

s

Newspaper Advertising Agency,
*>5 WASHINflTOV ST.,

BOSTON'

Advertisements

received for every Paper la the
United States and British Provinces at the Lowest
Contract Prices. Any information cheerfully given
and estimates promptly furnished.
File of th*» Pkkss sept for iuspeetion at any Ust
Send for Circular,
Ejimi at0' furnished.

Ltd 100 ohoioe newspapers. H

the

eres«.

TUESDAY MORNING, AUG. 21.
Overworked.
•

_____

BY

ELLA

WHEELER.

with the birds in the early morning—
The dew-drop glows like a precious gem:
Beautiful tints in ihe skies are dawning,
But she's never a moment to look at them.

Up

The men are wanting their breakfast early;
She must not linger, she must not wait:
For words that are sharp and looks that are surly
Are what the men give when the meals are late.

Oh, glorious colors the clouds are turning,
If she would but look over hills and trees;
But here are the dishes, and here is the churning—
Those things always must yield to these.
The world is filled with the wine of beautv,
If she could but pause and drink it in;
But pleasure, she says, must wait for duty—
Neglected work is committed sin.
The day grows hot, and her hands grow weary;
Oh, for an hour to cool her head,
Out with the birds and wind so
cheery!
But she must get dinner and make her bread.
The busy men in the hay-field working.
If they saw hei sitting with idle hand,
Would think her lazy, and call it shirking,
And she never could make them understand.

They do not know that the heart within her
Hungers for beauty and things sublime,
They only know that they want their dinner,
Plenty of it, and just “on time.”
And after the sweeping and churning and baking,
And dinner dishes are all put by.
She si!s and sews, though her head is aching,
Till time for supper and ‘‘chores” draws nigh.
Her boys at school must look like others,
Sho says, as she patches their frocks and hose,
For the world is quick to censure mothers
For the least neglect of her children's clothes.
Her husband comes from the field of labor,
He gives no praise to his weary wife;
She’s done no more than has her neighbor;
’Tis the lot of all in country life.
Bat after the strife and weary tussle
With life is done, and she lies at rest;
The nation’s brain and heart and muscle—
Her sons and daughters shall call her blest.
And I think the sweetest joy of heaven,
The rarest bliss of eternal life.
And the fairest crown of all, will be given
Unto the wayworn farmer’s wife.

Reminiscences of Tom Benton.
[Cincinnati Enquirer.J
the most remarkable men in the

One of
United States Senate of the olden time was
Col. Thomas H. Benton, with as many faults
ofv character and as many good traits as
any man that ever held a seat in that body.
He was bitter (perhaps malignant is the better word) in his politics, and neither wished
nor cared to have friends who disagreed
with him in his political faith. By marriage
he was connected to Henry Clay, and was
the intimate friend of the great orator.
Facts

suaded to carry the letter. He said it was
the bitterest pill he ever swallowed.
Wilson, as he afterward said, went to Benton’s
house and with trembling hands rang the
bell and handed the letter and his card into
the hands of a
servant, and then ashamed of
what he had done, went to his
lodgings.
Within half an hour a note came to him
from Benton, acknowledging the receipt of
the card and Webster’s note and that Mrs.
Beutou and himself would have much pleasure in receiving Mr. Wilson at breakfast at
9 o’clock next morning, and that
they would
wait breakfast for him and that no answer

expected. Wilson said he lay awake
most of the night thinking of
taking breakfast with Benton, his old, his
bitter, his implacable foe, aud yet he must go, for he had
delivered Webster’s letter. His hands, he
said, trembled as he raug the bell, and it
was answerer by Benton in
person. GraspIns Wilson’s hand, he said:
“Wilson, this is
the happiest meeting I have had for years,
aud Webster has done the kindest
thing he
ever did in his life.”
Leading Wilson to the
was

breakfast-room he introduced him to Mrs.
Benton, and after enquiring about Wilson’s
family, he said: “Mr. Wilson, you and I
have been calling each other hard names,
but with no want of mutual respect and confidence. It was a mere foolish political
fight. Let us wipe it out of mind.
Everything harsh I have said about you I sincerely ask your pardon for.” Tears gushed
from the eyes of each. The entire morning
was spent in talking over old times.
Not
one word had been said about the letters.
rose
to
Wilson
When
depart Benton turned
to his besk and said, “I have prepared some
letters for you to my son-in-law aud others
in California,” and he handed him nine
sheets of foolscap. Wilson told Webster that
they were not letters, but a ukase, a command to every person to whom these
presents shall come, greeting: To the effect that
whoever received them would give special
attention to the wants of his
particular
friend, John Wilson of St. Louis.
Everything had to give way for that. The letters
were a success, aud Wilson retrieved his fortunes in California.
Col. Benton warmly thanked Mr. Webster
for thus bringing about a reconciliation with
his old enemy—a man against whom he had
for years a deeper personal dislike than of
any other

But, even while thus bringand temper into subjection,
there was one man to whom Benton could
not be reconciled, and that man was John
C. Calhoun. Benton gave Calhoun credit
for the highest talent and for an irreproachman.

ing his pride

able private character, yet he deemed him
the most dangerous of men.
Wit and Wisdom.

headache. A more effective remelie with the head on the railroad track
in front of an engine. The latter recipe is warranted or the money refunded.—Norristown
Herald.
ten

cure a

dy is

to

was

quarrel, when Benton promptly replied:
‘•True, we quarreled and we* fought like
men, and became friends without leaving
any adjourned question of veracity between
us,” alluding to a former dispute between
Adams and Clay, in which the latter made
statements regarding Mr. Adams while one

of the commissioners to settle the terms of
peace with England at Ghent, in which Mr.
Clay charged him with an attempt to barter
away the free navigation of the Mississippi
river, and which Mr. Adams indignantly denied. Clay, in the controversy, professei
to be able to prove it by one of the commissioners not then in the country, and announced his intention of doing so at some
future date. This was the last of it.
Between Webster and Benton, except ac-

rimonious debates in the Senate, there had
been no quarrel and no personal intercourse.
For years as members of the Senate, day
after day, they passed each other without
recognition. Benton, except to his intimate
friends, was unsocial. He would not speak

to a

did

if the animal
like.

dog

not

At the time ot

the

belonged

explosion

to a man he

ot

the theu

largest

cannon, called the “Peacemaker,”
ever cast in the United States, Benton was
on board the Princeton with a party to witness its being fired, on a trip down the Potomac. It was during the administration of
President Tyler. The vessel was crowded
by the Presidential party, by members of the
Cabinet and of Congress, and by the leading
In giving
men and women of Washington.
an account of the affair Col. Benton said he
was standing near the gun, in the best possible position to see the effects of the shot.
Suddenly some one touched him on the
shoulder who wished to speak to him, and
he was elbowed out of his place and another
took it. The gun was fired and burst, dealing death and destruction all around. ExGov. Gilmer, then Secretary of the Navy,
who stood where Benton stood but a moment before, was instantly killed, as were
also Afcel P. Upston, the Secretary of State,
Mr. Gardner, the father of the lady who was
afterwards Mrs. Tyler, and others of prominence.

The

had a great effect on Senator
Benton, who by the concussion was thrown
to the deck, but not materially injured. He
then realized that if the Almighty would
forgive us our trespasses, we must forgive
those who trespass against us, and he determined to be reconciled to those he had been
at outs with, and Daniel Webster was among
the first to whom Benton tendered the olive
branch of peace. Mr. Webster, in describing the scene, said Mr. Benton told him that
it seemed as if. that touch on the shoulder, a
moment before the gun was fired, saved his
life, by drawing him away from that which
would have been instantaneous death, and
that fact had changed the whole course of
his thoughts in life. “He felt,” he said,
“as if he were a different man, and he
wished, in the first place, to be at peace
with all those with whom he bad been at variance, and so, Mr. Webster, I have come to
you. Let us bury the hatchet.” Of course
Mr. Webster responded to the invitation.
The old political enemies shook hands, and
ever after their intercourse was cordial and
pleasant. And in relating this experience,
Mr. Webster added that there was no man
in the United States Senate of whom he
could have asked a reasonable or proper favor with more assurance of obtaining it
than from Col. Thomas H. Benton.
Among the men in Missouri that Benton
hated, and who hated Benton, was a lawyer
by the name of John Wilson. They differed
in politics, and each personally hated the
other and never concealed the fact.
When
Benton made slump speeches in Missouri
Wilson thorned Benton by being present, in
replying to the speech and personally attacking his opponent in a violent manner, and
frequently Benton would reply in the same
strain. For over a quarter of a century this
About
bitter, malignant warfare existed.
the time of the explosion of the cannon on
board tbe Princeton, Wilson, having been
rich, from some unfortunate speculation
was financially ruined, with a helpless famiily on his hands. At that time California
was all the rage, aud Wilson, by the aid of
friends, although aged in years, and prematurely more so by his misfortune, determined
to seek a home and again commence life in
that country. He called on Daniel Webster,
who was an old fritud, to ask him for a
letter of introduction to some one in California, that he could use to prove himself a
respectable man and worthy of confidence.
Mr. Webster had not a Single acquaintance
in California to whom he could address a
letter that would do the bearer any good.
“I wish much,” he added, “to do you a service, and L know of no better way than to
His
ask Col. Benton to give you a letter.
son-in-law, Col. Fremont, almost owns Caldo
ifornia, and can
you more service than
any other man.” Wilson looked astonished.
“Do younot know that the relations between
Benton aud myself are now, and for years
have been, of the most hostile character?”
Mr. Webster told Wilson that he was well
aware of the fact, but added: “Benton is
scene

changed

man; a very great change
has come over him within a short time.
His feelings and sentiments are softened.
We are all getting old. Our fiery blood is
getting cooled and changed.” “ ‘Is thy
servant a dog,’
‘that he
replied Wilson,
should do this thing’ of asking a favor of
Tom Benton? Not to save the lives of my
family would I do it.
No, sir! The very
thought makes me shudder. I feel indignant at the mere mention of it.
I take a
letter from Mr. Benton! I—” “Stop, stop,”
said Mr. Webster, “that is the old man
speaking in you. That is not the spirit in
which you should answer,” etc. And turning to his desk he wrote a note to Mr. Benton stating that “while he was well aware
of the disputes, personal aud political, between Benton aud Wilson, the latter is now
to California aud needs a
poor, and is going
letter of recommendation. No one could give
such a letter that would do more good than
who knows everyone from Mr. Benton,
body. I am going to pursuade him to carry
the letter to you, and I know you will be
to see him.” Wilson was at last per- ( I
now a

glad

Saturday Eyeninii, Aug. 18.
have just sold a manufacturer 1,000 sides of
leather (sole) at Vac advance over the prtce paid by
him last week.
After I had made the price he
wanted 2,000 sides, but I would not let him have
them. Wo are digging out lots of leather that we
could not sell a month ago, and selling it.” This is
what a conservative tanner remarked.
Another
dealer in sole leather remarked:
“We are doing
more
business than in July.” All
ful'y one third
the leading dealers in sole leather report more business, particularly toward the close of the week, but
while some report higher prices others state they
are getting the same as
before, only, with consider
able less difficulty.
There is no doubt that the
market has taken more than than the receipts, and
prices are full and strong, and, In some instances,
higher. The improvement is most marked compared with a week ago.
There is a feeling of con'
gratulation that the worst is over in the financial
difficulties, and that now matters will be more
healthy. It is very noticeable that frequent reference is made to a national bankrupt law, and the
absolute necessity of such a law as developed by
the recent failures.
Business men are likely to
make extraordinary efforts to secure such a law at
the next session of Congress.
In rough leather
there has been no change, but the demand lias improved and prices are steady. During the latter
part of the week there was an increase in the demand for finished leather, and stocks are
being
worked down by the reduced receipts, some of the
tanneries being shut down, and others being on
short time.
The New York market has been moderately ac'
tivo, and prices are strong. The receipts of solo
lerther there were 87,493 sides, against 86,289
last w eek.
The exports were lighter, or 13,527
sides, against 27,470 last week; 7,440 sides wont
to England, and 5,840 to the Continent.
“I

Promotes its

healthy, vigorous growth

Green and joyous is the watermelon when it
maketh its entry in the market, and
greatly
doth it rejoice the heart of the small boy, but
subsequently it doubleth up hi3 stomach and
the child yearneth for a dose of salts.—Oil City
Derrick.

NOTORIOUS OFFENDER ARRESTED.
The Chief of Police in Hartford has arrest
ed and effectually brought to a standstill that
old offender “Cramps.”
“Cramps” was
“known to the police” for a long time; in fact,
the chief had him in his bowels. “Cramps”
came unexpectedly and at inconvenient times,
with severe gripings and neuralgic pains.
Perrt Dav.s’s Pain Killer proved to be
than old “Cramps” could stand. The
notorious villain surrendered, and acknowledgmore

light. A cargo
“Richard Pearse,’* has

Study well each page of “The Science o{
Life,” advertised in another column.
Moonlight rowing parties on the Hudson
these delightful evenings are quite numerous.
One young lady, who accompanied a party the
other evening was quite timid, and said if the
gentleman didn’t stop rocking the boat she
should get right out.—Yonkers Gazette.
SUMMER PICTURE.
Suburban villas, cosy cottages aud quaint
country homes, with embowered verandas and
inviting laws, are pretty scenes of animation
now. Youth groups among the shade trees
like Dresden shepherds and shepherdesses, or
wileB away the hours in games upon the green,
shaven sward. Age, seated in capacions and
A

luxurious porch chairs, chats of other days,
lives afresh in the happiness of its children, or
fans itself into slumber and dreams. There
are feasts of ices and fruits among coteries;
little parlor games of chess and whist; arm in
walks

and

tete-a-tetes among lovers.
Evening comes. These are sensible people.
To bed early is the rule. A brief consultation
among parents and children as to how the day
has been passed, and how all feel. A little
rubbing of Willie with Perry Davis’s Pain
Killer, always on hand, for that bruise with
the tennis ball; a dose for Sue, who has
cramps from eating her ices too fast; a strong
application for papa, who has a rheumatic
kink in his shoulder; a taste for mamma, who
has a touch of summer complaint, and then
arm

all retire to sound sleep and new health and
pleasure on the morrow.
De Payne (who has donned his knickerbockers for a call at the neighboring hotel)—“My
good man, can you tell me if I’m on tho right
road to the Sunnyside Pavilion?’’ Native—
“Yes, stranger, you be; but ye’d better roll
down yer pants before ye come in sight of the
house, ’cos ye might shock the wimmin folks.”
—Life.
Ten Yeaes before any of tbe baking powders of the present day were thought of, the
Congresss Yeast Powder had a large sale
throughout New England.

FINANCIAL AND COMMERCIAL
Portland

Daily Wholesale marketPORTLAND, AUg. 20.
Flour is in active demand and millers are asking
full prices. We learn from reliable sources that the
Winter Wheat crop is short and the price compared
with a year ago is fully 10c higher, but in Spring
Wheats there is little difference. We notice a drop
in old Oats to 46c, with new Oats selling at 39c.
The movement in Pork is light at unchanged rates*
The market is strong for Lard with an upward tendency; packers to-day are asking from Vs to %c
ft more than last week. At New York the market opened excited and 25@32c points higher, but
closed irregular and reacted 15@19 points ;the Wes'
tern

markets

also show

Pork.

ment in Lard and

very marked improveIn Beef, Plato and Ex-

a

tra Plate is quoted oOc lower. Peaches aro firmer
at 1 76@1 80. Watermelons 18 00@25 00 p 100.
ile

following

nre

iO-day’s quotations of Flour.

Grain. Provisions. Un.
lour.

lirnm.

Supertine and
H.M.Corn, car lots.68VSi
low grades. .3 60@4 60 Mix Corn.car lots @66 Va
X Spring and
Corn, bae lots
70@72
XX Spring.. 6 00@6 00 Oats, car-lots.46
New Oats.39
Patent Spring
Wheats.7 50®8 00 Oats, bag lots..60
Meal
.68
Michigan Winter straightsS 25@5 76 ColtonSeed.car lots 28 00
Do roller.... 0 26(a;8 60 Cottonseed,bag lots30 00
SackedBran car lot,
St. Louis Win18 00@19 00
ter straight G 00^6 25
do bag lots.23 60
Do roller...G 60@G 76
—

car lots.24 00
28 60
uce.
ProviHionN.
■'rod
Porkbbl—
Cranberries,
Backs. .-19o0@19 76
Maine-12 00® 13 00
Clear.J8 60@18 76
Cape Cod,15 O0®17 00
Pea Beans
2 50® 2 75
Mess.17 00@17 60
Mediums....2 60®2 06 Mess Beef.. 12 00@12 6n
(-'V 5muUMfid2 00®2 25
Ex Mess..l 2 75@13 26
Yellow Eye e3 40®3 00
Plate.13 00@13 60
Onions pbbl. 3 25®3 50
Ex Plate.14 00r«;l4 60
New Potatoes
13Vs@14c
—®l 50 Hams
Sweet Potatoes 4 7b®$5 Hams, covered 14%@16g
doz. ®23c Lard—
Eggs
Winter Wheat

atents.6 76it£7 25

lb.00c
Turkeys,
Chickens. .?3@26c

r«®c
Creamery.2f»@2(io
Fowl

■Cutler.

Middlings,
do

bag lots

Tub, $ lb

Tierces..
Pail.

..

9%@ 91/2

9Vg@ 98/s
93/4 @10V*

HeeriM.

Gilt Edge Vor... .23^24c Red Top.3 7604 00
Choice.17®18c |Timothy.2 16@2 35
CJlovcr— .16 @1G
Good.

KaiwiiiH.
Store.
Cheese.
Muscatel. 1 70(32 40
10f®12 London Lay’r.2 20@2 30
Vermont....
10® 12 Ondura Vai.. 7^@10V2
N Y Fact’y..

Orau|(«‘M.
Apples.
bbl..4 60@5 00 1 Valencia
@
@
Evaporated lb L6 Va® 18 V2 Florida.
Dried Apples.. ..9 Vb® 10 | Messina.
Cog
Sliced
...10® 10 Ya Palermo.6 60@G

Eating

00

■iViuoni*.
Wu* or.
Ttessina.4 603G 00
9
Granulated L> lb
Extra C.8 Ya Palermo.4 60&G C'O
....

bu;shlpments
Orleans, Aug, 20,—Cotton auiet; Middling
uplands 9% c.
Mobile, Aug. 20.—Cotton is easv; Middling up-

rather

At sea July 11, on board ship John Harvey, in lat
11.36 north, Ion 38.69 west, of typhoid fever, Capt.
Thomas Prince Stetson of Brooklyn, N. Y., aged 62
years. Burial at sea July 12th.

are more buyers in town, but new orders
light, and dealers here are mostly looking after
shipping what goods they have bought which are
now ready to ship.
The shipments have been less
than a week ago, or 74,983 cases against 77,362
last week, and 70,118 for the corresponding week
in 1882, 70,846 in 1881 and 73,512 in 1880
Since January the shipments have been 1,681,70
cases, against 1,508,739 in 1882, 1,447,382 in
1881, and 1,349,426 in 1880.

•IA*l.lNffl

—

Hides

....

Pennland
New York.. Antwerp
Aug
St Domingo.New York. .StlDomingo. .Aug
Alaska.New York. .Liverpool.. ..Aug
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool.. ..Aug
Scythia.New York. .Liverpool_Aug
Flamborough.New York. .St Kitts, &c Aug
City of Alexandria New York.. Vera Crux... Ang
Alvo.New York. .Kingston, Ja Aug
....

lihds

Niagara.New York..Havana.Sept

S in rtse.6.10
San sort.6 60

CNBLkACHKD COTTONS.in. 7ys(g 8% Fine 7-4.14 a 17
in.
7Mi Fine 8-4.18®22
in. 5
Fine 9-4.22@2ft
@ 0
in.
9
Fine 10-4.... 27% $*32
..TICKINGS' ETC.
xsruiH.
o [fj/ V
Beet.16 @18
Corset Jeans.... 7 a 8
Medium... 11
Sattoena. 8@ 9%
@14
Cambrics. 6@
Light. 8 @10

Med. 36 in.. 8
Light 3«in.. 6
43 in.. 10
5-4. ...11

gl4

@20

§23

7-4.19
8-4.21
@20
9-4.25
10-4 ...27%@32fe

§30

Market.
The following quotations of stocks

and corrected daily by Woodbury &
of Middle and Exchange streets.

are

reported!

Moulton,

corner

BOSTON STOCKS.

A.'T.
Flint
Flint
L. K.

&
iS
&
&

S. F.%.
Pere Marquette common.
Pere Marquette'preferred.
Ft Smith.
Marquette, Hugh ton & Ont. common
Mexican Central 7s.
..

NEW YORK

80%

24%
91)
20
37
60

STOCKS.

Denver! & R. G. 23Vs
96
Missouri Pef.
Omaha common. 40
Wabash preferred. 31%
Omaha preferred.101 %
Northern Pacfic preferred.
79%
Northern Pacilic common. 42

New

Y ork Stock and

Money Market.

(By Telegraph.)

York, Aug. 20.—Money still easy at 2@2%
on call; prime mercantile paper 54.6%. -Exchange
steady at 482 for long and 486 for short. Governments strong and higher for 4s. State bonds dull.
Railroad bonds are weaker.
The transactions at the Stock Exchange aggreatNew

ed 341.400 shares.
The following are today’s closing quotations on
Government Securities:
103%
United^States bonds, 3s
do
do
do
4%s, reg.112
do
do
do
4% s, coup.113%
do
do
do
4s, reg .119%
do
do
do
4s, coup. .119%
Pacific 6s, ’95.128
The

following

are

closing quotations Stocks:
.130%

the

Chicago & Alton
Chicogo & Alton pref.138
Chicago, Burr & Quincy.122ya

Erie. 29%
Illinois Central.125%
Lake Shore.105%
Michigan Central. 84
New Jersey Central. 83%
Northwestern.122%
Northwestern pref..140%
New York Central.115%
Rock Island. .119
St. Paul. .101
St. Paul|pref.
117ya
Union Pacific Stock... 87%
Western Union Tel
78

market is firm foi choice grades.
Cheese dull; 9@9y2o for choice and 7%@8y2
for fair and good; G@7c for common.
Eggs—22@23c for Eastern,21 @22c for New York
and Vermont, 20@21 for Nova Scotia and PEI.
Potatoes—We quote Jersey and Rhode Island at
1 G5@l 75 ^

bbl._

Chicago Live Slock Market.
(By Telegraph.}
Chicago. August 20— Hogs—Receipts 9,000 head;
shipments 2700 head; higher; packing 4 60(54 90;
packing and shipping at 4 96@'6 30; light at 6 26@
6 80; skips 3 60@5 20.
Cattle—Receipts 2,000 head; shipments 2,000 lid;
good choice shipping steers 5 10@5 75.

head;

l>onaeMtic Market*

(By Telegraph.)
Mk,w York, Aug. 20.—Flour market—Receipts
23,378 bbls :exports 9242 bblsjquiet and firm,prices
however without quotable chang, export light with
a very moderate local trade inquiry: sales 15,400

bbls.
Flour quotations—No 2 at 2 45@3 60; Superfine
Western and State at 3 20@4 00; common to good
extra Western and State 4 10@4 50; good to choice
do at 4 60@7 25; common to choice White Wheat
Western extra at 6 25(5^7 00; fancy do 7 10@7 60;
common to good extra Ohio at 4 00@6 50: commo
to choice extra St. Louis at 4 005)6 76: Paten
Minnesota extra good to prime 6 60(56 60: choic
to double extra do at 6 80(5*7 60;
12,100
bbls City Mill extra a 6 60(56 00; 1300 bblB No 2
at 12 50@3 66; 900 bbls Superfine at 3 20(54 00;
700 low extra at 4 15(54 60 4100 bbls Winter
Wheat extra at 4 15@7 nO; 4,300 bbls Minnesota
extra 4 16@7 60, Southern firmly held; common to
fair 4 25(S)5 30; good t > choice 5 35(56 76. When*
bush: exports 252.256 bush;
steady and without quotabletchange; options opened
i/tQVa lower,afterwards stronger and advanced %
(jSJl; closed very firm at best prices: export demand
oulv moderate and spoliation rather slow; sales
2,024,000 |bush future. 161,000 bush spot; No 4
Red 1 04V2@'q*l 05; No3 at 1 15%@l lo%; No 2
at 1 18% fob. 1 19% in elev, 1 20 delivered from
store, 2i ao eiev; no uea state at 1 zova; no
White State 1 21. Ky'Stronger; 8000 Western at
73%c delivered. Corn- spot tirm; August opened
2c lower, .closing with recovery of lc; later options
opened % lower, afterwards reacted %@% .closing
strong with light trade; receipts 157,644 bush; exports 151,546 bush:sales 584,000 bush future,151,000 on spotjjNo 3 at 60c; No 2 at 64c afloat; No,2
White 68%c; Southern Yellow at 69c dockc; No 2
for August 62@63%c, closing 63c; September 61%
closing at 62% c; October at 62@62%c,
162%c; Nov at 62%;December 60%c. Oni*
spot%@lc higher; options opened % lower, afterwards advanced %@V2, closing Ann with trade
rather slack: receipts 186,660 bush: exports -:
salCH 290,000 bush futures, 61,000 bush spot: No 3
at 82)%c; do White 39c; No 2 at 36%@35%c; do
White at 42c; No 1 at 35%c; White at 50c; Mixed
Western at 35@38c; do White at 40^48V2C,including 45,OOObush No 2 for August at 3%@35%,c Otmg at 35Vac; 110.000 do for September at 34%@
34%c,closing 34%c: 125,000 do for October 35%
at 34V2C.
@35 %c,
Nugar firm; refining
6 9-1 b@6 11-16c: refined is quiet—C at 6%@7;Kxoff A 7%@8c;
tra C 7@7%; do White
standard A 7%@8%c; powdered at 8%@9; granulated at 8%c; Con. A 8 16-16c; cut loaf and crushed 9; Cubes at 8%c. Molasses steady; sales 500
hhda Centrifugal at 24%c, flat. Fetroleuna—refined 7%@7%c. 'follow stronger; sales 225,000
Fork is held firmly; sales 90
lbs at 8@8 116c.
bbls mess spot at 14 60; options neglected.
I^ard
and
excited
25@32c
points higher, closing
opened
weak and irregular with reaction of 16@19 points;
trade quiet;sales 350 tes prime steam spot at 8 90
9 0 ; 186 city steam 8 66@8 76; refined for continent at 9 30@9 35; S A 9 75. Butter steady;Penn.
Creamery at 22 Vs@23; State 15@23; Western at 9
@22. Cheese quiet.
to Liverpool steady;Wheat steam3%.
Chicago, Aug. 20.—Flour dull. Wheat—Regular
opened dull, closing higher at 1 02% for august.
103%@103% for September; 1 05@1 06% for
October; 1 06%@1 06% for November;No 2 Chicago Spring 1 02 a L 02%; No 3 do at 96c; No 2 Red
Winter 1 08. Corn is firm, closing higher; 60%c
cash; 61 %c August; 50V4@50»/sc for September;
60c for October; 48c for November, Oats easy 25%

including

—receipts-"224,276

Sc,

—

closing

74fe@7%e;

"'Freights

*'?8

?:30

]

jNew

York—mdse t<3

Steamer State of Maine, Pike, Boston for Eastport and St John, NB.
Barque John J Marsh, Falker, New York—coal
to Randall & McAllister. Vessel to Chase, Leavitt
& Co.

Brig Hyperion. Williams, Perth Amboy—coal
Vessel to B J Willard.
Sch Frank O Dame, Rogers, Baltimore-coal to
G T Railway Co.
Sch A P Emerson, Sawyer, Baltimore—eoal to

Rolling

Mills.

Sch Etna, Collins, Philadelphia.
Sch Matlie J Alles, Crockett, Raritnn River—clay

to Portland Stoneware Co.
Sch Melville, Hamm, Raritan River—clay to Portland stoneware Co.
Sch Mary E Oliver, Hinckley, Amboy—ooal to G

T Railway Co.
Sch Enterprise, Robinson, New York—coal.
Sch Sardinian, Holbrook, New York—coal to Ran-

dnll & McAllister.
Sch Jerusha Baker. Chase, Marblehead.
Sch Wave, Hinckley, Boston.
Sch Lulu, Leighton, Boston.
Sch L Snow.Jr, Griffin, Rockport, Mass.
Sch Louisa Frances, Thorndike, Rockland,—lime
to C A B Morse & Co.
Schs Emma, Spnrling, Bay Fundy, with 176 bbls
mackerel; John James, Gross, do, 100; Corporal
Trim, Robbins, do 100; Henrietta Francos, Edwards
do, 90; Maud S, Smith, do, 175; Oasis, do, 176.
Schs Minnehaha, shore, with 70 bbls mackerel;
Henry Dennis, do 50; L D Saunders, do 60; Etta,

do, 70, (all fresh.)

Cleared.
Sch Perseveranco,

Emery.

Willard,

New

York—Mark P

Andrea J York, Littlejohn, Calais, to load for
Charleston, (cld 3 8th and sailed—J Nickerson 8c Son
Sch Avon, (Br) Comeau, Port Gilbert, NS—F Yeaton 8c Co.
Sch

FROM OUR

CORRESPONDENT.

BOOTHBAY, Aug 17—Ar, schs Mary E Smith,
Portland; Linnet, Gray, do for Bluehill; Mary Elizabeth, Duntou, Portland; Anaconda, Strout, from
Machias for Boston; Pemaquidi Wheeler, Damariscotta for do.
Sid, sch Sophia

gor.

Willey, (from Portland,)

for Ban

KENNNEBUKPORX, Aug 19-Ar, schs Mary
Stow, Booth by, and Frank, (jrediford, New York.
MERCHANT’S

EXCHANGE.]
Ar at New York 20th, steamer Saratoga, Havana.
Ar at Matanzas 12th inst, brig Akbar, Holmes,
*
FROM

Leave
Peaks.

Delaware Breakwater.
At at Cienfuegos 12th,

barque Nellie E Rumball,
Smith, Philadelphia.
Ar at Cardenas 11th, brig Arcot, Cates, Machias.
Ar at Guantanamo 10th inst, barque Alice, Dyer,

Philadelphia.
Ar at St Jago 6th, brig StocktoD, Allen,
bert, NS.

Port

Gil-

Sch Chattanooga, of Bangor, carried away
sprit, jlbboom, and headgear, by contact with
Mabel

Rose, 18th, belaw Salem.

ed but light damage,

bowschr
The M R sustain-

FISHERMEN.
Hog Island, Bremen, 19tb, sch J G Craig,
from
the
Webber,
Banks, with 1.100 qtls fish.
Ar at Gloucester 18th, sch George E Hayden, of
shore
Pottland,
fishing.
Ar at Bucksport 18th, schs Bertha E Nickerson,
Dorr, Grand Banks, with 3,000 qtls cod; Omaha,
Hanson, bank Quero, with 2,400 do.
Ar at Boothbay 17tb, sob Eddie Pierce, McKown,
Bay Fundy.
Sid 17fh, sch Amelia F Cobb, (from Gloucester)
for Sedgwick; Soltaire, (from Portland) for Bay
Fundy; Bartle Pierce, Achorn, do.
Ar at

Newcastle, NSW.
Sid 18th. ships Berlin, Whitmore, and Willie
Reed, for Liverpool.
NEW ORLEANS Ar 16th, barque Reynard, Em-

ery, Kennebec.
SAVANNAH—Ar 18th, sch Jos Souther, Watte.
Rockland.
RICHMOND—Ar 17tb, ecb Carrie M Richardson,
llolbroek, Boston.
GEORGETOWN, DC —Cld 18tb, barque Daisy

23d, 1883.

A. M.

10.30

10.46

6.00

6.07
t6.25
16.29
16.33
16.63
7.00

PASSENGERTRAimWILL LEAVE
PORTLAND for BOSTON

m., 12.56 and 6.30
at 10.46,
m., arriving at Boston
a«,
j&h—a m 1,16 4.46, and 10.00 p. m.
BOSTON FOB PORTLAND at 9.00 a. m.
12.30, 3.30, and 7.00 p.m., arriving at Portland
at 12.65, 5.00, 8.15 and 11.00 p. m.
BOSTON
FOB OLD ORCHARD BEACH, at 8.00,
9.00 a. m., ■*12.30, 3.30 and 7.00 p. m. OLD
ORCHARD BEACH FOR BOSTON at
0.40, 9.13 a. m., 1.23, 3.50 and 0.64 p. m.
PORTLAND
FOR
WCARBORO
BEACH, AND PINE POINT, at 0.15,8,45.
10.25 a. m., 12.35, 2.15, 6.15, 0.00,;and 8.15 p.m.
FOR OlsD ORCH ARD BEACH at 0.15.
8.45, 10.25 a. m., 12.35, 12.55, 2.15, 6.15, 6.00,
6.30 and 8,15 p. m. Returning leave OLbOR(!H ARK> at 7.BO, 0.34, 11.40 a. m., 13.29, 2.46,
PORT4-33, 6.00, 7.25, 7.48 and 10.30 p. m.
LAND FOR WACO, at 6.15, 8.46,10.25 a. m.,
and
8.15*
FOR
6.16,
6.00,6.30
p.m.
12.35.12.65.
BI DDE FORD at 6.15, 8.45,10.2o a.m., 12.35,
12.65, 5.15, 6.00 and 8.16* p. m. FOR KENNEBUNK at 6.15, 8.45 a. m„ 12.55, 6.16 and
8.15* p.m. FOR WELLS! at 6.15, 8.46 a. m..
and 5.15 p. m. FOR NORTH BERWICK,
ORE4T FALLS. AND DOVER, at 6.15,
8.45a.m.,12 555.15and 6.30pm.FOR SALMON
FALLS,at 6.16, 8.45 a. m., 12.66, and 5.16
FOR
EXETER* HAVERHILL,
p.m.
LAWRENCE, AND LOWELL at 0.15,
FOR NEW
8.45 a. m., 12.55, and 6.30 p, in.
MARKET) at 6.15, and
8.45 a.m.
FOR
ROCHESTER, FARMINGTON, N. H.,
ALTON BAY, WOLFBOROITCjSH AND
CENTRE HARBOR at 8.46 a. mM and 12.55
FOB MANCHESTER! AND CONp. m.
CORD! N. H., (via New Market Jet.) at 6.15
a. m., (via Lawrence) at 8.46 a. m.
MORNING TRAIN LEAVEN KENNEB17NK
FOR PORTLAND at 7.25.
♦Stops an hour and a quarter at Old Orchard
Beach.
tPassengers may also reach these points by taking
the 2.15 p. m. train from Portland and stopping at
Old Orchard Beach until 3.60 p. m.
Bd^-The 12.55 p. m, train from Portland connects with Wound Line Steamers for New
York and all Rail Lines for the West, and the 6.30
p. m., train with all Rail Lines for New York
and the South and West.
Parlor Can on all through
trains.
Seats
secured in advance at Depot Ticket Office.
a.

—

SUNDAY TRAINS.
PORTLAND FOR BOSTON and WAY
STATIONS at 1.00 and 6.30 p, m. BOSTON
FOR PORTLAND at 8.30 a. m. and 6.00
OLD

OR-

CHARD BE ALII at 10.00 a. m. and 1.00,
3.30 and 6.30 p. m. OLD ORCHARD FOR
PORTLAND 12.22, 2.46, 7.30 and 9.49.p.m.
Portland for Biddeford at 10.00 a. m., 1.00 and
6.30 p, in. Biddeford for Portland at 12.06 2.30,
7.15 and 9.36 p. m.
Trains on Boston & Maine road connect with all
steamers running between Portland and Bangor,
Rockland, Mt. Desert, Macbias, Eastport, Calais.
St. John and Halifax. Also connect with Grand
Trunk trains at Grand Trunk Station, and Maine
Central and Portland & Ogdenburg trains at Transfer Station.
All trains stop at Exeter ten minutes for refreshments. First class Dining Rooms at Portland,
Transfer Station, Exeter, Lawrence and Boston
THROUGH TICKETS to all points West and
South may be had of M. L. William*, Ticket
Agent, Boston & Maine Depot, and at Union
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St.
J. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
S .H. STEVENS, Gen. Agent, Portland.
ap5

mm HEADING R. 1.
Bound Brook Route.

STATION IN NEW YORK FOOT LIBERTY ST.
Stations in Philadelphia
AND GREEN

AND

STREETS,

THIRD AND BERKS STS.

Trinidad; brig

Emma L

Express Trains, Double Track, Stone Balias
Be

sure

Tarlfa, Brown, Sagua; sch S E Hart, Herriman,
New Bedford.
Ar 19tli. sehs Anita, Jewett, St Pierre; George K
Harilonbrook, Demarara.
Hatch,
Cld 18th, steamer Walker Armington, Smith, for
Fajardo; sch Geo L Drake, Partis, Portland.
CHESTER, PA—Ar 18th, ship r! agars town, Boyd,
Antwerp.
NEW YORK
Ar 18th, ship Gardiner Colby,
Streeter, Singapore (Apl 4th); sehs E K Emerson,
Giles, Minatitlan; Mabel F Staples, Dickson, from
Uuantanamo 82 days; Fannie F Hall, Mitchell,
Bangor; J H Kells, Spaulding, Camden; Margie
Dolliver, Portland.
Ar 19th, sehs Kunie McKown, Holway, Blueflelds
22 days; Wm Douglass,
Melndoe, Baracoa; Samuel
Fisk, St John, NB; Ella, Willard, Gardiner. F Nelson, St George; Lettle Wells, Boston.
Passed the Gate 18th, sohs Wm H Archer, from
Jersey City for Boston; Angola, Hoboken for Sulli-

Laughton, do for do; Bramhall, Amboy
Portland; Jas H Deputy, do for Gloucester; A

van;

I

New York and Philadelphia,

John Proctor.

PROVIDENCE -Ar 18tb, sehs Ella,Coombs, Port
Johnson; Light of the East, Sawyer, Calais; Caroline O, Robbins, do for Pawtuoket; Mary Means,
Dodge, Bangor; Oregon, McKintry, Pittston.
Sid 18th, sehs lteuo, Colboth, New York; Wm E
BarneB, Hodgkins, and Boston Light, do.
FALL RIVER—Ar 17th, sch Sarah L Davis, Burgess, Bangor.
DUTCH ISLAND HARBOR-Ar 18th, sch Elizabeth DeHart, Cole, Amboy for Portland; Georgia.
Rockland for New York; Mail, Shorman Gardiner
for do; isola. Bangor for do; H L Curtis do for
Bridgeport; Stephen G Hart, Providence for Savannah; Annie Lee, do for Greenport.
tarpaulin cove
in port letb, brig Eiien
Marla, from Bangor for New York; sehs K w Don
ham, from Augusta for Bridgeport; Col Milhken,
ew York; 8 M
Hallowed for
Todd, Calais for New
York; Mail, Gardiner for do; Wesley Abbott, Ellsworth for Rcndout.
VINEYARD-HAVEN
Ar 17th, sehs Manitou,
from Vinalhaven for New York;
Dolly Varden,
Addison for do; Addie Sawyer, from Calais for New
—

—

Haven.

sailed, sehs E H Horrlman, Fannie A Milllken,
J It Boil well, M C Hart, Harry P Percv, O W Rawloy. Race Horse, Wigwam, Northern Light, Rookie
E Yates, Sarah Wooster, Percy. Isabella Jewett,
Maud, Willie Martin, Lexington, and others.
EDGARTOWN—Ar lUth, seb Saarbruek, Clark,
Port Johnson.

Honmonth.
Winthrop,
and Jlaranaroob, 8.16 a. m. 1.15 p. m. OnkFarmington,

j

m.

train is the Ml. Johu
Express, with Reclining Chair Car attached, and stops between Portland and Bangor
at Brunswick,
Gardiner, Hallowell, Augusta,
Wsterville and Newport only, arriving in Bangor
at 9.46 p. m. and St. John at 6.30 followmg
m.

Fast

morning.

tThe 11.16 p.

m. train is the
night express with
sleeping car attached and runs every night Sunincluded
but not through to Skowhegan on
days
Monday mornings or to Bncksport and Dexter or
beyond Bangor on Sunday mornings.

9.00
1.60
6.06
8.00

p. m.; Vance boro, 2.1/0 a. m. 10.10 a. m.,
p. m,; Hucksport, 6.10 a. m. 10.00 a. m.t
p. m.: Bangor, 7.20 a. m., 2.06 p. m.
p. m.; Dexter, 7.00 a.m, 8.10 p. m. Belfast, 6.45 a. m., 3.15 p. m.; Mkowf*egan,
8.30 a. m. 3.06 p. m.; Waterville, 9.20 a. m.
2.16, 3.33 and 10.08 p.m.: Augusta, ts.00 a.
m 10.03 a. m., 3.00, 4.12 and 11.00
p. m.;
(Gardiner, 6.17 a. m., 10.20 a. m., 3.18,4.27
and 11.18 p. m.; Bath, 7.00 a. ra.. 11.00 a. m.;
4.16 p. m., and Saturdays only at 11.66 p. m.
Brunswick, 7.26 and 11.30 a. m., 4,45 & 6.10
p. m. 12.35 a. m., (night.) Rockland,8.15 a.m.,
1.25 p m., and Mondays only at 4.30 a. m. Lewiston, 7.20 a.m. 11.16 a.m., 4.36p. m. 11.20
pm.; Phillips,7.06 a. m. Farmington,8.30
a. in.; Maranacook, 10.11 a. m. .3.25 p. m.;
m.
3.37
Wiuthrop, 10.18 a.
p.
m.,
being due In Portland as follows: The morning
trains from Augusta and Bath 8.36 a. m.
Lewiston, 8.40 a. m. The day trains from
Bangor, and all intermediate stations and connecting roads at 12.35 and 12.45 p. m. The
afternoon trains from W aterville, Augusta. Bath,
Rockland and Lewiston at 6.00 p.m. The St.
John Fast Express at 6.16 p. m. The Night Pullman Express train at 1.60 a.m.

parties

of five

Hlaranacook and

re-

or more.

Limited Tickets first and second class for
Bt* John and Halifax on s ale at reduced

Rumford Falls & Buckfleld
Leave Janton for Portland
and
Lewiston 4.46 and 9.45 a. m.
j
^
'■wH Leave Portland for Canton, at 9.00
a. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Leave Lewiston at 9.45 a. m. and 2.30 p. m.
8tage connections with Byron, Mexioo, Dixfleld,
Peru, Livermore, West Sumner and Turner.

steam-

L. L. LINCOLN. 8upt,
Portland, Juno. 16, 1883
octl4dtf

Eastern Railroad.
-n-niiliKiUMin

One Way, 9£.50.
Excur.iou, 4.00.

C.O. HANCOCK,
Gen. Manager.
Gen. Pass. & Tick. Agt.
H. P. BALDWIN, Gen. Eastern Pam. Agt.

J. E. WOOTTEN,

Fortland

Line.
audjlorcester
PORTLAND ROCHESTER R.
R

Arrangement
___

of Trains.

Monday, June IS,
Passenger Trains will leave

On and after

INN3,

L^'^Porlland
Bffl1

and
at 7.30 a. n.,
'|.©5 fi.ua., arriving at Worcester
m.
at 2.16 p, m. and 7.80 p
Returning leave
Onion Depot, Worcestor, at 8.00 a. in. and IT.15 a,
arriving at Portland at 1.26 p. m. and 5.40 p.
■

it).

For Ultneun,
Ayer June.,
Fitchburg,
Nanhun. Lowell, Wiadhiim, and Unplug at 7.30 a. in. and 1.05 p. na.
For Mancheoter. Concord and points North, at
I. 05 p. na.
For Rochester, Nprincvale, Alfred, Wnterboro and Naco ftivcr.7.3© a. na., 1.05
na., and (mixed) at ©.30 p. na.
iave Rochester at (mixed) 0.46 a. m.. 11.16
a. m., and 3.35 p. m.; arriving at Portland
(mixed) 9.40 a. m., 1.26 p. m. and 5.40 p. m.

R.

Returning

For CSorham, Haccarappa, lunaberlund
Westbrook and Woodford’s,
Mill*,
at 7.30 n. na.,
1.05, ©.40 and (mixed)
*©.30 p. na.
The 1.05 p. na. tiainfrom Portland connects at
Aye- June, with IIoomuc Tunnel Route for
t IcWost, and at Union Repot, Worcester, for
New If or k via Norwich Line, and all rail,
'ifcHpringfleld, also with N. If. Ac N. 12. R.
tt .(‘‘Steamer Maryland Route”) for FhiladelBaltimore, Washington, and the
outh and with Bo*ton (k Albany R- R- for
the West. Parlor Cars on train leaving Portland
at 1.05 p. m. and train
leaving Worcester at 8.00

Shia,
a. m.

Close connections made at Westbrook J unction with through trains of Me. Central R. R., and
at GrandTronk
Transfer, Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk It. R.
tig Through tickets to all points South and West, at
Depot offices and at Hollins A Adams’ No. 22 Exchange Street.
iA* Does not stop at Woodford’s.
J. W. PETERS,'Supt.

^

4.30
6.16
7.30
9.45
10.40

Dally (Night Pullman) for Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Conway Junct., Kittery,
Portsmouth, Newburyport, Salem, Lynn and
Boston, arriving at 6.30a. m.
At £.45 a. m. for Cape Elisabeth. Scarboro, Saco,
Biddeford, Kennebunk, Wells, North and South
Berwick, Conway Junction, connecting for all
stations on Conway Division. Kittery, Portsmouth,
is

a.

!

with steamer

for

E.EUS^HG,General'Agjnt

-eertlSnd, June 18,1883.

Salem, Gloucester, Rockport,
Newburyport.
Chelsea and

Boston, arriving at 1.16 p m.
in. (Express,) for Saco.
Biddeford,
Kennebunk,
| No.
Berwick,
Conway
Junction, Kittery, Portsmouth, Newburyport,
Salem, Lyntf. and Boston, arriving at 4.65 p. m.,
connecting with Sound and Rail Lines for all
Lvnn,
l‘A.55 p.

At

Southern and Western points.
At 6,.‘IO p. m. (Express), for Boston and
principal
Way Stations, arriving in Boston at 10.00 p. m.,
connecting with Rail Lines for New York.
Sundays at 2.00 p. m. Express for Boston and
principal Wav Stations, arriving at Boston 6.30
p. m., connecting with Fall River Line for New

York.

Trains Leave Boston
At

7.30, 0.00 a. m„ and arrive in Portland at 11.66
a. m. and 12.66 p. m.
At 12.30 p. m. and arrive
m Portland 6.00 p. m
At 7.00 p ra. Oaliv
and arrive la Portland at 11.00 p. ni.

Pullman Parlor Pars
On Trains leaving Boston i)
a.in., 12.30 and 7.00 p.
m. and Portland 8.45 a. m., 12.55 and 0.30
p. m-

Through Pullman Sleeping

Cars
Boston at 7.00 p. m„ and Port-

^Tiino.IKh Tickets to all

Gouldsboro

JulSdt

*?,
l"VtsSv

C.

EVANS’
and Printers’

Advertising Agency
•

Warehouse,

6.46

9.15

IOO WASHINGTON Ml.,
B MTON
Dealer In Wood and Metal Typo, and all kinds of
Printers’ Materials. Advertisements inserted in all
paper in the United States or Canadas at publishers*
owest prices
Seudfor estimates.

A. M.

A. K.

6.30
7.20

7.36
9.39
11.09

9.45
10.60

r• w.

9. m.
1.09

r. m.

12.30
2.00

12.60
2.20
6.30
0,00

3.00
6.16
0.30

Steamer will

run

to

2.35
1.16

accommodate the Rollerskat-

ing Rink, leaving the city at 7.30. returning at 0.16
and 20.15. Tickets, with admission te
Oardea, 26
cents.

Will run as above until further notice.
CHAS. A. SPARROW, Trees, and Managed.

ii

Jy24_

TIME

TABLIii

*

STLAIER GEN. BARTLETT1
will leave Long Wharf, foot of

Exchange Street,
10.00

2.16 p.

m.

at

Peaks’, Long, and Little Ohebetn*
Islands.
for Peaks’, Long, Little and Great «hebeague Islands

a. m.

for

BETCKXnrO,
Leave Little Chebeagne at. .11.09 a. m.
Long Island at.11.16a.m.
Peaks’ Island at.11.89 a. m
Arriving at Portland at
..11.46 a. at
Lea, e
••
1

ATTBasOONS,
Great Chebe»gne at.4.30 a. m.
Little Chebeagne at. 4.46 pm
Long Island at.6.00 p. m.
Jones’ Landing at. 6-30 p. m.

Great Chebeagne Band will fnrnish mnsle nrn
evening on board this steamer, for a tall down SB

Steamers!

Parties wishing to engage this Steamer for tpeeial
apply to E. Ponce, cor. Middle and
or Capt. Chase aboard the boat.

Exchange sts.,

•Except when chartered for special excursions.
iy24dtf

FARE $1.00.
The elegant new steamer TREMONT and favorite
JOHN BROOKS will alternately leave
FRANKLIN WHARF, Portland, at 7 o’clock p. m.
and INDIA WHARF, Boston, at 7 o’clock
p. m.
(Sundays excepted).
Passengers by this line are reminded that they secure a comfortable
night’s rest and avoid the expense and inconvenience of arriving in Boston late

steamer

at

night.

tar Tickets and Staterooms for sale at D. H.
272 Middle Street.
Through Tickets to New fork, via the various
Rail and Sound Lines for sale.

fODNG’S,

Freight taken

as

usual.

J. B. i Ol IiE, Jr., General Agent.
dtf

Maine Steamship Company
Semi-Weekly

ON

yard Haven.

Goods
or New

this line destined beyond Portland
shipped by
will be

York,

at

once

destination on arrival.
Tickets and State Rooms

Exchange
J

B,

Harpswell Steamboat Co.
and after July 2, 1883, the Steamer OnON don
will leave Harpswell daily fer Pertland

as

follows,

Leave

vis:

6.00 a.
Harpswell
East

m
2.46 p. m.. Great
end, 6.30 a. m„ Jenks’, 6.46 a.
m., 3.30 p. m., Little Chebeagne, 7.00 a. m., 8.46
p. m., Long iBland, 7.20 a. m., 4.06 p. m., arriving
at Portland at 8 a. m., 4.46
m.

Chebeague,

p.

Returning, leave Custom House Wharr, Portland,
a.m., 6.16 p. m.. Long Island, 10.10 a. m..
6.66 p. m., Little Chebeague, 10.30 a. m., 7.1* a.
m., Great Chebeague, Junke*. 10.46 a. m„ 7.30 a.
m., East End,7.36 p. m., arriving at Harpswell at
9.80

11.30 a, m.,

8.16 p.

m.

SUNDAY TRIPS.
Leave Portland, 10.00 a. m., 6.30 a. m. returning
leave Harpswell, 2.46 p. m.
For Passage or Freight, apply on board ta
jy2dtfCapt. GEO. F. WEST. 1

Line to New York.

and after Saturday the second day of June,
next, the steamers ELEANORA and FRANCONIA will leave Franklin Wharf, Portland, every
WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 6 p. m., and
leave Pier 38, East River, New York, every WEDNESDAY and SATURDAY, at 4. p. m.
During the summer months these steamers will
toaoh at Vineyard Haven on their passage to and
from New York.
Passage in State Room, $5:
These steamers are fitted up with fine accomodations for passengers, making this a very desirable
route
for
travelers
between
New
York
and Maine; or for parties desiring to take a
pleasure excursion in the summer months to Vine-

forwarded to their

can

be

Street.

obtained at

COYLE, Jr., General Agent:

Portland, May 10,1883

22

dtf

STEAKEKS.

CHEAP OCEAN
desiring

to

TICKETS^

nd for friends in the Old

Cota
try will save money by buying their prepaid
steerage tickets at the General Ocean Steamship
Office, No. 22 Exchange Street, tdon’t mistake tha
number) at the sign of the big Locomotive, at present reduced rates by theCunard and other fast Brst
class mail steamers coming direct aeroes the
ocean,
on the warm Gulf Stream
route, thus avoiding all

ALL

dangers

from ice and

Icebergs.

I

can

nil

prepaid

steerage passage tickets from OneenstowB, Londonderry and Belfast for $21.00; Dublin, $22.00; Loudon, Bristol, Cardiff and Galway. $24.00; Hamburg, Antwerp, Havre, Manhein, Amsterdam, Ka
tertian!, Paris, Bremen and Har ngen, $27.00
Copenhagen, Christiana, Chrlstii isand, Bergen
Trondhjem, Goteborg, Malino, $28 JO; children ua
dcr 12 half fare. Sterling and Scandinavian
change »Uow rates.
J. L. FA

Eastport, He., Calais, He., St.
John, Nf. B., Halifax, N. S., Ac.

RAII.RO ADM.

Grand Trunk

SPRING ARRANGEMENTS.
THREE
jgaia

*.

i■

“tbS*

TRIPS'PER

WEEK.

af
(hi. I.ine will
Leave Railroad Wharf,

r■ .no
of State street, every Monday, Wednesday
at 6 p. in., for Eastport and St.
John, with connections for Oalals, Robbinaton, St.
Pembroke.
Andrews,
Hoalton, Woodstock, Grand

foot
and

Friday

Menan, Camuohelle, Digby, Annapolis. Yarmouth,
Windsor, Halifax, Moncton, Newcastle, AmherstPiotou, Shediac, Bathurst, Dalheusle, Char
lottetown Fort Fairfield, Grand Falls, and othei
stations on the New Brunswick and Canada, Intercolonial, Wladsor, and Annapolis, Western Counties, Rail Roads, and Stage Routes.
Kp-Frelght roceived up to 4 p. m. and any Information regarding the same may be had at the
office of the Freight Agent, Railroad Wharf.
For Circulate, with Excursion Routes, Ticket*
State Rooms and further Information apply a
Company's Office, 40 Exohange St.
T, C. HEHBKY, President, aud Manager'
mael2
dtf

to
Sandwich

i.landa, New Zealand and
Au.trails.
Steamers sail from New York for Asplnwall on
the 1st, 10th, and 20th of each month,
carrying
passengers and freight for all the above named
ports.
Steamer of 10th does not connect for San Francisco.
Steamers sail from San Francisco regularly for
Japan, China and Sandwich Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
For Freight,

Passage, sailing lists
information, apply to or address the
'.«rn

TIME.

On nnd after Monday, Anne ‘45th. (US.
Train, will

run a.

follow.:

DEPABTCBES:
For Anbnrn and Lewiiloa, 7.10 A
1.15
and 5.20 p. m.
For Oorham, 3.30 (mixed,land 6.20 p.m.
For liorhan, Montreal, Quebec and CM
cat. 1.80 p.m.
For (iorham, Montreal and
Chicago 0.05
ft. m.

ARRIVALS.
From Lewlaton nnd
12.45, and 5.50 p. m.

Anbnrn, 8,86

a m.,

From Oorkam, mixed, 9.40 a. m., 6.00 p.m.
From Chicago, Montreal nnd Qacboo,
12.35 p.m.
From Chicago nnd Montreal, 6.20 p. m.
Pullman Palace Sleeping Care on
night train aid
Parlor Cars on day train between Portland and
Montreal.
TICKET OFFICES

74 exchange street
-ANDDEPOT AT FOOT UF

California;

JAPAN, CHINA,

Railway of Canada.

CHANGlfoF

ON AND AFTER MON.
bat, MAV 14<h Fleamer,

ex-

^

INTERNATIONAL STEAMSHIP CO.

INDIA ST.

Tickets sold at Reduced Rates,

raCanadii. Drtroil. Chicago, Milwaakoo
Cincinnati, Mi. I.outx. O nnhn, Maginnw
St. Paul, Sait Lake
VHj,
Dearer, Man Franci.co,
and all points in the

Northweat, Weal and Moathweal.
JOSEPH HICKSON, Oeneral Manager.
J. STEPHENSON, Q. P. A.

W. J, SPIGEB Superintendent.

oet7dtf

OOD!

and further
General Eas-

Agents,

C. Wj. BARTLETT dt CO*,
113 Stale Hirers, Cor. Hrend Ml., Roaiou.
or to W. D. LITTLE Sc CO.,
febSdtf
81 Exchange St., Portland.
_

General Ocean Steamer Ticket Office.
sale of passsage tickets by the White Star,
Cnuard. Anchor, State, American. Red Star,
North German Lloyd, Hamburg, American, Rotterdam, Amsterdam and Italian lines, all first class

FOR

passage steamers, to and from all points in
2d Cabin and steerage outward and
prepaid tickets from Portland at lowest rates.
Steerage prepaid tickets from inland places in Europe* to inland places in the United States. Sterling and Scandinavian exchange at lowest rates
Choice Cumberland and Acadia coal for sale bv t.h

fast

Europe. Cabin,

Paint.. Month and

«« Ticket* tor Beal* and
*
Depot Ticket Oflice only.
.v VLS,
PAV.SON TUCKER,
ll
General Manager.
BMaster of Trans.
LUCIUS TUTTLE,
Geu’l Pass’r Agent
_jypiodtl

T.

S 46
6.09

excursions will

m.

On Trains leaving
land 2.00 a. in.

P. 2.
12.20
2.36

10.16

9.00

■QEOFHLLaiAX_ 1
*
**IUl~

Timing Imre Portland
At

7.20
9.35
11.0D

1.16
2.20
3.36
6.15
6.36

3.16

PACIFIC MAIL 8. S. CO.

Washington Street, Boston.

&

nesday’s trips.
At Bar Harbor

LtAVtFUR PORTLAND AND BOSTON

From Halifax, 8.10 a. m., 6.15 p. in.; St. John.
7.00 and 8.00 a. in., 9.00 p. m.; Hon I ton, 7.00
«h. m., 8.30 p. m.; St. Stephen, 7.30 a. m.,

turn to

10.30

10.30

Lamoine, Hancock and Sullivan, each trip.
Returning, will leave Bar Harbor at 7.00 a. m.
Wednesday and Friday, touching at South
Monday
West Harbor and
Rockland, arriving in Portland
about 5.00 p. m., connecting with train for Boston
arriving at 10 00 p m.

run

PeiUjuul tot Dexter.
Bangor
Mi John,
Halifax
and
the Province* Ml, Andrew*, Ml.
Mlephcn,
Fredericton Arooatooh
County. and
stations on B. Sc
<a>. tf. ft., 1.16
To. 10 p. m. 111.16
p. in., 1.20 p. m.,
and
p. m.; for
Belfast
Mkowhcgan
1.15 p. m.,
1.20 p. m.,
m.:
til.16 p.
Waterrille, 6.46 a. m. 1,16 p. m,, 1.20
m.
p. CD. t6.10
Aup.
til.16 p. m
gusta, Hallowell, Gardiner and Brunswick 6.45 a. m., 1.20 p. m., t5.10, 6.30 and
tll.l6p. m.; Rath 6.45 a. m. 1.20p. m., 6.30
p. m. and on Saturdays only at 11.16 p. m.
Rockland, and Kmi & Lincoln R. R„
6.45 a. m., 1.20 p. m. and on Saturdays only at
6.30 p. m,; Auburn and Lewiston, 8.15
a. m. 1.15 p. m.,
5,05 p. m. I.ewiston via
Brunswick 6.4G
a.
m.,
$11.16 p. m.;

to

7.36
9.20
11.16
P. M.

P. M.
12.00
2.00

Company.

The new Steamer CITY OF HI(
H.lIO\D.
1 apt. 11 ui. £. Dfnsi.on,
leaving same wharf
every Monday, Wsdnesday, A Saturday Evenings at 11 16 o’olock, or on arrival of Steamboat
Expiess Trains from Boston, for Mount Deser
(Southwest Bar Harbors) touching at Rockland onh
and arriving at Bar Harbor about 10 a. m. next
dai".
Connections made at Rockland with steamer foi
Blue Hill, Surrey and
Ellsworth,Monday’s and Wed

Vanccboro,

1.lop.

A. M.
6.0#

0.16

7.00

Landings

O-mjht

follows

Excursion Rates

A. M.

Machiasport

li««

p.

A. M.
7.00
0.00

early

MONDAY, June
will

”

EMIT A.

CAP I'. JOHN T. STERLING.
Franklin Wharf Jones Landing Trefethen’s L’dg
te Peaks Island,
to Portland.
te Portland.

P,m- From
Philadelphia,

BETl’KNIIVtJ,

lAlE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
lBth, Passenger Trains

11

STEAMER

and Friday.
Long Wharf, Boston, 8

Hp,

all

ana

NEW ENOLANDAOENCV,

ail

M J

Richardson, do for New Haven.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 17th, sch Robt
Dority, from
New York; Grace Cushing, Mosher, do; J Nickerson, Farr, Corvo, Tyler ; Joe Carlton, Paterson, do.
Sid, barque John J Marsh. Falker, Portland; sehs
Sophia Kraus, bangs, do; Allston, Powers do.'
MONTAUK—Passed by 18tb, ship Beni Sowall.
Rvan, from New York for Sbanghae
STON1NGTON—Ar 18th, seb B L Eaton, Grearson, Calais.
Sid 17th, sobs Eva C Yates, Abby Wasson, and

or

From

/

•I. HAJIIf/rON, Superintendent.
Cl!AN. 11. FOVE, G. T. A.
Portland, June 22d, 1883.
jun23dtf

6.10

UNION STEAMBOAT CO.

Line.

Msiririgru-^innd Friday Evenings, at 11.16
clock or on arrival of Steamboat
Express Trains
from Boston, for
Rockland, Castine, Deer Isle,
Sedgwick, (Stage from Sedgwick to Blue Hill on arrival of Steamer), South West and Bar
Harbors,
Milbridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
°unect at ROCKLAND with Steamer for BLUE
HILL, SURREY and ELLSWORTH, Friday’s trip.
At BAR HARBOR with steamer for GOULDSBOJLAMOINE. HANCOCK, SULLIVAN and
ELLSWORTH each trip, also with B. & B. Steam
er8 at Itockland,
going East, for Bangor and River
Landings each trip.
will leave
every
Monday and Thursday,at 4.30 a. m., touching at intermediate landings,and
connecting at Portland with
Pullman and
morning train for Boston.
Connect with Boston and
Bangor Steamers at
Rockland, (coming West, and receive passengers and
from Bangor and River
for Port-

tions.)
7,46 p. m.—Express from Montreal, Burlington,
Ogdensburg &c.

t The

NEW TIME TABLE

0

(Transfer station 1.00 p. m.) Express

laud and North Anson.

JULY 24, 1880.

—

Steamer LEWISTON, Oapt.
'si,V\
jt Charles Hearing, will leave KailragBy-t’’road Wharf, Portland, Tuesday

White Mountain Resorts, will not stop at So.
Windham, White Rock, Hiram or Brownfield.
tf .43 p. m. For Bartlett and intermediate stations.
Train* arrive in Portland :
8.40 a. m.—fromBartlett and local stations.
12.66 noon—from Fabvan’s and all Mountain points.
6.16 p. m.—from No. Conway (mixed train leaving
No. Conway 2.00 p. m. for Portland and way sta-

as

AND

And Haehlas Steamboat

bury.

On and after

INLAND NTEAUBKN.

SENDAI.

passenger coaches and baggage cars, will run
through without change to Montreal,with through
cars to Swanton and Burlington via. St. Johns-

House, Crawford’s, Fabyan’s

PavtlUsa
trip and

WILLARD, Manager.

A. M.

new

Glen

6.16
6.40

frafdM

Wharf,

AIND MONTREAL.

FARE

—

for

t buy tickets (at any railroad
boat office in New England) via
>

BOUND BROOK ROUTE

Hall,-Dully, Point-a-Pitre;

B. J.

MA.T1PMON,

On and after Monday June 35th,
1883, until farther notice PamMenger
Train* leave Portland a* follow*:
8.43 A. HI.—For Fabyan’a. Littleton, Lancaster,
and ah points on B. C. M. R. R., St,
JohnBbury,
Burlington, Ogdensburg and all points on O. & L,
C. R. R., Newport, Sherbrooke, Montreal and all
points on Southeastern Railroad and branchee.
This train, equipped with elegant Parlor cars and

for

2.40

Steamers will run to aosomodate the
26 cents for the round
free admission to the pavlHlou.

Pine Street Wharf
at 10 a. m.
Insaranco one-half the rate of
vessel.
Freight for the West by the Penn. B. B.. and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Passage Tea Dollars. Round Trip SIN
Meals and Boom included.
For Freight or Passage apply to
K. B.
Agent,
deSltf
TO l.ong
Host on.

OGDENSBURG, N. Y.,

in.

P.M.
12.16

Entertainment.

Every Tuesday

BURLINGTON, VT„

14.33 p.

11.80

P.M.
12.25
2.30
6.00
6.30

2.00
3.15
6.00

““•“ufeWBEeaw*sailing

,--

BALTIMORE—Ar

Sill, sohs Spartan, and F N Tower.
Ar 19th, sehs Maggie D Marsson,
BlackiuSton,
Kennebec; Silver Heels, Bulger,Calais; Moses Webstar, Rhodes, Kennebec.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 18th, barque Gem, Dow,

P. M.
12.25

Steamship

..I

PAYSON TUCKER, Gen’l Manager.
F. E. BOOTHBY, Gen’l. Pass. & Ticket Agt.
Portland. June 12,1883
f
jul

York, Trenton & Philadelphia.

QNINTH

P. M.

Every Wednesday and Sat«
irday,
From PHILADELPHIA

ensburgll.R.

9.60

9.40
11.20

M.

A.

From BO XUS

rates.

-BETWEEN-

New

Direct

SUMMER ARRANGEMENT

—TO—

6.48

m._

^fX|

ONLY LINE THROUGH THE NOTCH.

Railroad,

FOR

Cushing’s

PHILADELPHIA

RAILROADS.

5

ARRANGEMENT.

PORTLAND

days,

White Head.

1.80
2.46
5.00
9.00
10.16

HOT OR COLD WATER.

Portland &

6.20

6.80

12.00
P.M.

Boston

SAVES LABOR, TIME and SOAP AMAZINGLY, and given universal satisfaction.
Mo family, rich or poor should be without It.
Sold by all Grocers. BEWARE of Imitations
well designed to mislead. PEAK LINE la tho
ONLY SAFE labor-saving compound, and
al ways beara tho above symbol, and name of
JAMES PYLE, NEW YORK.

p. m

___

in.

SOFT,

6.10

6.20

10.30

Leave

P. M.

»»

as

On aud after Monday, Jane 18. 1883,

Reed, Mitchell, Portland.

18th, sehs Joh Oakes, Haskell.
Sullivan; GeorSio Clark, Bartlett, and Jennie S
Boston.
Hall,
Hall,

IN HARD OR

jy24dtf

DOMESTIC FORTH.
SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 18th, ship Josephus, Rog-

ers,

th

P.M.

2.40

Last Trips from Peaks’ Island 9.00 and 10.16

WASHIKG^BLEAOHING

rid

a

of

P.M.

2.30
6.00

CART. WJH. J. CRAIO.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Portland.
Evergreen and Tret. Ldamsnd.
A.M.
A.M.
A.M.

Leave

A. M

9.40

_

—

g
For Bridgton
mls.
a. m.
p. m.
p. m.
Junct. Leave
9.66
2.15
8.00
Rankin’s Mills.
2 110.05
t2.22
t8.07
8
Witham’s
110.35
12.42
18.27
9 110.40
12.46
18.31
Perley’s Mills,
10
10.46
t2.60
18.36
Ingall’s Road
14
10.68
3-08
8.53
Sandy Creek,
16
11.05
3.15
9.00
Bridgton. Arrive,
t Stops when signalled or notice to conductors.

p.

BEST THING KNOWN

THE

p.M.
12.40

8.00
8.15
5.00

NTKniERS.

Bridgton

■

2;if

11.80

STEAMER MINNEHAHA.

p.

CAPT. A. w. OLIVER.
will leave as follows, except on Excursion
when notice will be given in the dally papers.

p.

follows:
TRAINS FROM BRIDGTON.
13
Nob. of Trains.
From Bridgton
mls. a. h.
a. m.
6.05
10.20
Bridgton, Leave
2
10.27
6.12
Sandy Creek,
6
10.45
t6.30
Ingall’s Road,
7
t6.34 110.49
Perley’s Mills,
8
tU.38 110.53
Witham’s,
14
Rankin's Mills,
16.58 til.13
7.05
11.20
Bridgton Junct. Ar. 16
TRAINS FOR BRIDGTON.
Nos. of Trains.
2
4

8.46

S38

9.30
11.10

11.46

900

P. M.

TAKES EFFECT

[A-lsc.o'.rtgjat 6.15,

5,00

M.
2.40
3.50
5.16

0.20
11.00

12.16
P.M.

STEAMER GAZELLE.

8.30
7.30

ARRANGEMENT.

SUMMER

M.

3.45

2.16

Brin & Sacojiiver Railroad,
run

9.00
10.30

6.20
7'36
9.45

2.30

10.00
12.00

Passenger trains leave Portland at 10.00 a. m..
1.00, 3.30, and 6.30 p. m. Returning leave Orchard
Beach for Portland at 12.22, 2.46, 7.30, and 9.49
p. ra.
S. II. STEVENS, Gen. Agent,
JAS. T. FURBER, Gen. Supt.
jlyl&dtf

trains will

11.15

Absolutely

50 Cents.

Passenger

11.00
P.

Till* Powder never varies. A mar veto, purity,
strength and wholesomenesB. More economical than
the ordinary kind*, and cannot be sold in competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight
alum or phosphate powders, Sold ont* in cans.
Koval Baki.no Powdeb Co,, 106 Wall St., N. Y.
mchO
dl yr

Orchard Beach U. It.

Boston & Maine

MEMORANDA.

13@15;

head shipments 1200
3 30.

NEWS.

Steamship Eleanora, Bragg,
J B Coyle. Jr.

BomIoii Produce iVIarket.

Boston, Aug. 20.—The following were to-day’s
quotations of Butter, Cheese, Eggs and Potatoes:
Butter—We quote Western creameries at 21(0,
23c for choice, 18@20c lor fair and good: Northern
creameries at 21(^230 for choice, 18@20c for fair
and good; New York and Vermont dairies 18@21c
ib for choice, 16@17c for fair and good; choice
Western dairy at 14@lGc and Western ladle packed

Sheep—Receipts 2000
good 3 005S3 25; choice

8.27

Steamer Hercules, Dover, Cow Bay, OR—coal to
G T Railway Co. Vessel to Ryan & Kelsey.

.I

6-4.15

10-30

ELLIN.

Monday, July

A. M.

GAZELLE

CART. A. 8. OLIVER.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Portland.
Whits Head Cushtngs
Peaks’.
A.M.
A..M.
A.M.
A.M.

__

A.M.
6.10
7'25
9.30

orn
8-00

BEACH

Fare to Camp Ellis and return lnolud ing
along the Beach, in the observation care

MONDAY, Aug. 20.

ilenime.12tt@16\& Silesias.10@2Q

Fine
@11 ! Fine
® 7Va! Fine
I Fine
@17 ! Fine

Moon riaea.

Arrived.

Dncks-Brown 9 @12
Cotton Flannel*. 7£§15
Fancy 12%(gl6% Twino & Warps 18@2B%

Beet 36in..llVfe@13

30
31
1

PORT OF PORTLAND.

......

C0TT05S.

28

; High water, ,pm.. 1.20

MARINE

7%g

BIJSACUBD

25
28
28
29
29

MINIATURE ALMANAC. AUGUST 21.

Wry «icod» Wholesale TO^rkei.
The following quotations are wholesale prices,and
corrected daily, of Woolens and Fancy Goods:

«OOf!... Htt&K'Vfc

Bremen.Aug 26

Cephalonia.Boston.Liverpool_Aug 26
City of Chester.... New York..Liverpool_Aug 26
Circassia.New York..Glasgow
Aug 25

685 bags sugar to Geo S Hunt & Co.
CO W BA Vr,CB. Steamer Hercules —1366 tons of
coal to G T Railroad.

**

22
23
23
23
23

Saratoga.New Yort..Havana.Aug 25
Belgravia.New York. Liverpool... .Aug 26

Rhein ..New York

OVicJ)1

unvidug—nwu...

York..Havre.Aug

France..New

City of Puebla.New York..Hav&VCrux.Aug
State of Georgia. ..New York. .Glasgow.Aug
Lessing.New York..Hamburg
Aug
New York. .Liverpool.. .Aug
Republic..

Ox and Steer Hides over 90 Jbs weight.. 7c
^ lb
Ox and Steer Hides between 80@90 lbs.. 6c
lb
Steer Hides under 90 lbs.
lb
Cow Hides, all weights.
lb
Bull and Stag Hides, all weights.. 4e
lb
Calf Skins.10c
lb
Light and Deacon Skins.26 to 40c each
Rendered Tallow.•
•. 7 Vfecip lb

..

POWDER
Pure.

80 Cents.

SUMMER

STEAMER

4.60
6.46

mi

0.45

TtiiLii.

PM

2 20

—I

8.30
5.00
6.40

CAPT. WEJ. IRAK,.
Leaves
Leaves
Leaves
Portland.
Evergreen and Tref.
Diamond,

Fare to Orchard Beach and return

FOB

Wyoming.New York. .Liverpool.. .Aug 21
Servia.New Yont..Liverpool....Aug 22
Werra.New York. Bremen.Aug 22

Slides and

Foreign Imports.
Brig Stephen Bishop—347

CAMP

Tim:

llios

p. M.
2.16

10.15

SUNDAY

STEAMER MINNEHAHA.

-AND-

DaVM OF 8TEA.118H1P8.
FKOM

-——

itaavy so
Med. 30
Liglit 30
Fine 40

family.

i 52 years.

DEMARARA.

7.30

-TO-

ORCHARD
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of Montevideo

[Funeral services this Tuesday afternoon at 3
at house of Mrs. Olive K. Bascoin, No. 27
Mlkdle street, (old Na. 16) below India.
In this city, Aug. 20, David F. Libby, aged 60 yrs
3 months.
[Funeral on Wednesday afternoon at 2.30 o’clk,
at his late residence, No. 36 Parris street. Burial
at convenience of the family.
In Sherman, July 27, Mrs. Betsey D. Sleeper,
aged 75 years,—of paralysis.
In Sherman, Aug. 13, Ivory B. Gerry, aged 66 yrs
In Benedicta, Aug. 11, John Donopban, aged

STEAMER EXPRESS.
C.ipl. JOHN

19th, sclis Silver Spray, Lamson, and Harry P
Percy, Hinckley. Weehawken; C H Spottosd, Cray,
Amboy; Virginia, Bragdon, Sullivan,
Ar 18th, sch Almeda Willey, Copeland, Banaire; J P Ober, Denning, Portland.

In Sherman, Aug. 12, by Rev. I .C. Bum pus, John
F. Bragg and Angellne Goodrich, both of Staceyville.
In Appleton, Aug. 7, S. A. Stephens, M. D., and
Miss Cora Hilton.
In Hebron, Aug. 9, Alpheus G. Chase of Minot
and Miss Annie Chase of Oxford.

the

FOREST CITY STEAMBOAT CO.

Ar

illAKRIAGEK.

In this city. Aug. 19, lloratio Boothby of Boston,
formerly of Portland.
[Funeral this Tuesday afternoon, at 2.30 o’clk,
at No 3 8 Wilmot street. Bnrial at convenience of

ULAH^ITEJinni.

SALEM—Ar 19tln aebs Aloora, Norwood, and
baarbruck, Clark. Port Johnson; izetta, Hincks;
Isabella Jewett, Coombs; Sea Foam, Conant, and
L A Lewis, Pendleton, Port Johnson.
GLOUCESTER—Ar 18th, sch Railroad, Keene,
Rockland.
NEWBURYPORT -Ar 18tb, sch F P Hall, Ryder, Weehawken.

NPOKKIV
July 3, lat4 S, Ion 25 W, ship David Brown,
Pendleton, from Boston for Adelaide.
Aug 13, Tortuga* NW by W 90 miles, sob Nellie
A Drury, Wilson, from Pensacola for Boston.

export 1000 bales.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Castine.

European Markets.
(By Telegraph.)
LiVERPOOUAug. 20—12.30 P. M—Cotton market
—moderate inquiry and freely supplied; uplands at
6%d; Orleans 6%d; salos 8,000 bales; speculation
and

none were

are

inet, Leach,

9% c.
SAVANNAH, Aug. 20.—Cotton steady; Middling
uplands 9 9-10o.
Memphis, Aug. 20.—Cotton steadv; Middling uplands 9%o.

lands

arrived in
sold to arrive. Otters of 24c have
been made for some of then), but they have been
refused, and holders ask 26c. Not another cargo of
Montevideo hides is duo for 30 days. A cargo of
Rio Granao hides has arrived hero, the “Donna
Margaerita," consisting A 16,506 hides and kips.
They are consigned here to various parties, and it is
understuod the price at which they can be sold is
limited by the consignors.
None were sold to arrive.*’ A cable from London to-day reports tanned
9heepskins at the sale there quite active, at full
prices. Sheepskins litre are firm but quiet, and
which

BOSTON—Ar 19th, brig Lucy W Snow, Bnrgess,
Qoree; Bchs Dora M French, French, Richmond;
Elwell, Wilson, and Messenger. Falker,
Baltimore; E H Herriman, Wood, do; L) B Everett,
McLean, and Eva O Yates, Yates, Philadelphia;
Maud. Robinson, do: Nellie Bowers, Spear, Port
Johnson; Koret, Bickford, Pert Amboy; Louisa A
Boardman, Norwood, Hoboken; Wigwam, Driscoll,
Rond out; Ida L Howard, Dodge, and Benj Carver,
New York; Alice Bel e. Carter, do; Eastern Light,
Kelley, Calais; Lyndon, Thompson, do; Savoy, Alboe, and Para, Libby, Machias: Mary Fletcher,Hammond, Bangor; D L Sturgis, Puahart, Bath.
Ar 20th, sch Anna W
Barker, Snowman, Klizabethport; Altavela, Wells, Perth Amboy; N J Miller, Scot, New York; Nellie F, Huntley* Machias;
Emily, Casper, Surry; Fair-dealei, Sellers, and CabClara W

VOHE1UN POKTM.
GalcaUa-SM fm Sangor Juno 13, ship Alameda,
Nickels, New York.
Ar at Departure Bay 1st. skip Uichard
III. Adams, San Pedro. |
Cld at Liverpool 4th inet, ship Paramita, Humphreys, New York.
Cld at Annapolis, NS, 15th, sell Abbie II Hodgeman, Now Haven.

New

hides, per
New York, of

are so

Stock

Would yon possess robust healtb and live to
au old age and die a respected good old man?

07% ter September: 1 10% for October; 112%
November; No 3 at 99c@l 00. Pork is firmer at
12 76®12 87% cash. Lard higher at 8 00 bid.
Receipts—Flour 6,000 bbls, whea. 186 000 bust,
oom 00,000 bush, oats 00,000 bush.rve 0,000 bush,
1
barley 0,000 bust.
Shipments—Flour 9,000 bbls wheat 169,000 (bu,
corn O.OOOtbush.oats 00,000 buah.rye 09,000 bush,
barley 0000 bush.
Detroit, Aug. 20.—Wheat steady: White fall at
1 10: No 2 White at 1 04%; No 2 Red Winter at
111%.
44,000 bu.
Wheat—Reoeipts 22,000
1

THE MOVEMENT IN niDES.

ed himself beaten.
A dentist in Pittsburgh has discovered that
river water causes the teeth to decay and
crumble, and four-fifths of the adult male population of the city have petitioned the distillers
and liquor dealers of the place to stop mixing
the injurious stuff with their whiskey.—Norristown Herald.

344,000 busli,oats 182,000 bush,rvo63,000 bu,
barley 2,400 bush.
Shipments—Flour lG.OOOIbbls.whoat 432,000 bu,
corn 402,000 bush, oats 126 000 bu rve88,000 bu,
barley 6,000 bush.
St. Louis, Aug. 20.-Flour steady. Wheat higher;
No 2 Red Fall 1 053/s®l 06 oash; 1 06% August;

corn

There have been no transactions in foreign biies
during the week, one reason being that the stocks

BOOT AND

When traveling on a railroad it is said that
lying with the head toward the engine will of-

®2Cc for ca9h;2C@26%c for August; 26%@25%c
Nofor September: 28%o for
October; 20%c for
vember. Ityo lower at 69c. Barley quiet 64c for
September. Pork higher at 12 30®12 37%
12 30@12 32% for
August and September:12 42%
@12 46 October; 11 Bf.il 1 99 for November. Lard
for
is higher at 8 66®8 70 cash and
August: 8 70
September; 8 66 for October; 8 37% u 8 40 November. Bulk Meats aro in fair demaudf shoulders at
6 86; short rib 6 96: short dear 7 26.
Reoeiptr—Flour 8,000 bbls wheat 97,000 bush,

[Boston Advertiser.]

stocks

growing out of the presidential contest of 1824, when, through the vote and influence of Mr. Clay, John Quincy Adams, a
Many times you want to keep meat or fish
minority candidate, was elected president of for Beveral
days. Lay it in a solution of Rex
the House of Representatives over Gen.
Magnus over night and you can keep it for
Jackson, who received the highest electoral weeks. Tiou can also keep milk a week or
vote, the friendship between Benton and more by stirring in a little of the “Snow
Clay cooled, and the part Benton took in Flake brand.
the great canvass of 1S2S against Adams and
When
was courting Sarah he used to
Clay brought a hatred between them never boast thatHenry
he had a “boss” girl; now that he is
healed. At one time Col. Benton, espous- married, he finds he has e “boss” wife; but he
never mentions it.—Boston
Transcript.
ing the quarrel between his brother, Jesse
and
Gen.
became
bitBenton,
Jackson, they
Burnett’s Uocoaine.
ter enemies, and had a street fight, and to
Softens the hair when harsh and dry.
Smoothes the irritated scalp.
thg day of his death Jackson suffered from
a ball in his arm from Benton’s pistol.
Affords the richest lustre.
They afterward became friends. Benton
Prevents the hair from falling off.
too much of a man not to espouse the
cause of his brother, and Jackson could not
in his heart blame him for so doing. Once
during a hot debate, Mr. Clay alluded to this

THE leather market.

WHITE STAB LINE.
—.

I

c. S. Ill Royal Mall Steamen

KNOW THYSELF.^
Book for Every Jinn ! Young, middleaged and Old.
The untold miseries that result from lndlseretloa
in early life may be alleviated and cured.
Those
who doubt this assertion should purchase and read
the new medical work published
the Peabady
by
ITledicnI In»titnte. Boston, entitled The Nclenre of Life; or, »elf-Preaervntiwa.
It ti
not only a complete and perfect treatise on Manhoed.
Exhausted Vitality, Nervous and Physical Debility,
Premature Decline in man, Errors or Youth, etc.,
but it contains one hundred and
twenty-five prescriptions for acute and chronic diseases, each
off which i« invatunble.so proved by the author
whose experience for 21 years Is such as probably
never before fell to the lot of any physician.
It
contains 300 pages, bound In beautiful embossed
covers, full gilt, embellished with the very finest
steel engravings, guaranteed to be a finer work in
every sense—mechanical, literary, or professionalthan any other work retailed in this country for
Price only
$2.60, or the money will be refunded.
$1.25 by mail. Gold Medal awarded by the National Medical Association to the officers of which
the author refers. Illustrated sample sent on r*>
ceipt of six cents. Send now.
Address PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, er
Dr. W. H. PARKER, No. 4Bulflnch Street, Boston.
Mass. The author may be consulted on all diseases
requiring skill and experience.
xny30d&wly23
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TUESDAY MORNING,

MOSIO AND DRAMA.

AUG 21,

CINDBELLA.

During this week the Boston Juvenile Opera
Company will present "Cindtella” at the Pa-

CITY AND VICINITY.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS TO-DAY.

MISCELLANEOUS NOTICES.
Hygienic Mattress—JII Gaubert.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS.

young

Riues Bros.
Wanted—2d-band Desk
F#r Sale—Lots on Diamond Island
Found —Boat
Hygienic Mattress—J II Gaubert
Dr. O.
wondurful

ohild.
THE BRYANT CONCERT.

morning
York, say8

Fitzgerald,
Physician and Surgeon,

he will examine all who may call on him, and
illustrate that deep and marvellous insight into the human system which has mystified the

profound medical minds of the age. All
examinations free.
augl8-3t

most

local

agents wanted in this
town for an article that is Bure to sell; live
druggists and grocers preferred. Address Humiston Food Preservative Co., 72 Kilby Street'
Boston.
jy30-dawlm
If you are troubled with rheumatism, neuasthma or catarrh, get a Piue Hygenio

ralgia,

Mattress, manufactured and Bold by J. HGaubert, 199 Middle street, Portlaud, Me.
dtf
aug21
_

Oil Paintings.—Embrace a
golden opportunity which seldom occurs. On
Wednesday, Thursday and Friday, at 11 a. nr
and 3p. m.,F. O. Bailey & Co., 18 Exchange
street, will dispose of by auction a valuable
collection of high-class works of art, withont
reserve or limit. Many artists of renown are
High-class

represented in paintings of unusual merit,
elegautly framed.
Brief Jottings.
The Eleonora passed the raft of

a

A telegram was received
yesterday
from Miss Henrietta Beebe of New

Nature’s
will visit Portland, at Falmouth Hotel, on
Monday and Tuesday, Aue. 20 and 21, when

Enterprising

vilion, Peaks’ Island. Take the boats at Custom House wharf.
The wardrobe of the company is fine, the
singing good, Mr. De Forest very funny as
Clorinda, and little Romain very bright for so

ing that it would give her great pleasure to
sing at MiBS Bryant’s concert on the 29th.
Miss Radecki, the celebrated Russian pianist
has also very kindly volunteered to assist'
Every seat in the church that is to be sold is a
good one, so that all who are so fortunatejas to
procure seats may be sure of a good location.
The committee have decided not to sell chairs
to be placed in the isles (as requested); and after the seats are all sold, tickets for standing
room only can be obtained.
NOTES.

Mr. Frank M. Norcross closed Saturday with
Messrs. Tompkins & Hill, and on the 30th inst
he will join the company supporting Mr. Redmond and Mrs. Barry in a "A Midnight Marriage” on the New England circuit.
The Bijou opera company from the Bijou
Theatre, Boston, will begin a tour of four
weeks October 15 through the principal cities
of New England, under the management of
Messrs Rork & Bachert.
The company and
opera will be the same as begin the regular
season at the Bijou Theatre.
Tbe company
will comprise the following artists: Miss Janet
Edmonson, Miss Clara Poole, Miss Rose Stella
Miss Blanche Correlli, Mr. W. H. Fessenden,
Sig. Carlo Brocolini. Mr. Gus Kammerlee,
with two or three other principal artists yet to
be determined on. The intention is to reproduce as nearly as possible the performances
given in Boston throughout the tour, and every
effort will be made to bring about this result.
A two weeks’ season at Booklyu, N. Y., follows the New England tour, and then the
company returns to Boston for the winter.
RAILWAY NOTES.

logs

off

Hyannis Sunday.

The Monson Railroad.

The steamer
Hercules with coal to the
Grand Trunk, vessel to Ryan & Kelsey arrived yesterday.
Fine and hot yesterday. Mercury 68°, 85°,
75°; wind southwest. Shower in the afternoon.

The contract for piping the Chestnut school
house has been awarded to Kenneth McDonald for 3425.
Several boys were arrested yesterday for
stealing fruit from Thompson & Hall.
The Grand Army men estimate that the
department will make 3800 to $800 by Thursday’s reunion.
There were five intentions of marriage recorded at the city clerk’s office during the past

week.
Now that the lobster

is over, our lobster dealers are shipping large quantities of
flounders to the 'Western market.
The Portland companies, beaded by Chand.
let’s band, will be off for Augusta this mornseason

ing.
A fishing schooner arrived here yesterday
forenoon having as part of her cargo three
large sword fish that were captured in a trawl
—a thing that really happens.

Mary A. Carr, a little girl, was bitten severely en the arm Sunday by a dog owned by
Martin T. Flannigan, who lives in Monument
street. The dog should be killed.
The Peter’s edition of Chembinis Mista Solemnis, has been received by the librarian of
the Haydns and can be secured
by the
members on application to him.
The fine steam yacht Startled Fawn, arrived in the harbor yesterday morning.
She is
on her way east and stopped
here for coal.
The Startled Fawn is one of the fastest if not
the fastest steam yacht in the country, having
made twenty-six miles an hour on her trial

trip.
Yesterday afternoon a sign 39 feet long,
bearing on a black ground, in large gilt letters
the words “Grand Army Hall,” was raised
and fastened across the front of the new quarters on Congress street occupied by Bosworth

Poet, Grand Army of the Republic.
At Hewes’ Art store may be seen a fine portrait of Rev. Dr. Champlin by Miss Skeele,
the well known artist. The likenem is said to
the flesh tints are good, the hair
be

perfect,

and beard, soft and elastic, ana the position
easy. The portrait has received many praises
from

judges.

Peaks’ Island.
The ialand steamers carried down large
numbers yesterday to witness the exhibition

given by
Biley, the great swimmer, and
several thousand people were gathered on and
about the wharves as Biley, at about a quarter
to 3 o’clock, dove into the water. Mr. Biley
has a magnificent physique, his chest and
Prof.

The Monson Railroad is nearing completion,
and it is expected the road will be ready for
the running of trains by the first of September,
there will be considerable ballasting
to be done after that.
The line is six miles in length, and runs
from Monson Station, so called, on the Bangor
& Piscataquis railroad, to Monson village,
where a neat station house has been built.
Three additional miles of rails have been purchased, and it is understood that branch tracks
will bo extended into all the leading slate
The road has not
quarries during the fall.
proved very difficult to construct, and the
largest cut has been only from three to four
thousand feet of earth and rock. About seven
hundred feet of pile bridging has been necessary through a bog near the upper end.
The road is a twc-foot gage, and one locomotive, two passenger cars and ten flat cars are
now on hand at the lower end of the route.
The cars were manufactured by the Laconia
Car Company, and ten more flat oars are to be
made for the line at the same establishment.
The laying of rails has commenced, and about
half a mile is now all laid.
The present week
will be a busy one laying rails.
The crew of
men number 100, about
one-half of whom are
Italians.
Messrs. C. H. & R. W. Sawyer are the contractors who have had charge of building the
line.
W. M. Brown, C. E., son of .Superintendent Brown, of the Bangor & Piscataquis
railroad, was civil engineer. William Estabrook will probably have general management
of the road after the running of trains commences.
The ballasting will not be done by
the contractors, but by the railroad company.
Personal.
Steamer Sebago has discontinued trips over
Sebago Lake route on account of low water.
The Boston and Maine Railroad Company

have nearly completed the laying of the
double track from Old Orchard to Portland.
The track will be ready for travel this week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. McDowell, Mr. and Mrs.
J. A. Kendall and Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Woodbury leave on a Raymond excursion
party to-day for Niagara Falls.
Col. Carroll D. Wright, Chief of the Massachusetts bureau of labor statistics, was in
town over Sunday, visiting his old brother
officer, Major Ira Berry, Jr., at Trefethen’s

-Sflreturned

to

Boston yesterday

afternoon.
James H. Buck, well known to all our busTness men, at one time connected with the firm
os Perley and Russell, died yesterday morning. He was about 45 years of age and unmarried.
He was a member of
Ancient
Brothers Lodge and Eastern Star Encampment of Odd Fellows, and was also a Mason.
David F. Libby, the hackman, died at his

mile in twenty-seven minutes;
consumed ten and one-half minutes in “rubbing down” afterward; then walked a mile in
nine and a half minutes, and afterward ran a

steamer for Chebeague Island, by his fellow
members of
the Portland Longshoremens’
Benevolent Society.
The health of Judge Nathan Webb has been

mile in six minutes—thus performing the feat
of swimming a mile, walking a mile and running a mile within an hour, and had seven
minutes to Bpare.
The Boston Juvenile Opera Company gave a
very pleasing entertainment to a good audienoe id the pavilion. They play “Cinderella,
or the Glass Slipper,” and the company em-

steadily improving for the past week. He is
still at the Kearsarge House, North Conway.
Capt. Bradford of the Tennessee has been
visiting in Concord, N. H.

braces many good singers as well as actors.
Greenwood Garden, also, received as usual, a
liberal patronage.
Diamond Island Association.
Wednesday, the 22d inst., the Diamond Island Association will hold a meeting and basket picnic upon their land on Great Diamond
Island. The object of this meeting is to bring
to the notice of people interested in island cottages the unrivalled beauty and advantages of
Great Diamond Island for summer residences.
Hot coffee, baked beans and bread will be
served at the new restaurant at 1 o’clock p. m.
The steamer will leave Custom House wharj
at O tM,U 10 'Ui

a

m., 12

rn

and 9 p, Ip,

A Monster Turtle.
A salt water turtle, weighing 500 pounds,was
captured Sunday at the mouth of the Spurwink river by two brothers named Jordan. It
the monster got tangled in the nets these
men had set and they fastened to the turtle
and towed him ashore. Yesterday they brought
seems

city and sold him to Capt. Howard Knowlton, for his garden at Peaks’ Island.
The price paid for the turtle was $50. So
him into the

the shell of this monster that four
boys found room to stand thereon and the turtle
broad

is

strong enough

was

to

crawl along with this

load.
Free Baptist Convention.
The following will be the programme at
Ocean Park to-day:
9.00 a. m.—Devotional service.
9.30 a. m.—Business.
10.00 a. m.—Address: The Preparation for the
Ministry Demanded by the Times—Rev. A. I.. Ger-

riah.
10.30 a. m.—AiIctfBS»iJDur Work in Cities-Rev.
J. W. Parsons:
11.00 arm.—Address: The Outlook and the Work
for the Hour—Rev. .Tames Boyd.
7.30 p. m.—Devotional service.
8.00 p. m.—Sermon—Rev. E. W. Ricker.

Aquatic.
Messrs.

Winship

and

McGlinchy have

made

arrangements with the celebrated oarsmen
rowing in regattas throughout the conntry, and on Tuesday, Sept. 4th, will be witnessed the grandest aqnatic event at Lake Maranocook that has taken place in this State.
Positive arrangements have been made with
Hanlan, Hosmer, Boss, Biley, Teemer and
others to row at a series of races to take place,
which will attract thousands to the Lake.
now

Accident at Old Orchard.
A serious accident occurred at Old Orchard
Monday night. A team driven by John L.
Peavey of Boston, collided with that of Mr.
Broyer of Biddefoud. The occupants of both
teams were thrown oat, and Peavey’s left arm
was badly sprained, and Broyer’s knee badly
injured and his back and head braised.

Longehormen’s Picnic.
The Longshoremen’s Benevolent Society will
give a picnic at Lake Sebago Wednesday,
There will be lots of games, beantiful prizes
offered and a rowing regatta, which will interest everybody. The entries for the regatta will
close at 7.30 to-nigh at Longshoreman’s Hall.
Good Bargains.
The old established fiftn of A.. N. Noyes &
Son, Exchange street, bad on band a fine stock
of stoves, tinware, and
A splendid

furnaces.
the

public

to

procure

the celebrated Magee

opportunity is offered
bargains by applying a4

once.
__

Accidents.
Deacon Wyman of Cumberland was thrown
from his wagon at Cumberland Centre Satur*

day, and had several ribs broken

Yarmouth.
The new bark “Onaway” will bo launched
from the yard of Loring, Cbadsey & Cubb today, Tuesday 21st, at high water. The Ouaway measures upwards of 900 tons, and is
owned by Capt. Benj. Webster of Portland
and others, Capt. Harlan Prince, one of our
successful Yarmouth shipmaster, is to command her. She will be towed to Portland immediately after launching and lay at Central
wharf to receive lie1- sails, &c., previous to go-

ing to Boston to load. In style of construction and finish this vessel is of the very first
class. The joiner work was done by Curtis &
Soule, spars by Benj. Cbadsey, iron work by
Nicholas Roberts, painting by H. B. Hitchcock and boats built by Edward Seabury, all
Yarmouth parties. She was rigged by V. A.
Palmer of Bath, and is fitted with the Providence capstan windlass and six inch Bussell
pumps, both attached to a double acting eight
She measures 1001-2
horse power engine.
feet on the keel, 30 feet beam and 20 feet,
depth of hold. The after cabins are finished
elegantly in mahogany, ash and maple beryl,
and satin wood, lined off with gold, and are a
credit to the joiners and painters employed in
W. B. A.
finishing them.
Nominations by the Governor.
The following nominations have been made
by the Governor:
Justices of the Peace and Quorum—Preston
S. Houghton, Lewiston; George F. Whidden,
Presque Isle; William C. Clark, Lincoln; John
J. Watts, Brooke; Andrew A. Skinner, Warren; Charles A. J. Farrar, Auburn; Horace
B. Harriman, Casco; James B. Getchell,Unity
Plantation.
Notaries Public—J. Foster Percival, Waterville; W. H. Fogler, Belfast
Register of Probate of Piscataquis County—
Wainwright Cushing, Foxcroft.
Inspector of Fish—William H. Shurtleff,
Portland.
Fish and Game Wardens—Horace B. Harmen, Casco; W. It. Goodwin, Stetson.
Officers to enforce the law for the prevention
of cruelty to animals—William B. Lapham,
Hiram Reed, Bugusta.

Passed Assistant

Engineer W.

preliminary

Saccarappa Sunday

at

sermon

H. Clay Wood, U. S. A., and Mrs. Wood,
Prof, and Mrs. Cherriman of Nova Scotia were
at the Falmouth Hotel last night.
17th Maine Regiment Association.
are completed for the reunion
at the Auburn Spring House, Lake Auburn,
Wednesday, 22d inst. A meeting will be held
at Army and Navy Hall this evening to re"
ceive members who may arrive from one of
the cities. Members and invited guests will ar
eemble at the Eastern depot Wednesday morning in season to take the 8.15 train for Lewiston via Maine Centrail railroad. Returning
by special train to leave Lewiston at 8 o’clock

HANCOCK COUNTY.

Bar Harbor is now booming and the hotels
there are filled to overflowing. The Rodick
House has at present about seven hundred

guests.
A letter was received at the post office in
Ellsworth Friday, addressed to “Honorbell
Hngh Jane Haile, Ellsworth post office, Hancock county, Maine.” The letter was mailed
at Togus.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.

An Augusta man sent $5 for a patent electrical appliance for lighting houses, which
was advertised in the papers. He received instead a cigar lighter which was
perhaps worth
5 cents.

THE

Beach
other

created

considerable excitement the
day when his pet dog fell into a well
about twelve deep by plunging in after the

“purp.” One

woman, in a frantic effort at
rescue, pitched a heavy basket down upon the
struggling disciple of Esculapius. Man and
dog were finally drawn to the surface not much
the worse for the plunge.
Beal Estate Transfers.
The following transfers of real estate in this
county have been recorded at the Registry of
Deeds:

Brunswick—Lydia

Albion Farr td
Delia Southard, land and buildings. Consideration 5150.
Bridgton—Benjamin F. Knapp to Joash O.
A.

and

Knapp, land. Consideration 51.

Portland Mechanic Blues.
At the election at the armory of the Mechanic Blues last evening, Captain Davis presiding, Charles S. Swett was elected 1st Lieutenant in place of Lieutenant Milliken, ap-

pointed Adjutant of the

1st Regiment.

Base Ball.
Peavey Bros.’ base ball club of Boston will
play the Dirigos at Presumpscot Park next
Saturday afternoon, Aug. 25. The manager of
the Dirigos extends a cordial invitation to the
ladies to attend the game on that date. A

in

have the

Will be sold

^HES’s"
SELF WASHER,

aug21

AGENTS.

has

been

moderately good in the
port of Bangor the past week, although the
movement of ice was not so lorgo as the averFor the week endage for several weeks past.
ing August 10th, the ice shipments aggregated
10,202 tons. The movement for the week ending Saturday, August 18th, the shipments aggregated 4,0G5 tons. The shipments of lumber

this week foot up 40
cargoes, or about 5,000,000
feet. The principal f
oreign ; exports were 08,"
500 fruit boxes and 8,000 feet of deals to Sorrento

and

Castellamare, Bay

of

rail.

Among the domestic receipts

were

1,112

This

York,

BE

In the LIVING

Manager

Total Marine

SAVED

Tuesday, August

for free return tickets have been
Accommodations within the means of all
Announcement of programme
arranged.

hereafter. Let every surviving member be present
if possible.
H. L. SHAW, President,
1st Heavy Artillery Association,
HU "o3tllieneodau21
I

ART GOODS
IN

GREAT

VARIETY.

Artists’ Materials,
—

use

‘too

AND

•\ D. JONES. President,
CHAKLES DENNIS, Vice President
W. H. H. MOORE, 2d Vice President,
A. A. RAVEN, 3d Vice President.
J. H. Chapman, Secretary.

Street,

largo assortment of Engravings, Photos, Art

Goods, Novelties too numerous to mention.
Framing in all the leading styles.

•,

Gold, Bronze, Plush, &c.
Great inducements
ottered.

Tie National Color Printing Co.
Has resinned business with improved facilities, and is prepared to do COLOR
PRINTING of all kinds. This Company
will continue to print SUPERIOR COLOR
LABELS, for packers of Cereals, Plants,
Vegetables, Meats, Fish, Soups, and I he
various articles of commerce, including
trade anil advertising cards.
STOCK LABELS ALWAYS ON HAND.

C. 0. HUDSON
—

AT

—

13 M ARKET
MANUFACTURES

SQ.,

(DAILY)

Color Printing Co.,
MASS.
Equitable Building, BOSTON,'d&wlm34
auglS1

Herbert O.

it is your

Caramels,

No. 93
jgfT*All
faithfully

*3,022,612,
THE NORTHWESTERN

8INCE 1876
has done
bettor by Its policy-holders than any company
in the oouutry. I t needs only to be known to be
preferred. Its policy-holders increase their Insurance in the Northwestern.

Tablets,
88 EXCHANGE ST.
Fine ChocolatelDrops
Portland, Maine.
V. Mott ISootliby,
Orem Variety of Ollier First*
—

Portlar» rl.

class Confectionery.

—AND—

my80

dtf

KENT’S
SuperioR
These well known Crackers
tured from

NEW WHEAT

are

now

manufac-

FLOUR,

which gives to them an additional lino flavor. *
PI.EiNG TRY I II KI|
Sold by grocers, and at the Bakery

R. KENT & SON.
17.

August

augl7<18t

relating

Me.

LEWIS McLELLAN, Gorham.
SPECIAL
AGENTS,
T. T. MERRY

State
Jne2S

Agent.

eodtf

AUOllKTA,

JIH.

Diocesan School for Girls, under the direction of
the Rlsligp of Maine.
MADAMK MONDAN,
Principal.
Assisted by seven competent teachers.

MK8. A. S. FltOTliraaHAM,
Matron.
This school affords thorough instruction in all dcpartments, with full college course in Latin an<l
Modern Languages and Conversation
Greek.
Classes under the charge of native teachers. Special
advantages for the study of Music and Art.
a year.
TERMS:
Sixteenth school year
opens NcpK inix'r !*«.
Address the Matron as above until Sept. 1st, after
which date innulries may be made of the Principal.

jlyO

eodlim.

Ar.t.iy

oct3dtf

For Male.
I

Erginker’s Office, U. S. Army.
Newport, R. I., Aug. 15,1883.

I

}

PROPOSALS,

in triplicate, will be received at this office until 12 o’clock, noon, on
Thursday, the sixth (8th) day of September, next,
at which time they will be opened in presence of
bidders, for extending the jetty at the entrance to

SEALED

observed by bidders, and terms of contract and payment, will be furnished on application to this office.
GEOROE H. ELLIOT,
Lieut. Col. of Engineers.
augl8d(it

30 Per Ct.

Route No. 6 Park Place pleasantly located in centre of the block, nine rooms. A
good opportunity for any one Seeking for a snug
and comfortable borne
BEN SHAW
48 Vi Exchange St.
aug20deod2w*

BRICK

First Class Suhurbau Residence For Sale.
a dozen rooms; Five rooms on first
floor all finished in black walnut aud
oak, nice
cellar and furnace, large brick cistern that will
hold 76 hogsheads filtered water. The lot contains
one acre, upon which is
a good stable, also apple,
pear and plum trees and small fruits. The house is
in nice repair and will be sold on
very favorable
terms. The horse cars pass the door every half
tour.
WM. H. JERRIS.

CONTAINS

August 17,1883.

For Sale

aug!7d3w*

State Street.

on

Three Story it rick llou-t% containing
14 finished rooms and bath room, supplied
with hot and cold water, cemented cellar well
drained. Lot about 7500 sq. ft.. Immediate possession given.
Inquire of
JOHN C PROCTER,
03 Exchange Wt.

A

aug2-eo<13w_

Brick House for Male.

REDUCTION!!

centrally
THEiedpleasantly
brick dwelling house

and
located three storon the westerly corof Pearl and Cumberland streets. Terms favorable to the purchaser. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.
ner

augll

dtf

Brick House for Male.

I order to reduce my large
stock of Art Goods I shall
make the above unprecedent*
ed discount ou regular market
prices for a short time.

No. 120 Pleasant Street, second west of
HOUSE
High street, Contains nine rooms, bath
&c.
Price
room

$4,000. Apply to WM. H. JERRIS.
au4dtf

August 4,1883.

FOlt

I CONTINUE
to make tbe BEST frames in
the city at lower prices than

SALE.

of the late
West Buxton Village,
THEat Homestead

containing fifty

Oliver Dow, situated
on the Saco River:
excellent land, two story

acres

brick bouse and “L,” barn, stable, wood house, ice
house, sheds Ac., very desirable for a country home
For terms &c., apply to
CYRUS F. DAVIS,
jy28dtf
West Buxton, Maine.

For Sale.
Hyperion 306 tons Register, rate 1%,
BRIG
good order. For particulars inquire of
jyl2dtf

B. J.

In

WILLARD.

TWIN COTTAGE
FOR MALE.
the most desirable location at FERRY BEACH
within two minutes walk, of the BAY Vikw
Hocse. Very convenient for one or two families.
Beautiful beach and scenery. For price and particulars, inquire of W. S. DENNETT, Saco Me.

IN

H. G. HEWES,
St.
Congress
W.F&SlwtT.TiS

TOURISTS m TRAVELLERS.
Tourists

anything

juSdtf
For Male.

Car let
and Brackett
HOUSE
merly occupied by Joshua Hobbs.

Sts., forInquire of
JOHN P. HOBBS,
ap7dtfso. 30 Market Street.
corner

on

best farms

in the County of CumberONEland. situated in Cape
Elizabeth, known the
as

‘•Brooks Farm’* will be sold at a gr»at bargain. S.
L. CAKLETON, Att’y at Law, 180 Middle St. Portand, Me.
mar8dtif

needing

advantageous

to

the

cull at

PEOPLE’S SHOE

STORE,

own

you

Opposite the Preble House,
480 Congress S

S

WANTS.

Lady Agents Wanted.
Foster’s Patent Combination and Universal Fitting Corsets. Exclusive territory given.
TO
Fer
sail

terms, Ac., address CHAS. W. FOSTER A (JO.,
New Haven, Conn.
aug20d3t

Board Wanted.
three

persons in private family; two
FOR
municating
up
flight of stairs; good
accommodations
a

rooms

tion, “Office
auglS

com-

one

required.

of the Portland

Address, stating locaDaily Press,
dlw*

.

Wanted.
A Cook and a CuundresN
General Hospital.

at the

Jlaiae

augl7dtf

will

Wanted.

Proprietors.

Jyl9

CLARK’S

New Books received soon as published. Terms
2 cents a day.
A
Special rates to Subscribers.
large and elegant assortment of
Stationary and Fancy Goods conon

others

will find
it

Bitters.

stantly

and

in the line of

Boots, Shoes, Slippers, &c„

If you have rough, pimply, or sallow skin, had
breath. IIop Bitters will give you tair skin, rich
blood, the sweetest breath, and health. $500 will
be paid for a case they will not cure err help.
lhat poor, bedridden, invalid wife, sister, mother
or daughter, can be made the picture of health
by a
few bottles of Hop Bitters costing but a trifle.
MWF&w4w32

hand,

ladies
youug
ANYployment,
in city
have
or

eodtt

Summer Visitors
and Residents will find
best assortments of

one

of the

Fancy Goods,
Gloves,
Hosiery,
Fans,
Parasols,
Travelling Bags,
Ruchings,
Collars,
Cuffs,

Handkerchiefs,

Fichns,
Laces,
Silks,

ject),

men who are out of emor country, (distance no ob-

steady work

can

at their own homes all
the year round; work sent by mail;
anyone can do
it; good salary; no canvassing; no stamps for reply;
Address BUItT A EMMOJN8, Manufacturers, box
2178, Boston.
aoglGdlw*

Wanted.
one chambermaid, and an
Apply at Ottawa House,
Cushing’s island, Portland, Me.
auglBdtf
table waiters,
assistant meat cook.
FOUR

WANTED TO HIRE.
Prom September 1st, a good bouse of
about 10 rooms in an eligible locality, or
would exchange for an estate In Portland a very desirable estate near the
eity of Boston. Address W. A., P. 0.
box 1557, Portland, Me.
dtf

augS_

G1KLS WAITED.
Portland Star Match Co., West
Commercial Street.
mvia-dtf
TO LET.

Shawls,

Dress Goods &c.
prices, at

TO LET.
J. M. DYER & CO'S Store Nos. 117 & 119 Middle St.
at very low

Frank B. Clark,

auglo

515 CONGRESS ST.

511 Congress Street.

eodtt

FIKTE

the Post Office where all the large
Wholesale Jobbing Houses are located. In dry
goods, Fancy and other Classes of goods. Fitted up
with two Counting rooms, Brick and Iron Safe, Elerator. Counters, Tables, Gas and Water, with light
and airy basement all In perfect repair. Heated by
a furnace.
Inquire of H. E, THOMPSON 164
Brackett St. where the keys may;be found.

BELOW

oot2

^

CHOLERA MORBUS

PIANO COVERS,

at

nslonfstiinirfr

low

the

prices

"1

w

CHOLERA INFANTUM

uadi: 4

fI
(V ORDER

at

TO

—

PIANO and ORGAN

ASIATIC CHOLERA

2

ALL CHOLERA DI8EA8E8

YIELD TO THE INFLUENCE OF

Warerooins of
orders early,
time ahead.

Give your

as wo are

Samuel Thurston
S Free St. Block, PORTLAND.

CHARLES CUSTIS & CO.,

utfwl.

WILL TOU CALL

GUIDE BOOKS.

Portland and Vicinity—Illustrated.
Mount Desert—with Photographs.
White Mountain Gnides-Illustrated.
Hubbard’s Moosehead Lake GuideIllustrated.
Osgood’s and Appleton’s Guides.
Railroad Map Northern New
England.
Map of Portland.
Map of Mt. Desert.
Hubbard’s Map Northern Maine.
Township Maps of Maine.
Map of White Mountains.
Also an excellent assortment of sum-

leading.

LORM SHORT & HARMON.
Nt.,opp
(’MeMoH

__

Preble Houma*.

_dim

493

my!4

Congress

A RARE

Tickets .45 Cents
For the round trip from Portland, good from August 20th to August 2t>th. Ask tor Camp Meeting
augSMMlw
id* Advertiser copy.

The Great Remedy for every kind
of BO'VEL DISORDER.

Captain Ira B. Foss, of GoldsboroughJ
One of my sailors was attack-;
;
severely with cholera morbus. We administered Pain Killer, and saved him.’*

Maine, says :

dtf

ed

PURCHASE—

J. W. Simonds, Brattleboro, Vt., says : “In'
of cholera morbus and sudden attacks
j! Cases
of summer
1 have never found it

|

to

Furnaces, Stoves, Tinware, &c.
rilHE stock and business of the Old nud Well.
A Ratnblishrd Blouse of A. IV. NOW I;* i
SOIV, is offered for sale. This firm lia.' the exclusive sale of the Magee Furnace
Comrjtnv’s Goods
finest rnado in this country, and parties Imvimr thd
entire stock will have theide of
these g
with
"un
the good will of this company.
Goods at retail for the present Will tie sold much
below the market price for cash a'
the stock must
be disposed of without
delay.
oYder of

S"

pfr

AlVll'Vrr'vN- V.'Vm
Tv’
PAULIN,'
r_ALBtK1

I

Assignees

N.

OLD ORCHARD

DISTRICT CAMP MEETING.

St.

OPPORTUNITY

—TO

PerifWFuitler

always engaged

some

(No. 3.)

dtf

Cholera!

Ailurge.nndi1,cl<>Kant| assortment

mer

St. Catharine's Hall.

W.

Consignment* solicited

in.

Patents promptly and
Jul2dtf

executed.

Be ter limn Tontine Policies In
other Comimnfcs.
as shown by comparison of rosulte.

for sale tu

GIVL HIM A CALL!

Exchange
St, Portland,
business
to

o.

Regular sale of Furnitiireand Genera Merohaz*
dise every Laturday, commencing at JO o'clock a,

FOR MALE.

The largest and best in the city.

Is

IN Kiel nn?e Hu

W, O. BAILEV,

Farm For Sale or To Let.

find a “Balm in Gilead”
in Hop Bitters.
If yon are a frequenter, or a resident
of a miasmatic district, barricade your
system against the scourge of all countries—malaria, epidemic, bilious and
intermittent fevers—by the use of Hop

Tl,e above Endowment Po teles

AND

Nalstroom

—

which gives no insurance, pays about 4 per cent,
interest, from whioh you may withdraw your deat any time, or negleot to make it. It is easier
posit
to make money than to save it.

Lime Juice

A

OF

CoT,

Auctioneers and Commission Merchant

of the

young and growing
fast, as is often tho

Nervousness,

Better than the Savings Bank,

reserve

Exhibition

BAIlCT» Au®Uoneer.

P. O. BAILEV &

Briggs,

American A Foreign Patents,

Jyll

fault if you remain ill.
If you are wasting away with any
form of Kidney disease, stop tempting
death this moment, and turn for a cure
to Hop Bitters.
If you are sick with
that terrible sickness

-IN THE-

cent,

P* °*

aug2o dst

ATTORNEY AT LAW AND SOLICITOR

593

suffering
eating or

ENDOWMENT INSURANCE

LIVE AGENTS WANTED.

ROUND PILOT (TUCKERS.
NATIONAL

BUILDER,

lias removed to the corner of Preble and Kennebec street, directly opposite the Portland and Kochester Depot.
au4dtf

are

ENT.

THE NORTHWESTERN has paid over *3,300
000 matured endowments.
Besides giving insurance these policies have returned the
premiums with 4 to 5%per cent, ooiupound interest.
THE ASSETS OF THE NORTHWESTERN, (in
vested in the most productive and solid securties of the oouutry) have earned the past ten
years above paying all expenses and taxes, an
avorage of 4.27 per cent Interest.
THE SURPLUS OF THE COMPANY over a 4 ner

in.

Salesroom 18 Exchange Street.
Monday and Tuesday previous to sale.

My stock of engravings is
very large, and now is the
time to secure a flue print at
a lower price than the same
goods have ever been sold at
m this city.

•pure, pulse feeble, nerves unsteady,
‘faculties waning, Hop Bitters is what
‘you need to give you new life, health,
‘and vigor,’*
If you are costive or dyspeptic, or
suffering from any other of the numerous diseases of the stomach or
bowels,

MUNCER,

Mutual
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY.

ami 3 p.

our

for Me. & N. H.

over

a. m.

An?. 22, 23, 24,
at

reserves the right to reject any
all proposals.
Specifications, blank proposals and fall information as to the manner of bidding, conditions to be

“Or if you are in the workshop, on the
at the desk, auywhere, and feel
‘that your system needs eleansiug, &ton‘ing, or stimulating, without intoxicating, if you are old, blood thin and im-

ST.

Results Accomplished.

(©Ed Miami Miisbb* HroM»)

cheesy

Packers!

9~EXCHANGE

Better than a 4 per cent. Government Bond
Which at premium pays about 3Vi per cent. InSketching Outfits terest.

Tomplo

A

llROWES,

Hi

framed.

‘farm,

Days

—

Algernon Stubbs’

at 11

The United States

‘case.’*

43

for all branches, at

College.

CANNED GOODS

WM.

artists of acknowl-

magnificently

Wednesday, Thursday, Friday

TELEPHONE 115.

‘drinking, any indiscretion or dissipation, or

1,616,844 85

a

and does not impart the slightest foreign taste to
the articles treated. It is so simple in operation that
a child ean follow the directions, is as harmless as
salt and costs only a fraction of a cent to a pound of
moat, fish, butter or cheese or to a qu rtof milk.
This is uo humbug; it is endorsed bv uc men as
Prof. Sarn’l W. .Johnson of Yale
Sold by
druggists and grocers. Sample pounds sent prepaid
by mail or express (ss we preform on receipt of price.
Name your express offico. Viandine brand for meat;
Ocean Wave for Ash and Boa food; Snow Flake for
milk, butter and
Anti-Ferment, Anti-Fly
and Anti-Mold, 60o per lu. each. Fearl for cream;
Queen for eggs, and Aqua Vitro for A uid extracts,
$1 per lb. each.

The Humiston Food Preserving Co.,
7it KILBY STREET, BOSTON, MANN.
For sale by S. S, Sleeper & Co., Cobb, Bates &
Yerxa, Gilman Brothers, I. Bartlett Patten & Co.,
Geo. C. Goodwin & Co., ware & Hastings Bros., Car*
ter Harris & Hawley and Weeks & Potter, Boston,
Mass.
jy80-d&wlm ;

AUSTIN.
J. NAYLOR.
Churches, Halls and Private Dwellings Decorated
and
at
short notice. Repairin a tlrst-class manner,
my30eodtf
ing old frescoing a specialty.

820,000.

Arrangements

made.
will be

edged reputation,

Over 100 works of sterling merit to be sold
at auction without reserve or limit on

C. S.

are

•from

40 PER CEBIT.

CORRESPON

direct from the studios of

HTKKET,

PORTLAND, ME.

FERRIS,

“If you

*4,412,683 68

Premiums.*6,829,63S

J. W.

Painters,

I'KE E

11

1ST O

or

“If you are a Minister and have overtaxed your‘self with your pastoral duties, or a Mother, worn
‘out with care and work, or a man of business or
‘laborer weakened by the strain of your everyday
duties, or a man of letters, toiling over your mid
‘night work, Hop Bitters will surely strengthe
•yon.**

Marine Risks from 1st

Pa««i in Thirty
After Proof.

OIL PAINTINGS

ever.

Dividend to Policy Holders on
Premiums Terminating in 1882,

1883.

21st,

EXPENSES o£

NO SPOILED MEAT.
NO STALE £««».
It will keep them fresh and sweet for many days

Fresco

li and If.

ASSETS,=====
$13,171,675.0 2

Losses

eodtf

AUSTIN & AAYLOK,

so desired.
Gentlemen who would like to advance
their interests and ascertain upon what basis they
can represent a great, progressive Lite
company
whope popular features and phenomenal success
guarantee liberal remuneration, are invited from
every section of the State to communicate with us
assured that the largest facilities will be extended
them, to aid in securing and building up a perm a
nent business
mayStodtl

Company will take risks at their offlce. New
on Vessels, Cargoes and
Freights, and issue
making risks binding as

„1882.
Premiums
on Policies not marked off
1st January, 1882.

STREET.

JElP’Communications treated confidentially when

AGAINST MARINE
RISKS ONLY.

PORTLAND:

Ad-

of Rex Magnus, The Humiston Food
Preservative. It preserves Meat, Fish, Milk, Cream,
Eggs and all kinds of Animal Food fresh and sweet
for weeks, even in the hottest weather. This ean
be proved by the testimonials of hundreds who have
tried it. Yon can prove it for yourself for 50 cents.
You will find that this is an article which will save
you a great deal of money.
NO NOCKED MICK.

51

J. F.

open policies to merchants,
soon as water-borne.
on

-Jit I EM 1*1.ft

■

pmB

1882, issued 258
Maine, about one fourth

'*ro

INSURE

Large an<2 valuable collection of High Class

Nantucket Harbor, Mass.
The amount to be expended for stone is about

State, and this is a
good opportunity for first-class
men to become connected with it.
Apply at Company’s office, to

Mutual Insurance Co.

The birth place of the Regiment,.

Haples, Italy;

350,000 feet of long lumber to St. Johns, N. F.;
350,000 shingles to Santa Cruiz, W. I.
The foreign imports were 19,000 bushels
salt,
from Bonaire, W. I.; 2,000 tons coal from
SydC.
198
tons
coal
from
ney,
B.;
Joggius, N. S.
This coal is for the new pulp mill of the Penobscot Chemical Fibre Company at West
Great Works, whither it will be transpoited by

eodlm

d3t

—

Business

Street,

Will be held at

$200 A YEAR
CAIKT

A

kind in this

ATLANTIC

January 1882, to 31st December,

Freeport.

dtf

FOR

popular with the People, the
largest financial institution of any

Navy

York,

AneffSdfl Art Gallery, flew

ex-

M, T. MULIIALL

suffering from poor health
‘or languishing on a bed of sickness,
‘take cheer, if yon are simply ailing,
‘or if yon feel week and dispirited, without clearly knowing why, Hop Bitters
‘will surely care you.**

Premiums

Celebration of tbeir 21st Anniversary,

sharply contested game may be looked for.
Lumber and Ice.

without

by proving propF. S. SOULE,

DIAMOND ISLAND.
lots bought and sold by
W. II. WALDRON, 180 Middle St.

of Every Description,
ecuted in an Artistic Manner
and at short notice.

It is

Six Per Cent Interest on Outstanding
Scrip Paid On and After Feb. 6,1883.

City.

SIGN PAINTING

Lettering

State by nearly tiiirty companies.

OF NEW FORK

Will wash your clothes

-FB031 THE

in

Company,
in

“If you

same

Building

□ The
UNION MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY of tills city, ie now in ite THIRTYFIFTH YEAR, and at no time has it been more
Its RESULTS
prosperous or ruoro successful.
last year was a LARGELY INCREASED BUSINESS, INCREASED ASSETS, INCREASED SURPLUS, INCREASED DIVIDENDS TO POUCY
HOLDERS and all secured at a DECREASED
EXPENDITURE.

dlt

dtf

aug21d3t»

and

SALE,

PROPOSALS.

The Union Mutual Life Insurance

aug20

317 A 310 Commercial
angB
FOBILAND, MAINE.

SECOND-HAND office desk with chairs.
dress with description and price,
71 UNION STREET,

an

HOME

Moore & Co.

Owen,

Wanted.

A

and place it in

ART

d3m

—

HOME
COMPANY.

during the coining week.

FIRST MAINE

aug21

Me

Blue, with handsome natural sticks.

—AND THE—

can

G l-2c
9c

We begin now to|sec the necessity of
making very low prices to eiose ont,
such a large stock and have marked
everything down in this department.

Blacks, Browns, Green

REUNION,

erty and paying charges.
Aug. 20,1883.

Shirting

“

OKTLAIVO, MAINE,

—

We have received another lot of
those elegant $3.00 Silk Umbrellas

Heavy Artillery,
20 ft.
PICKED
inside. Owners

and

1

C. BURGESS, City Clerk.

ENDOWMENT POLICY

policies

SOl.K

Found.
up in Casco Bay, a “Reach” boat about
long, painted green outside, light blue

];27

_d2w

—

Law.

31 Exchange Street,

W. DEERING, Mayor.

SAVE YuUR MOISEY

marked down.

Heavy

a>»g!7

GRAND

BRADBURY,

Counsellors at

of the entire number issued in this

:

8S, 89, 810.

12 l-2c

faction Shirting,
“
Fancy
“

copy. Attest:
GEO.

SILK UMBRELLAS.

HOWES, Him & HARRIS,

GENUINE

HYGIENIC
MATTRESS—i—
MANUFACTURED
AND FOR MALE BY
J. H. GAUBEBT,
109 BIDDLE STREET,
PORTE AND, ME,

J. W. DEEHING, Mayor.

_

SOAP.

aug21

A true

dlt

Can be used either in hot or cold
water.
$1000 REWARD for any garment or fabric injured by the use
of
“BEN’S
SELF-WASHING

ONLY

the

In Common Council, August 6,1883.
Read and passed to be ordained in concurrence.
Attest: SAMUEL B. KELSEY, President of
the Common Connell.

BROS.

boiling.

advertisements.

for concurrence.
Attest:

WORK

Thursday evening the house of John Connors, Bar Harbor, was entered by a thief, who
took from a desk in the dining room $175. No
clue to the thief as yet.
Something over $100
was left in the pocket-book which contained
the money.

tlic Family

Higgins’

before removal.

likely

by the

at

out

Harpswell can fairly claim to be on the increase.
Its latest boom is
to take it
fairly out of its boots and raise its population
if nor its pride. A colony of Boston people,
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Startling Incident.
A physician who is sojourning

marked down to close

CUMBERLAND COUNTY.

Arrangements
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Every piece
goods
department is

in this

of

ComMayor,
mon Council of the City of Portland in City Council assembled as follows:}
Section 1.—No loaded dray, wagon, cart or other
vehicle, shall be allowed to pass over or through the
roadways or grass plats, within any of the parks or
pnblio grounds belonging to the city, without the
written consent of the Mayor or Chairman of the
Committee on Cemeteries and Public Grounds, expressly given therefor.
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Cheviot

of

to

A. W. Bradbury

BRADBURY &

Approved August 9,1883.

wear

PRINTS.

the

protection
relating
Public Grounds of the City.
AN
Be it ordained
Aldermen and
the

parks or public grounds.
Section 3.—Any person violating this Ordinance
shall be subject to a penalty of ten dollars for each
violation thereof.
In Hoard of Mayor and Alder nun, August 6, 1883.
Bead and passed to bo Ordained and sent down

SALE ALL THIS WEEK.

prices.

mer

City off Portland.
In the Year One Thousand Eight Hundred and
Eighty Three.
Ordinance

lUCTIOX NAIiEM.

Bl'SHESS cards.
Bion Bradbury.

Section 2.—No person shall cut, mar, deface or
destroy any seat or stand, or any other structure
erected by or belonging to City of Portland, in or
upon any street, promenade, park or any of the pub
lie grounds of the city, nor <iut, deface or destroy,
or carry
away any tree, shrub or plant within such

4.00
2.50
“
“
50c
35c
All Silk Sun Umbrellas 2.00
“
“
50c
35c
Wool Serge
1.00 Gents’
Evei y piece of Summer UnderEvery Parasol at less than for-

Ten shiugle machines are kept busy at Van
Buren atid the monthly output is 3,000,000.

will be started in the spring.
Mr. S. B. Harmon of Boston, formerly of Lewiston, has recently purchased eight acres of land of Mr.
Geo. Bibber, and will begin in the spring the
erection of fifteen cottages upon the premises.
The price paid was $1450. The cottages can
be filled at once with Boston people. Mr.
Harmon will build a large boarding house and
conduct the same himself, the inhabitants of
the cottages taking their meals at the boarding house and rooming in the cottages.

a

UNDERWEAR.

$4.50 Satin Parasols, $3.00 Ladies’ Undervests
“

RINES

A. Winslow

of much power before a large
gathering at the Congregational church, selecting the subject, “What constitutes a
Christian.”
a

® large assortment
nnifl «
of s°»
SATIN
PARASOLS. Also Satin Embroidered and Satin Lace rl rimmed Parasols at ruinous
prices to close them out
before removal.

AROOSTOOK COUNTY.

examination for promotion.

Rev. E. E. Bacon
gave

PARASOL^!
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has been detached from the naval academy
and ordered to the Tennessee. Passed Assistant Engineer L. W. Robinson has been detached from the Tennessee and ordered home
to an

TO-DAY we sell from our Wholesale Stock
large lot 50 ct. All Linen Table Damask
at retail at only 33 cts. per yard.

FA.VCV

ADVERTISEMENTS.

by

LINEN DEPARTMENT.

At last accounts, 5175,000 of Lewiston City
bonds of the last lot called in had been redeemed.
Most of the bonds were evidently
held by the farmers and business men of Androscoggin county. Nearly double as many of
the bond have been passed in at the Lewiston
city treasurer’s officer as have been returned
from the National Bank of Redemption in
Boston. Farmers step in occasionally with a
bond in a tin case and redeem it. “In most
cases,’’ says the city treasurer, “they don’t
seem particular about redeeming it. They
would rather have the bond and don’t know
what to do with the money.

PRICE

CITY

GREAT CLOSING OUT SALE.

ANDROSCOGGIN CODNTV.

new

ADVEKTINEJIESiTN.

NEW

STATE NEWS.

home on Paris street yesterday, aged 50 years.
He was a member of Maine Lodge of Odd Fellows and of the Odd Fellows Relief Society.'
The funeral of Mr. B. Johnson took place
yesterday morning from his late residence on
Newbury street, and was escorted to the

a

The ship City of Boston, recently cleared,
takes $1,500 tons to New Orleans, La.
About
10,000 tons has been rendered wholly or partially unmerchantable by fire this season.

although

shoulders in particular showing great muscular
development. He was attired in a handsome
natatorial costume, which displayed his figure
to advantage. He accomplished the feat of
swimming

tons coal and 4,500 bushels corn. The arrivals
numbered 5G, and the clearances 09.
There is a good prospect of all the ice in
port being shipped, except perhaps a few poor
stocks. Considerable of the ice goes South.
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Agents
4

wanted.
W. i). AMES,

Marketjlquare,
|

Portland, Maine.
3pdtf

fail.”

complaints,

; ALL THE DRUGGISTS SELL IT.

MRS. THROOP’S

ENGLISH AMD TRENCH SCHOOL
-FOK-

Young Ladies
Will

and

Children,

NEPTEMRKK i!4lh, ISNi.
circulars, address MRS. TIIROOP, No. 61
High st. Portland, Me.
Jyttood till octl
re

open

For

200 Collage Lois For Sale.
At “Rock Round Park,” Peak’s Island
1 rice of lots
according to location and
embellishment. Excellent lots on high
land at one cent per foot. Come and see
them. Come to Trefothen’s Landing to
Rock Round Lodge, or address Sirs. MayChapman, Rock Round Park, Peak's
augideodlm*
Island, Me,

